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FREFACEr

Abraham Lincoln is a name that lives as a legend in 
the history of the United States0 The subject of Lincoln has 
filled many volumes» Imaginations are stirred by the story 
of the tall9 lanky youth struggling to read by the fireplace 
in a lonely log cabin0 Lincoln portrays to many the -American 
dreams, the rise from the. log eabin to the White House D His 
story has the color that gives him the character of a legend« 
The life of Lincoln has been discussed from almost all 
aspects» From his birth to his deaths he has long been the 
subject' of controversyo, - Lincoln studies are subject, to 
constant revision in the effort to;glean the true story of the 
man* Without a doubt Lincoln demonstrated the qualities of 
leadership: that are a marvel las he led the desperate struggle, 
to preserve the umlmiq, ; ; . , - • ■ . - .

The Lincoln of the Civil War would be unknown to us 
todays, if he had not become presidentThe Republican Party 
selection of Lincoln as the party nominee in 1860. is9 
therefore$, of great interest0 He did not join the Party until 
1856s, two years after "its traditional date of origin,. Surely 
others within the Republican ranks were more prominent than 
Lincolno Senator William Hc. Seward of lew York had fully 
expected to receive the nomination in 1860□ The most popular 
thesis offered to explain Lincoln8s nomination has been his ■

: ; . ii ■ ; . ' ' '. . ' ; ' .



Howeverg at the time Lincoln entered the Republican Party In 
1856g his political eminence was largely limited to the 
borders of the state of Illinois 0: His only claim to national
fame, was the one term he- had 'served as representatlye in-,. : , 
Congress from Illinois & Thusa in fomr years her Lincolna 
rose from an Illinois lawyer to a major party candidate for 
president of the ' Whited States <>. . :

The late 185O0s were turbulent years in the history 
of the nafiono Sometime during these years the final seeds 
of dissent ion were sown y their growth could ■no- longer be held. : 
baekg and they would erapt bringing,the national calamity of 
disunion o Illinois a the home state of Lincolna felt the 
tensions which existed; throughout the whole nationo,.. The state 
was'often as seetienally divided as the nation.on the 
destructive issues <> There was no homogeneity ©f feeling on 
such issues as slaverya internal improvementsa land policya 
or even ,the issue ©f public.educationo.: '

Lincoln, must be understood during these years as 
thinking in terms of operating within the political sphere of 
Illinoiso It was his great'ambition' to become a United States 
Senator from IllinoisQ To achieve this honor he had to 
placate many shades of political thoughto He was always 
careful to offend no groups He knew how to work within the . 
realm of polities 9:, and was skilled in such arts as political 
18logrolling” o. By reason of his sensitivity to public feelings
' ' ' ' : , iii ’ ■' 'V' ' ■ ' ■ . ;:

' ■. , ■ - * .' ' ' :



Mneoln wss nefer in advance • of the people0.;; For the most 
part Illinois was conservative, not generally prone to follow 
the radical anti-»slav@ry men0 This sentiment par ailed 
Mneoln0s thinkings Essentially, in these years he was a 
conservative both by temgerament and by political necessity« 
It is within this environment that the growth of Lincoln 
within the four years 185.6 to 1860 are viewed in the present 
papere

®ie author wishes to express her gratitude to Bre 
James Beatson for his guidance and helpful suggestions 
throughout the research and writing of this thesis»
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CHAEEIB I

y \ : ; - LINCOLNt. THE RBPHBE1CA1 ' /v-  ̂ : >;:

Abraham Lincoln had been at Whig, prominent in Illinois 
politics for many years <? He first ran for the state 
legislature in 1852 on the Whig tickets but was defeated^. In 
August of 1834s he again entered the race, this time 
successfully^ and served four successive terms» Serving In , 
the state legislature was an experience of great value for .
Lincoln^ He learned the ways of politicians and the
techniques of polities » Lincoln f die covered- that moral 
convictions must be temporarily subordinated if a man is; to 
work effectively' in polities @ :

As Lincoln became more politically ambitious he 
entered the contest for membership; in the national House of 
Representative a o His Democratic opponent was the well-known 
Methodist circuit rider; Peter Cartwright& Successful in 
this bidj he took his seat in Congress9 Decemberg 1847; as the.
only Whig representative from Illinois 0; In the House s he
opposed the Mexican War:;•,fought under the Democratic ■' :r ■ 
administration of James E0 Eolko Lincoln made a speech

. ' : i ■ ■ ' • ■ ' - ' ■■...■ : ■ ■ - 1 ■ ■ \ •'Benjamin PL Thomas 9 Abraham Lincolns A. Biography ...
flew'York i: Alfred A. Enoff 9 1952 JT^o 7Q0- ■ / ,:%



erltioizing the war policy of the; Polk administration^ For 
this spee-eh lie gained distinetidn among the natiorial ihigs 
: However^ in his home state$, he was severely attacked by the.' ; 
Democrats and even opposed by some lihigs», Otherwise g the Whig 
Congressman from,/Illinois' p?@yed. to be a party stalwart* ’

. However $, by 1849, Mheoln felt he had no fhfure in 
■jpilitieŝ 'and decided- to settle down - to the law0 He had been 
licensed as an attorney: to practice law in all the courts of 
the state of Illinois in 1837» In the fall of 18449 after 
having.,servedg .'as; junior partner with John Todd Stuart and 
Stephen To hogan9 Lincoln went into partnership) with . William 
,Herndon* ■ 'Malle' Mncoln was in Washington Herndon, kept the ; 
law praetiee operatingo Returning to Springfield and the 
■Eighth''Judicial•.Circuit inHS^Sg,-• 'hlneoin::found; a: ready ; V"

; Each of Mneoln0 s laxf practice was handled.by riding 
the clrcnit^.# customary performance to lawyers of that dayv - - ■ 
Usually as much as six months a& year were spent in following 
-the judge from court'::f©v'court̂ ,';' The Eighth Judicial ■ Circuit : . 
was made up of fourteen counties, situated in central and 
eastern IlMhois 0 ; In this area Mneoln made friends and 
acquaintances g, and gained a reputation: as one ©f the foremost 
lawyers In the' states : ; -"' ; :, .V; ; ■■•'-. .
I :; Inihile in retlrement' from '-politics 9 Lincoln consciously 
worked to better himself as -a lawyer^ His personal 
improvement was tremendous, and his growth in mind and



character ■■was outstan,ding0 These years were among the most 
gpodtoptive of his llfe»8 The circuit .courts of Illinois had 
a great influence in-Lincoln's development0 They offered him 
''acquaintance with widely divergent types of men» He met men 
of influence9 who proved valuable friends in furthering his 
political career» Lincoln's practice “brought him before the 
Supreme Court of Illinois9 where he had to plead before judges 
of learning and high standing**^

Howeverp Lincoln's complete devotion to his law 
practice was interrupted with Stephen Ao Douglas0 introduction 
of the Kansas“Mebraska Act0 This bill embraced the idea of 
“popular sovereignty" In the question of extension of slavery - 
in the territoriesj especially referring to the organization 
of the Kansas territory$, and called for the specific 
revocation of the Missouri Compromiseo It was the Kansas~ 
lebraska Act that once again turned Lincoln's thoughts to 
politic So Throu^iout the summer and fall of 18549 he made 
speeches in opposition to the bill in various towns in IllinoiSo

As a result of the Kansas =>Hebraska Bill9 there were' 
generated in Illinois the same tensions that were being felt 
throughout the United States 0 The contrasts of political 
feeling were evident9 for Illinois sentiments on the slavery

%bidoo p0 130 o.
^William Ec. Barton 9. "The Making of Abraham Lincoln and 

the Influence of Illinois in His Development 0 * Transactions 
of the Illinois Historical Society (1B21)« p0.420. In this 
article’ Barton defends the'thesis that it was very unlikely 
Lincoln would have become president of the United States if 
he would have lived in any other state than Illinois0



issue were ver7 mu.eh divided. !he state extends about 350 

miles in length. The northern ,art of the state is in the 

same latitude as Massachusetts and Connecticut; the middle 

portion is on an east-west line with soutl'lern Pennsylvania, 

Hew Jersey and northern Maryland; while the southern portion 

of the state ia tn line with Virginia.• The original 

territorial ••ttlement was 1n the southern pa.rt of the state. 

These settlers eue from lfertb Carolina, 1'•.nnessee, V1rgillia, 

Xentueky, Mu7land, Pemu11lv&.n1a, ad Bew York, with a l.esser 

nuber from .New England. Drifting down the Ohio river on 

tlatboata, the7 entered the state at Shawneetovn.5 Thia 

early aettleaent &a,ve the state a distinctly southern. 

chara.c'teristio, which vat prominent in Lincoln's t11H, and ha.a 

l1ve4 on. 'l'he uea bad come to be known as "Eopt.n Composed 

ot the southern-moat col.Ultie# or Illinois, the northern 

bound.arr ot "Egyp,t.. •1 be ea.id to ext«Hld, roughly in an 

east-we,, line 'be\veen Saint Louis and Vincellnes, Indiana. 

In the ll840'9 and lS&o•s it demonstrated a certa1n 

hoaogeait:,, that set it apart troa the central and northern 

part ot the atate. With the exteption of certain settlements, 

tb.e aNa had J.esa iJUtigrant stock 1n its make""\l.p ot 

population. As has already been suggested most ot its 

(2nd ed.
4;!~.~:~,j~~;:.1\\:fX~i!:*c~~ ffli1 5 f~01t. 

(Ch1cago~Th=tii!v~!r~ ~t·~1e!:: J;;f;,.2f9itt;n;:1ea. 



, 5 ;
iBhabitanti origins can be traced to the southern United
’ States c,6:-

However9 as the State grew9 the population began to
expand northward» 1 Illinois added to her . population over
814 9 00:0 in the period from 1820:. to 1835 0 (In 1820 the
' population was but SŜ GlOQ'o) , Already by 18319 counties . were
being organised near the northern boundary of the state» The
influx of settlement into these areas was generated by the
/recognition of the possibility of building a canal to join
the Illinois Elver and hake Michigan»> Favorable reports of
the country were carried back to the south and east by the
soldiers returning from the Black Hawk War0 Many of the
settlers coming into these northern areas were from Tennessee9 
Virginiag and Kentucky, but also Ohio, Pennsylvania9 and
Mew England began to contribute large portions

As earlier settlers had come by way of the Ohio
Riverp this new settlement from the northeastern United States
came by way of the Great Lakeso The route was made possible
by the opening of the Erie Canal in 182508 By 1847, Chicago
boasted a population of 16, 859, giving it the honor of the
largest city in the state, followed by Quincy with a

■^George W0 Smith, Mhen Lincoln Came to Egyut (Herrin, . 
Illinoist Travillion Private Press, 19403, w° xviiio

%oses. I, 385-387 &
^Federal Writers Project-, Illinois s- A Descriptive' 

and •Historical' Guide CChicago s A, Co McClurg^Co<>, 19391, p-,» 2'9-
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jgieguXafcioB of 6,000*9

Illinois0 gopnlatlon had also b e m  bolstered by a
strong inf lux of German immigrants 9 many of whom became
politically prominent 0 These immigrants were largely men
who left Germany following the two revolutions of 1850 and
1848 o. The great majority of them affiliated with the
Democratic party, as did most of the other immigrant groups
coming to the United States* The Democratic party was
portrayed to them as the protector of the political rights
of the foreign born* Whigs were often thought to be
toha*ivistieQ

4s slavery had began to draw the political lines
throughout the nation, so it did In Illinois 0 Bren though
it was a. tofre© state,"' there existed within its borders many
people who were pr@=-slav@ry or at least not opposed to
slavery* The original state, constitution of 1818 declared
that "neither slavery nor involuntary servitude shall be
hereafter introduced info this state,® a. provision strongly
opposed by the pro-slavery element within the state* This
group was given some concession by the enactment of an
indentured servant' law*.̂ " The question reappeared in 1884 when
an election was held to vote for a call for a, convention to

%©ses. I, 516=17*
■ =&%ar! 8churm, ' The Reminiscences of Carl Bchurm

(lew/forks: Doubleday, Paige, and Go*, 191?? I, 65=6*
-^Moses, I, 314*



amend the state constitution^, so tbat Illinois ©oulti . '
eons.titutionslly become a slave holding state G After,
eighteen months of hitter eamgaigning on the part of both
sides the election, was heldo. Here again slavery was defeated!
.for the convention call, lost* However, in the earlier settled
lower eonnties the measure generally carried

In 18S? ds Garrisonian abolitionism grew, the Illinois
legislature in a joint committee of the House and Senate 1 
presented a series of res@#mtlons on slavery», They recommended
the condemnation of abolitionists»; called attention to the
tinited "States constitution' s recognition of the right of
property in slaves; observed that the right of slavery
jurisdiction belonged only to the state; and noted that the
Federal government had no right ' to abolish slavery in the
District of ©olumbia.G. The resolution carried, with but seven
votes against it0 One. of the opposition votes was registered
by Abraham, Mneolnd̂ ® ' . .
' . .  In 1837■Alton, Illinois, situated across the

Mississippi River from. Saint louis, Missouri, was the scene
of violence, brought about by the question of slavery0. In
that same year, in Hovember the pro-slavery element of the
town.was stirred by the anti-slavery newspaper of Elijah
Pg lovejoya Defending' his press against an attack by am
angry ..mob, love joy was killed,' becoming a martyr So the

, p-o ,314 o. 
^Thomas, p© 61 q .



earns®0- But the attack on L.oy©joy also served to V 
polmt mp the strong pro ̂slavery feeling existing in Illinois 
: As northern Illinois grew in the 18400 s with its . •
strong Hew England element9 anti^slavery attitudes in the 
northern gart of the state began to take, more definite form©
Bj the middle 184# s g the Democratic party of northern Illinois 
■ was beginning to show its dislike of the predominence of the . 
slavery element in the riatiohal leadership- of the party0 
Most of the Illinois membership: in the Democratic party dated, 
from the days of Andrew iaeksoncs leadership® To these people 
the alliance of the western farmer:and the southern slaveholder . 
was an unnatural one®,, The belief in the dignity of labor was, 
incompatible with the slave labor sysfemo.1® .: -.■ .t-;v . vVii 

: During the 1840°,s the anti-slavery movements became
. popular, in. •the northern part of ■the state®. In fact s the • ■
liberty party held the balance of "power in thirteen northern ■ - 
eounties in 1846® The people of northern Illinois were 
disappointed with Folk* s veto Of the river and harbor 
improvements billQ This kind of legislation was regarded as 
necessary to the development of, this part of the stateo 
Trues, ■ the Mexican War Was popular in the states so much so 9 
that the Whigs dared not oppose it9 except on the grounds on 
which it was fought® However9 the Democrats of northern 
Illinois gave Support to David Wilmot0 S proposal that slavery 
should be prohibited in any territory acquired from Mexico®,

#MoseSg' ii>; ■ p-o418o. 
^%easeg p® 115e



John Mentwdrtho Bemodrazfc ©dit©g amd Democratic
leader Wllmot,.Proviso in Congress.o

' Stephen A 0.Douglas9 Democratic Senator from Illinois 9 
exerted tremendous effort in securing the: pas sage of the ' t
, Compromise of 11850’ in "the Senate» ; It was Douglas8 two 
colleagues and staunch supporters^ Bepresentatires Richardson 
and Me demands, who took the burden /of: managing the measure 
iin /the 'Houses: ' However« returning to Chicago in October 1850 § 
it was only by a triumphal speech that Douglas was able to 
win over a hostile meeting to the Compromisee. In this: 
support of - Douglas j 'love of the union exceeded the strong 
antics la very feeling in northern Illinois and the strength 
of the Freaksoil element subsided6̂

The Illinois gubernatorial contest of 1852 was won / 
by Democrat Joel; A0. Mattes oh9 but Mattes on was an anti- , . 4 
slavery advoeateo The next year9 Democratic representative 
John logan introduced a bill into the General Assembly of the 
Illinois Legislature which wOuid allow, free Negroes who.: 
entered the state to be sold into slavery 0, The bill did pas s f 
but with little enthusiasmo^ / •; -..I-; ' ■ - /i'l;
; The lihig party in Illinois had found its strehgth in.
the central part of the state <?' The frontiersman ih this area, 
where political lines were not drawn by class could be •. 
attracted/ to the Whig partyo Henry d a y  s “American System'* •

^ibidco -pw 154 o. .



■ . ' ■ : . . ; . ; 10 . 
had appeal in the wests for the west greatly needed the 
internal img^Qwemeats embraced in this system* • However, in 
the Illinois elections ;dmring the 1840* s the well organized 
Bemoeraey proved too, strong for the Whigs to defeat0 In 
1840 when the Whigs won nationally with William Henry Harrison 
they were unable to carry the prairie state 0 Again in 1844 
and 1848 Illinois was lost hy the. Whigs to the Democracy*.

By ISSEg the Whigs were making their last stand 
nationally .‘amid great party dis content o In Illinois they 
held their last state convention, and with little enthusiasm 
nominated a slate of officers o. Eatteson led the state ticket 
of Democrats to victory9 although the Democrats did not fare 
as well in the Congressional elections© Four of the nine 
Congressional seats went to Whigs However 9 three of these 
Congressmen were avowed free soil men and were elected from 
the northern districts of the state © fhe Chicago 'district 
reelected John Wentworth even though he openly opposed - the 
Democratic platform on the slavery■issue ©2®

: The situation he came less stable- for the Whigs by
1853© They were becoming more and more divided© The party 
could not survive for longo The conservatives of central 
and southern Illinois were leaving the party©' ’ They felt 
that in the northern section of the state their fellow Whigs

18Ibidon m0 113©. . 
^%oseSg .11/ p© 538©
S% :ease9 p© 153 ©



were, attempting t© eemfelae the garty with that of the Free^
Soilers o Even in. the northern eoxmfies some of the
 ̂conservatives left the party when they saw evidence ©f this
happening8 refmsing. to : go.:along with smeh radical leadership c 
Cithers hoped the Illinois Whigs eomld he reorganized on the
basis of the temperance lss,y„e9/ while others dodged the whole
issue by joining the vague "People° s Party

' In .early 1854’,' Stephen A0 Douglas introduced his
Kansas’-lebraska Bill * This explosion was to rock the
foundations of both the Whig and Democratic, parties <> But
the lhig° s had already been so weakened that with this event
there was no hope of rebuilding the par ty * A new party
would come into being./ replacing the national party with a
sectional oneo . . '
. . .  . fhe chief Ihig newspapers of Illinois came out with

■ .. . do'am Immediate protest of the KansasT#@bra@ka Billo.
of ^eater sl#.ifican@® was the deneuneiation of the
bill, by some of the IHJinois Democratic newspapers & These

ists were net as
11o the

follow Douglas in the new pslieyo. The Chester Herald and the
l&e Both

.^Arthur Charles Cole _________
tolo Ills: The Era of the ’Civil ¥ari: 1848 ___
Illinois:: Centennial Commission, 1919 113 (

of Illinois<

g2£bidoo 11.9 0.



After bitter debate Aa the- Senate 9 the bill was 
gassed -on March 3$ and on May 23;9 it gassed in the 

Hons® and President Pierce signed it into lawq Here Douglas. 
was supper ted ahd given great help by Gongressman Richardson 
of the Qiaiaey districtQ When the bill; was -voted upon in the 
House9 the majority of the Illinois delegation in the House 
opposed the measureo ©f the nine Congressmen’ from the state 9 
the Wiigs voted against the measure along with- Democrat John

as has been previously mentioned 9 
A 0 Bis sell 9 Democrats, representing 

the Alton and Belleville district9. did not go along with his
hessaen from "Egypt"9 and opposed the 
he was too ill to be present for the 

,9 44® ® ̂444i Wentworth that if his vote .would .
defeat the.measure' he would have himself carried .to- the- House 
in order that he might east his vote against it0.. Belleville 
in Sto Clair County had a large Berman population9 as did 
Alton in Madison County9 to whom slavery was never agreeableo 

Berman newspapers of the state, even-

Senator Shields,

85Ibido 0. go iJKLo



:fp#m 'Illinois did. suggort him.® ' ' :' V ' - \  ̂ ' ■
In the Senate of the Illinois . State Legislature a ' 1 

resolutlon was introdiicei endorsing the billo It was - 
represented to be a ¥©te 'of .eonfidenee; in ,■ tie ' two; Illinois \ 
senators o '' Probably since/'it' was made to appear only as a ■ . - 
vote of. eonfidenee o. tiere was - but mild Demoerafic apfflositiono 
lie Senate gassed tie resolution by a vote of fourteen to ’ 
eight». Tie eight opposition votes were registered by five 
.Democrats and three WhigsQ In the General Assembly (lower 
_house)., the resolution passed with thirty-nine affirmative , 
votes and twenty-two negative votes» ’

■ •' Qpg.osition to. the Kansas =Iebraska Act was voiced by '
many of the lehding Illinois Whigs from the very beginningo : :: 

; fhe three;W i g  assemblymen who. had voted for. the , resolution 
.favoring the Kansas ̂Nebraska Act in. the Illinois Legislature: i; 
were loudiy attacked by fheir fellow WhigsQ The Illinois 
Journal „ Whig organ:;, gnblished in Springfield ? literally / • 
read ..them out of the partyb - This newspaper along with the f
Chicago Tribune 0 declared the l/fliig party to be the strength 
of anti“Iebraska oppositione however^ .. James #1 Singletons, ' i;. 
one of the three Whigs who.voted for the Nebraska hot 
'Resolutions in' the .General Assembly and, representative "of ; the ■ 
Quincy distriet9 continued' to speak for the Kansas "Nebraska ' 
Act: in his .home district0. He stood in opposition to Qrville 
' Ho. Browning, and Archibald Williams9: leading Quincy: WhlgSo28 • ;;



V -fhe .Ihig. larty: was r howeTePg, by tMs time ,well ©ia the 
read t© dissolution both on the national and the state level o. 
But the idea of common cause against the Nebraska Act came 
in Illinois with the break from the Democratic party of such 
leaders in the state as Burton Co ■ Cookg Herman Be . Juddg, and 
John: Mo Ihlmefo, Herndon in his biography described;,.these men 
as being “young" and p>rogressive.oE: He further said that their 
defection in the legislature was the first real sign Of revolt 
against Douglas in Democratic ranks Democrats fought about 
the issue in county conventions <, Douglas had influenced party 
leaders to use the Kansas"Nebraska Act as a test-of party 

In the northern counties there were "varying
resultsq m Some occurred with the losing sides

with the'6conventions of their ©wn^ 
of the Alton district g endorsed

%!he political confusion in Illinois was only 
representative o f ■ the rest ©f the.natlong and especially of 
the old northwests I he idea ©f ■ ̂ fUsio-n"11 began almost as soon 
as Douglas Introdueed his bill0 - February. 889 1854§, in the 
small. Wisconsin town of Hlgong a, meeting formulated a 
resolution which said in effect that if the Kansas ̂Nebraska , 
Act should"' pmss'p, old party organisations must be disregarded^ 
and that a" new party should . be .formed0 This new paa

Lincoln ("8 
Publishing

t Ho, Herndon and Jess® Wo Welkg HeIllinois u The Herndon0 s Lincoln 
o9 1981)9 II, 536o

p0 18,5̂ 8.61



II
?aas Its sale basis for existence.would

.'be. to the/extension of
Eren though the Rig:on meeting claimed to. be the 

foundation of the new Republican party9 the state convention 
held at Jackson9 Michigan^ July. 6, 1854$, is usually considered 
to be the beginning of the Regubli can party o ̂  This convention 
was attended by citizens from throughout the stateQ . .Here : 
.again$, the name Republican was used; also a platform was 
developedo. It. opposed- the extension of . slavery9 and' the 
repeal of -the Missouri Gompromise9 and-laid out m plan of 
.aetions recommending ^Co^Qperatioh*1 by the calling ©f \. ,
conventions in other states of those'opposed to the extension' ' 
of slavery o. - This convention received great 
in Michigan :

Illinois s however$, was much slower to 
organized movements to formulate a. new party0 Rockford had 
been, the scene of an enthusiastic mass meeting of anti=' 
lebrasksites on March 189 1854% The meeting passed "a .. .
resolution - that' 19the free, states should now blot out - all '

distinct ions by uniting themselves into one 
a.rtyo,68. . £t this time the resolution was 

her reiterated by such newspapers as the Eekin Tazewell

- :: ,31’William Starr- Meyers9 The Republican Party/- A

Ibidoo'Po 45%
Ibid ipp 48-52 o



MteroPo whose editor that a state convention be held
inviting all those opposed.to the repeal of the Missouri

o This suggestion was endorsed by the Morgan Journals
other hand9 - the Illinois. Journals Springfield Whig .. . . 

newspaper 9 could not go along with this o. It still looked to
the Whig gar ty as ..'the hope and.’strength of anti -H@b r a ska i sza 0
Democratic newspapers for the.most part were hoping to heal
the sehisra in" their' ranks ; ..

Most of the strength for any kind of “fasioa®’ or
BcoomerafionB came from the free soil or abolitionist element
in the state In the ■ meanwhile 9 many Whigs and anti® ' 
lebraska Democrats went into the Eiaow-HotMng party d. IJsually
conservative. Whigs fennd it a refuge from the slavery
questions, while Democrats9 who were unable to follow Douglas0 
leadership found it a political homeo^

It would be almost two years3 before a Republican
party would b® .formed in Illinois that would be agreeable to
all. elements o. ■ This organisation came about through the
leadership.of the moderate old line Whig element and the
anti®lebraska Democrats0. IhusP for two years Abraham Lincoln9

,P remained a Whigo He
the state opposing the lebraska

. legislations, but said nothing of am abolitionist natureo-

go 188o
56Ibid 0 o go.. 136<



1854o He found himself amid great og'gosition to the Kansas^
Nebraska Aeta In an effort to e©unter=aet this feeling
especially dominant in the northern part of the state9 he
spoke constantly^ However g not as in 1850 did the people
flock hack to Douglas» He was more successful in the central
part of the state». • .

October 5 and 49 Douglas was in Springfield for the
State Agricultural Fair9 attended by all the leading men of
the stateo. He spoke in defense of the lebraska Bill, and
this time he was answered by Lineoln0 Douglas spoke on the
third and Mneoln answered him on the fourths

■Lincoln spoke at this time as a Whigo Even so9 this
speech, is essential to consider^ Lincoln would not enter the
Republican Party for more, than a year and a half 9 but the
Springfield speech certainly and clearly demonstrates his
position at this time9 and throughout the entire period we
are discus sing o This speech presents the seed ef almost
every idea that Lincoln was to. utter to the time he was
nominated for the presidency and even after thato Host
clearly he'was not am abolitionistQ

The speech that Lincoln gave on October 49 is usually
referred to as the “Peoria Speech*,* The record for the
October 49 speech is the Illinois Journal summary appearing-
. on October S9 18540 It seems to be the same speech given in
Peoria 9 October 16 9 18549 which is said to have been fully
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and aceurately regirodueed at that time ̂ .

Introducing his rispeechj^- iiinc&ln saidj,' 68the repeal
of the Missouri Compromises and the propriety of its . .
restoration^ constituted the subject of what I am about to
say e ,r He then repeated the history down to the repeal of the
Missouri Compromise9 noting that Thomas Jefferson was the
foree in obtaining the prohibition of slavery in the northwest,
territory in the Ordinance of 1787* In 18039. the Louisiana
purchase took place9 and in 1812 Louisiana came into the union
as a slave; state 0, Ihe first slavery agitation came about when
Missouri wanted to enter the union as a slave stater and from
this came the Missouri Compromisee It was respected until
1845 when Texas entered the unions' and in the resolution ■ '
admitting her the line was extended westwardiyDouglas at
that time had wanted the line extended to the Pacific Q.
Lincoln here noted that as late as 1849 Douglas had made a
speech concerned with how the Missouri line* had kept peace 0 ,, -
In 1846p there was an attempt to retard slavery by the Wilmot
Proviso3 but this was held in check by the Senate o However8
with the desire of California to enter the union a compromise
was effected/by the love of the union® In 18582 both , , 
political parties adopted resolutions endorsing the Compromise

^Tlhe Collected Works of Abraham Lincolno ed® Boy
Bo Easier.. (8 vols a % lew Brunswickt Rutgers University
Press 9 19.53), II, 8400

^Illinois Journal (Springfield, I11Q)V October 81,
' 23,; 84, 25 , 26 , 27 , 28, 1854, Ibid*, pp. 247-2830 The • :
summary of this speech will be taken from this account*



leteraska Bill, was introduced and with it came the repeal of
the Missouri Compromise0 &t this point he explained how he
intended to show the M i l  was wrong?

I think 9 and shall, try to show9 that it is wrongg 
wrong in its direct effectp letting slavery into Kansas
and lebraska — and wrong in its prospective principle g 
allowing it to he spread to every other part of the wide,
world 9 where men can he found inclined to take ito

Lincoln expressed his own hatred of slavery? but he
said he placed no blame on the southern people 9 for if it had
mot already been there 9 they would not have introduced it0- 
He agreed it was difficult to get rid of & 601 surely will not
blame them for not doing what 1 should not know how to do myself &
If all. earthly power were given me, I should not knew what t©
do as to the existing instituti©n0111,8 His “first impulse""
would be to free all the slaves and send them to Liberia 9 
but he knew this could not work out immediately c Admitting
that his own feelings would not allow them as social and
political equals 9 he looked to gradual emancipations, “but for
their tardiness- in this9 I will not undertake to judge our
brethren of the south Lincoln allowed the south its
fugitive slave law* so long as if guaranteed free men would
not be taken info slavery0

From these remarks 9 if can-be seen that Lincoln was
not a radicals, not an abolitionisthe was opposing the



of slavery the Kansas-lehraska Act embodied c.
Eisonching a direct attack on the Zebraska Bilip

Mneoln denied the validity of the argument that the Missouri
Cosgromise should be repealed because the area needed a t@rri~
torial governmento He pointed out that both Iowa and Missouri
were organized without repeal of the Compromise<>

Secondly9 he denied that there was ever any public
demand for the repudiation of the Missouri Compromise0 
Mneoln contended that the Wilmot Proviso and the refusal t@
extend the Missouri line to the Pacific did not constitute a
demand to repudiate the Missouri line principleQ The Missouri
line applied only to territory acquired from France <> The line
could only have been extended for country that was owned at
the time the. line was drawn* We did not at that time own the
territory acquired from Mexico0 Bineoln further reasoned
that there was no prospective principle in the line 9 because
Missouri came in as a slave state^ and it was north of the
line9 so if there was a prospective principle9 could not the
south contend there be slave states “now and then” above the
line in an indefinite westward exgansionf

Season for public demand for repeal could not be
found by claiming a new principle had been established in the
Compromise of 185@0 The fact that Utah and lew Mexico could
come into the union with no regard for slavery had no bearing
on Kansas * The only reason for the north® s consent to this



provision was because they were compensated for it9 not 
because it was righto

Thirdly 9 Lincoln considered whether the repeal "'with 
its avowed principle is intrinsically right »“■ He said it 
was no to Again he recounted the terms of the Missouri 
Compromise9 pointing out that it referred only to the 
territory acquired from France o Lincoln contended now that 
the south had used up all. of her territory 9 she wanted to 
abolish the line0 Lincoln then asked9 how can there be 
certainty that slavery will not enter Mebraskaf He called the 
argument that it is unlikely slavery would ever enter the 
territory m "lullaby®* It was his contention that the argument 
that slavery must be allowed to enter Nebraska so the south 
may have equal justice was wrong® A., slave is a human being®. 
Lincoln pointed out that even the southern people despise a 
"slave tradery" while they do not a cattle trader®

Lincoln continued by denying that the premise that it 
allowed the "sacred right of self-government"was a valid 
argument for supporting it® He agreed that the doctrine of 
self-government was right9 "But it has no just applications, 
as here attempted® Or perhaps9 I should rather say that 
whether it has such just application depends upon whether a 
negro is not or is a man®"

Always stressing that the humanity ©f the Hegro was
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Declaration of Independence 0 But immediately he reiterated 
that he was not for establishing social and political equality 
among the whites and blacks 0

I am not now combatting the argument of leeessitro 
. arising from the fact that the blacks are already 
amongst us;; but I am combatting what is set up as Moral 
argument for allowing them to be taken where they have 
never yet been--arguing against the Extension of a bad 
thing% which where it already exists, we must of 
necessity, manage as best we ean0

In discussing the right of self-government, Lincoln 
said that Douglas had used it mistakenly0. He pointed out 
that Douglas based this assertion on the tofathers ̂ tt guarantee 
to each state that it should have control of its own domestic 
institutions Q Lincoln allowed that this even may have 
'referred to the existence of slavery among them, but he doubted 
that they had any reference her© to carrying slavery to new 
countries s since it was, this same generation of men, “mostly . 
the same individuals," who passed the Ordinance of 1787 
declaring slavery should never go into the northwest territory0

Lincoln then posed the question of the right of 
government of the territory0 He asked,

Again, is not lebraska, while a territory, a part of 
us? Do we not own the country?- And if we surrender 
the control of it, do we not surrender the right of 
self-government? It is part of ourselves 0 If you say 
we shall not control it because it is QiJLX PART, the 
same is true for every other part;; and when all the parts 
are gone, what has become of the whole? What is then 
left of us? What use for the general government when 
there is nothing left for it |tq| govern?

Explaining why he felt it would be wrong for lebraska 
to enter the union as a slave state, Lincoln pointed out that



there are certain “constitutional relations between slave
states and free states,, which are degrading to the latter»w
Free states mist return fugitive slaves9 and also slave
states have an advantage in that the non®voting slave is
counted in pogulation^five slaves equal to three whites 9 
giving am unfair proportion in the House of Representatives 9 
and presidential electors to the slave state» But Mncoln
stressed he had no purpose t© destroy this legislation^
because it was there s: "I stand to it9 fairly9 fully and
firmlyoM' LineoIn was not above the constitutiono

Penetrating into the structure of the Nebraska BiULp
Lincoln posed the question with which he was later to plague
Douglas:

The people are to decide the question of slavery for 
themselves g but WHEN they are to decideor HOW they are
to decides or whether when the question is once decided9 
it is to remain sog, or is it to be subject to an 
indefinite sueeession of new trials 9 the law does not
s o % o O'

Sgain Lincoln called for the restoration of the
Missouri Compromise9 for the sake of the umiom@ By so doing9 
the spirit of compromise would be- restoredo.

It was Lincoln6 s eontentien that the Nebraska Bill
gave slavery a moral right 9 which Lincoln would deny it hado
Reviewing the history of slavery in law9 he pointed out how
from the beginning of the country the “fathers” moved away
from slavery extension0 "Thus 9 we se% the plain unmistakable
spirit of that ag@9 towards slavery9 was hostility to the
PRINCIPLE p and toleration,- OILY BY NECESSITY * The Nebraska



bill transferals slavery into a ®'saered righto:066
Before closing his lengthy speech^ h^neoln asserted 

that Douglas had no moral repignance to slavery<> He agreed 
with Douglas that this government was for the white people9 
-and not for the Megro 9 but Lincoln claimed that Douglas had 
no conception of humanity in the Hegro0 This he could not 
acceptg nor he felt could the great mass of mankind accept it©.

ThuSy it can clearly be seen that Lincoln0 s„opposition 
to the Kansas“lebraska Act was based on an attempt to stop 
the extension of slavery9 not to abolish it where it already 
existed©

The outcome of the fall congressional elections in 
1654 served to point up the divergence of the different 
anti “Nebraska elements and the sectional division in the 
state © In the northern districts 9 anti=Eebraska Whigs 
Elihu So Washburn© and Jess© D0; Morton won©. In Chicago a 
four ̂cornered race was carried out between an anti “Nebraska



Xtx the Mortiiesm. half of Illinois not a Congressman 
nor member of the legislature ? nor a qounty officer 
friendly to the lehraska bill? or opposed to Harbor and 
Elver Improvements F has been elected"'to any office tills 
year^-Mhilst in the Southern half# all of two-»thirds of 
the men elected are of opposite sentimentsS ..

fhis is accounted for in the fact that the northern 
half of Illinois is settled generally by emigrants from 
the free states s whilst the gguthara half is settled by 
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fhe Know»Hothing Party had come Into national 

prominence with their show of strength in the Congressional 
elections of 18540 Since the 1850*s "natlvism" had been 
growing in the United States 0. By the 1840’s the movement hi 
grown so that middle-class Americans were beginning 
the exaggerated claims of the "nativlsts* # 
proclaiming Catholic d<$sp.otism0 fhis growth, was 
a large influx of immigrants P many of them fro„a Ireland 0 

societies had been organised for the purpose of
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aloof from them as well: as from the Ehdtfclothings» For .all
practical purposes he was a Whig hairing little hope for the
sueeess of Mfusion”1 as long as Ehow-Hothlngism was a forcee

-August 11? l855>iineoln wrote to the abolitionist - 
Owen Love joys

■I . » 'lot even you are more anxious to prevent the
. extension of slavery than 1; and yet the political : - i. , ;
atmosphere is suchg just now/ that I fear to do anythingg
lest I so wrongo. Ihow-Hothing!sm has not yet entirely

- tumbled to pieces""nay# it is even encouraged by the
late elections in Tennessee^ Kentucky9 and Alabama&
Until we can get the elements of this organization^
there is not'sufficient mterials to successfully combat 1
the Hebraska democracy with Q »

Shortly after writing to Lovejoy9 Lincoln wrote a
long letter to his old friend Joshua Speed9 formerly of
Springfieldnow living in Kentucky0 In this letter,, he again
expressed his hatred of slavery9 but he acknowledged its
constitutional right to remain where it was*. Commenting on
the violence in Kansas that had now come aboutLincoln
attributed it dire etly. to: the Kansas "Hebraska Bill e He wrote -■ 
to Speed that he looked "upon that enactment not. as a ,lawq . . .
but as Violence from the beginningoM̂  ' - . .

: ' In answer to .a previous inquiry by Speed as to where
he stood in the political situation^ Lincoln wrote i-

I think I am a whig: but others say there are no whigs9 
and that I am an abolitionist» W e n  I was at Washington 
I voted for the Milmot Broviso as good as forty times# ^: 
and I never heard of any attempting to unwhig me for
thato I now do no more than oppose the extension of slavery0

^Letter to Love joy# Aug# 11# 1855# Works 9 IX, 316 &
^Letter to Speed y Augo. 849 1855, Ibid p., Po 381e.
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I am mot a Kaow^-Mothing Q: - That is certain» How eouM 

'' . • X het ' How'earn anyone who abhors the oppression of
negroes 9 he in. favor of degrading classes of white people?- 
Gnr progress in degeneracy appears to me to he pretty 
rapido As a nation; we began by declaring that "all men 
are created equal 0." Ihen the Ehow»Hothings get control9 
it will read "all men are created equal; except negroes9 
and foreigners q and catholics o." When it comes to this 
X should prefer emigrating to some country where they 
make no pretense of loving liberty— to Russia; for 
instance; where despotism can,be taken pare; and without 
the base, alloy of hypoeracyo ' ;
■ / Abraham Lincoln^ never in advance of public opinion.; 

always slow to throw aside the past; and conservative in 
thought; had for nearly two years remained outside of any 
radical Republican efforts0 But; with the coming of the year 
1856; and the presidential election; Hebraska opposition saw 
the necessity■of finding a political home^

Pebruary 22; 1856 was an important day in the growth 
of the new Republican partyo Qa this day in Pittsburgh; 
Pennsylvania9 an organizational meeting was held to formulate 
plans for a Republican nominating convention to meet in 
Philadelphia in June Q The Pittsburgh conference was dominated 
by radical'elements^ , Illinois sent as her delegates; Lovejoy; 
Godding and John Ho. Bryant; the brother of William Cullen 
Bryanto At this meeting plans were made that would formally 
organize the national Republican party»

Across the state, of Pennsylvania; in Philadelphia9 
the Kn©w=-Iothings held a, national convention on the same day© 
The majority of the members of the convention declared

44Xbidoo p0 322=3©
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themselves for the regular Ehow=-Hothing Platform^ and they 
agreed ;te nominate presidential, eandidateso, Howevers the anti- 
slavery extension element demanded that the party make m 
declaration against the extension:: ©f slavery <? : .They were ; 
defeated in their demand9 and with thiSg the element bolted 
the party <?/ Most of the bolters appeared at the Philadelphia. 
Republican Convention in June® The "regular"' Kq.ow<=Mothings

id the platform and nominated former president ©f the ■ - 
States Millard Fillmore for president along with 

Andrew Jackson Doaelsoa#, This Philadelphia, revolt was the 
signal for the disruption of the Know-Iothing Party0 It 
could not stand against the force of the slavery 'qmestiome .

DeeatBirp.. Illinois also served as a. meeting place on 
This prairie town lying on a bend in the- 

River. was the scene Of a,, convention of Ahti-Hebras 
The motivation for this meeting was generated by 

Paul Selbyp editor of the Morgan Journal~(of Jacksonvilleg
In late December ©f 185% Selby gnblished 

editorial in which he issued a call- for the editors ©f anti- 
Hebraska newspapers to meet so that they could formulate a. - 
policy of action for the important year of 18580

The call, was endorsed by twenty-five newspapers 
mostly in the northern and central counties e, Significantly 
but two “Egyptian® newspapers endorsed the movement 
Southern Illinois was. not yet ready to follow the new leadershipV&.

45Sffiithg pv 18o



Two railroads crossed in Deeatur9 the Illinois Central 
which ran the length rnt the state^ and the Great ¥@stem0 
However9 the might before the meeting was to be held a., heavy 
snow had fallen^ and train passage was obstructed& This is 
erne reason why there were but fifteen editors present when 
the meeting was called to order The only ,soutsid©r“ 
attending the meeting was Abraham Lineolno Lincoln seemingly 
served in the capacity of adviserc> He worked with the 
committee on resolutions 9*^ The chairman of this eommitte® 
was Dr9, Charles Hq lay of the Oaicago Tribnnoo se./former 
Democrat9 who had recently transferred from the Galena 
('Illinois) Jeffersonian to the Tribuneo The other former 
Democrat among those present was George Schneider9 editor of 
the Chicago German language psablicati©np the Staats Zeitimgo ^

, The platform adopted by the Decatur convention was 
essentially conservativeq. It said nothing mere radical than 
the things Lincoln had been proclaiming since the introduction 
of the Kansas=>!ebraska Bill, into Congress by Stephen Ac Douglas o 
Recognition was given to “the legal right of the slave states 
to hold and enjoy their property under their state laws9̂
The principles of the Declaration of Independence were

^®Ida Ho Tarbellg The Life of Abraham Lincoln (Hew 
Yorks- The Macmillan G@o9 19S8l9 I, 5560 Miss Tarbell quotes
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reaffirmed9 and reenforced with the doctrine that “Freedom 
is national and slavery is s e c t i o n a l A  demand was made to 
restore the Mlssomri Compromise and t© restrict slavery "to 
its present authorized limits d' At George Schneider°s 
insiStanees Siow-lothingism received a mild rebuke» The 
Germans0 demands were met by a p5Lank which advocated keeping 
"the naturalisatien laws as they are®* The plank also 
included an expression favoring "the widest tolerance in 
matters of religion and faith*" Recognition was given to the 
importance of the common school system* The Decatur platform 
closed with a;, demand for reform in the administration of the 
state government as being "second only in importance to the 
question of slavery itselfo64̂  ; !

Other than., the anti-Emow-Eothlng declaration^ the 
mention of the common school9 and reform of the Democratic 
state administrations the platform was' silent on other 
existing issues of the day, such as temperance$, internal 
improvements and land reform policy» Clearly 9 the fundamental 
issue of agreement was opposition to the lebraska bills, and 
its implication of slavery extension*

The editors also appointed a state central committee*
To this committee was appointed the task of organizing a 
convention of anti»Hebraska delegates to be held at Bloomington* 
It was recommended they meet May 89* The committee of eleven

^®Cole g po 144--o Tarbell 9 pi0 35? *
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inelmfled foTir DemoeratSq.®®, GiastaW: Keernerp Demoerat from 
Belleville and a German immigrant of high standing9 was asked 
to serve* Koerner declinedP however9 for even though he was 
in agreement with the expression of the meeting regarding 
slavery, he could not bring himself to sever his ties with 
the DemocracyG5^

The meeting closed in the evening with a banquet at 
which Mmeoln. spokeo. Preceding the speech he was toasted by 
Richard Jo Qglesby as “our” next candidate for the United
■ ■ . - ' ■ ■ 50States Senate* This remark was well, applauded*

Ijinc©ln0's at tendance; at this Decatur meeting is 
significant for it was the first of the moves that would lead 
him out of the Ihig party and into the Republican* Even 
though it is most definitely an antecedent of the Republican 
party organization in Illinois, the editors” convention makes 
no reference to the name Republican* In sentiment and in 
name its purpose was to devise m plan of action in confronting 
the unacceptable Nebraska legislationq

The interlude between the anti Nebraska editors V 
convention and. the Ma.y 89 meeting was a time of rapid 
grep:aration0 The March municipal elections in Chicago, " >

■ . 50St©ler, p* 39 *
^Gustave Koerner, Memoirs of Gustave Koerner0 

1809-1896q edo Thomas J*' MeGormaek TCedar Rapids, Iowa:;
The Torch Press, 19G9)), II, 1-20

■ 5%tate Chronicle (Decatur, 111. 3, -February 28, 1856, 
Works, IIo p0 333*
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Springfield and other Illinois cities resulted in Democratic
victorieso But rather than discouraging the aafi^letoraskaites
it spurred them oblo. Encouraging signs earn© •by the end- of
April with the defeat of the former Whigj, Singletong the
Democratic nominee for mayor in Quincyo- Throughout Illinois
local anti-Hetoraska and anti^slavery clubs were formed9
Opposition odds and ends were drawn together in county
conventionso Moderation was the key word in all of these
events 0 Ihen in some instances the name "Republican" was
given to these endeavors9 there was loud protest and attention
was called to the fact that there was no mention of
“Republican"1’ in the calls issued by the state commit fee o ®

The appearance of Mneoln^s name on the call for the
Sangamon Gommty conventions marked his public leave-taking
of the Whig party9 and his entrance into the organization of
anti-Hebraskaites which would fora the Republican party© At
the time the call was drawn up)9 line© In was out of Springfield
on court business©,. It was Herndon,? M s  law partner$> who
affized Mneoln®s name to the call©.. Herndon recounts the
incident in his biography of Lincoln?

Lincoln was absent from town at the time and9 believing 
I knew his feeling and judgement of the hour 9 I took the 
liberty of siting his name to the call© The whole was 
then published in the “Springfield Journal" © Ho sooner 
had it appeared than John T0. Stuart9 who with others 
.was endeavoring to retard Lincoln in his advanced ideas9 
rushed into the office and asked if Lincoln had “sifpxed 
that Abolitionist call in the Journal©" I answered in 
the negative p but added that I signed his name myself©
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To the question^ “Did Lincoln authorize you to sign itfM 
I returned an emghatie “Ho 0 ̂ Then exclaimed the startled 
and indignant Stuart $, “You have ruined himlB But I was 
by no means alarmed at what the others deemed 
inconsiderate and hasty action» * 0 ... in order to .vindicate 
myself if assail©d9 I sat down9 after Stuart had rushed 
out of the officep and wrote Lineoln » . 0 If he approved 
my course I asked him to telegraph or write me at once® .

:'In due .time came the answer "All right; go aheadc Will . meet you-^radicals and a 11.®.“54 . .
Recent historians place much doubt on the validity of '

. Herndon”s statement0: They contend that most probably Herndon. . :
had known Llmcolnis feelings on the matter^ for. Lincoln would '' 
.nob' have joined a hew party in such a casual mannerG Before 
. this time he had given much thought to the question of a hew 
' party9 and by the time of his appearance at the Decatur meetings 
he had decided to aecept a; new organization®55 .

The first day of May the Illinois Democratic partys 
once again under the control of Douglas $, met in Springfield 
for its state convention® The work of the convention was to 
select a state ticket® The honor of the gubernatorial 
nomination went to 'William A® Richard son®. He had served 
eleven years as Representative of the Quincy District in 
Congress and as Douglas6 right hand man. It was Richardson 
who carried a great part of the load in the passage of the

S^Herndon and We iky p0, 382^3 0
55David Ho. Donald. Lincoln8s Herndon (Hew Yorks ■ 

Alfred Ao Khopf 9 1948) 9 ps 86 =>88®
J®. Go Randall. Lincoln the President? Springfield 

to. Gettysburg (lew Yorks Dodd*. Mead & COo.? 1945), I, 96-7® 
Both Donald and Randall discuss this at length, pointing out there is no contemporary evidence that Herndon8s 

action was unauthorized^ „ ■ _



Kansas-Nebraska BillL in the House <>. This nomination ireHL 
garaOellied the convention's endorsement of the Kansas- 

• Nebraska A e W
. A. few days later9 the remnantsj of the Know-Nothing 

'.party- held a. state nominating convention in Springfield**
Their numbers - and strength .were - .so d.@pleted that they had. 
diffiralty in find.ing;. men who would aeeept nominations so •
. that a state ticket could' be drawn up;& Finally 9' after several " 
, refusals p Buckner Sd Morris of Cook County 9 from the Chicago 
area, accepted the Know-Nothing nomination for governor e

It was not without deep concern that Abraham Lincoln 
boarded the train at Decatur early in the morningP May 889 
for the trip to Bloomington^ His traveling companion was a 

. young lawyer9 Henry Clay Whitney<$ Whitney related that 
throughout the trip Lincoln was, anxious whether delegates 
would attend from the southern part of the state 0 The train 
.on which Lincoln and Whitney rode • came-up from Gentraliap 
and' it was Lincoln” s ..hope' that among the few passengers some '• 
of them would be delegates from "Egyptc,." Whitney described ; 
Lincoln®s face Mradiant with happinessM when he found two 
delegates from Marion County on board the trains.

■When Lincoln and Whitney arrived in Bloomington they 
went to the home of. Judge David Davis «* The Judge was out of 
the city attending courts. .Bren so9 Lincoln and Whitney9 
along with. Archibald Williams of Quincy and T0 Lyle Dicky of 
Ottawap had been.invited to stay at Davis0 home while
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a*tending the conwentismo®^ Davis was a long time friend of 
Lincoln9 s with whom he had traveled the circuit for maiay 
years o Davis was horn and spent his childhood in Marylandg.
He came to Illinois in the late 18505sP first settling in 
fasewell County o Later he moved to Bloomington and took over 
the law practice of one of Bloomington” s leading citizens $,
Jesse FelXo Davis and Lincoln traveling the circuit ©a 
horseback “came to know personally more men* women and 
children than any dozen men combined

After Lincoln and Whitney had dinnerP they walked to 
the Chicago and Alton depot$, as Lincoln wanted to see who 
might arrive from Chicago o They were late9 for the train had 
already arrived and the omnibuses were beginning to take the 
passengers q. There were many men who Lincoln knew and they 
called to himo .He was especially pleased when he saw lorman 
Be, Judds, former Democrat from Chicago

Lincoln and men such as Orville H» Brownings, Archibald 
Williams p both old line Whigs g and Judge Dickey p a ifhig9 were 
determined that the convention would be kept in the control 
of conservative elements0 Brownings prominent Quincy lawyerp 
kept a diary for many years P making brief comments on the 
weather9 family healths, and political happenings of the day0

^Eemry Clay Whitney $, Life on the Oireuit with Lincoln 
(Bostons Bstes and Lsnriat Publishers s, 189'SJP ppT 75^50 '

^Harry B 0 Pratt9 “David Davis P 1815^1886 s, “ Transactions 
of the Illinois State Historical Society (I95QK Wc 161-2..s

^Whitney;, go 759



He9 ©f courses, attended the convention and could have told so 
much as he took active leadersh±g>» Unfortunately9 he is 
disappointingly brief and vague on this as he frequently is0 
Browning did mote that when he arrived in Bloomington9 no 
resolutions had been prepared for;the meetings nor any 
program of proceedings0 . He brought together in M s  room 
about fifteen or twenty men “of all shades" of opinion,» This 
meeting formulated a plan of procedure and prepared a 
resolution that would reconcile both the Ehow=>Mothings and 
Bermans» Browning reported that it was only with "considerable 
difficulty and discus si on g" that all the men would agree t© 
the procedure and the resolution and would agree t© support 
them in the convention without objection or amendment©®9

The next morning9 May 29 5 the convention assembled 
in Major0 s Hall© Excitement ran high9 as the morning papers 
from Chicago told of Kansas violence© Bawremoe9 the capital 
of the free staters had been sacked by Missouri "Border 
Buff Ians These, reports had been preceded only a few days 
before by the accounts of South Carolina Representative 
Brooks0 brutal, beating of Senator Sumner on the Senate floor© 
Radicals like Love joy made the most of the situation©
Mrs© RobinsoBp the wife ©f the free estate governor of Kansas %

®90rvill@ Hickman Browning9 The Diary of Orville 
Hickman Browning, ed© Theodore e0. Pease and James G© Baadall, 
Collections of the Illinois State Historical library9 Vol©
XX9 Lincoln Series9 Vol© II (Springfield9 Illinois? Published ■ , 
by the Trustees of the Illinois State Historical Library9 
1.925)5 1$, 257©



'' , - . ... , ■ . ' . : m
was at the conventiear along with other Kansas "(agitators a" 
who were at that time touring the; north0 There was great 
fear among the conservatives that the raiieal element would • 
control the conventional® . :: ■ ' ’ •

Archibald Williams served as temporary chairman of "  
the convention and former Democrat John M» Palmer was made 
fsermnent chairmano la the packed hall9 the. first order of 
business was to -select a state hieket to he presented to the 
voters in the l@v@mher elections

- It had long before heen decided that a Democrat . 
should head the t i c k e t W i l l i a m  liU: Bissau, was selected®
Bis sell, had h e m  a colonel in the Mexican War and- had served 
. three terms, in Cfengress.0. He and Wentworth were the Democratic 
Congressmen from Illinois who had opposed the Earns a s -Heb ra ska 
Bill, in the House.6 The rest of the ticket was made up of 
Khow<=>Hothings and Wilgs 0 1© Republicans were nominated? in
repudiation of the advanced anti-slavery group*

. • M, state ticket had been selected without benefit of , 
a platformo Orville H0. Browning was selected as chairman of 
the resolutions committee * After breakfast j, before the 
opening of the conventions, . Browning had drawn uj» a series ©f 
resolutions “upon the slavery question and the subjects now

. ®®klbert Jo Beveridge 9 Abraham Lincoln<, 1809-1858
(Boston and Mew-York: Houghton Mifflin Companys> 1928.1a IIa 
3.66̂ 7 o

io 368o



agiita-ting the eenntzy c18 It was these resolutions written 
entirely by the conservative Brownings that were presented 
to the eonventim and unanimously adopted @

The resolutions attacked the fierce administration 
for doing all that if could to promote the extension of 
slaveryo The repeal of the Missouri Compromise was condemned 
as being "open and aggravated violation of the plighted faith 
of the states Q m - The Kansas =-Hebraska Act was the attempt to 
68force slavery into Kansas against the wishes of the legal 
voters of that territoryo"8- A. "mild" plank was put in to 
secure German support without alienating the Know-Nothings 0 
This was accomplished by giving recognition to the 
Constitutional guarantee of "liberty of-conscience as well as 
political freedom9 ro so that "we will proscribe no OB@eo.o-OB 
account of religious opinions or consequence of place of 
birth o" There was no mention of any kind of prohibition* 
Issues of controversy were avoidedQ

The feeling of harmony carried through the convention 
Many of the delegates had come to Bloomington in a spirit of 
distrust and bitterness* 'Skillfully9 such men as-Lincoln* 
Browning9 Williams P Judd and falser had worked to keep the 
conservative attitude prevailing» The former Whigs and 
Democrats found they could meet ©aeh other and work side by 
side e . However9 it is noteworthy that thirty of the on©
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hundred one ©ounties ©f the state sent no delegateso These 
counties were principally in the southern part of the state 

The grand effort of the day was made by Abraham 
liincolBo In closing the eonwemtioBp he m d e  a speech that 
was so enthralling9 no on© mde,any not@s0 Herndon related 
that he attempted for about fifteen minutes to take notes 
but gave mpo- He commented in his biography of Lincoln^, “If 
Mr o Lincoln was six feet 9 four inches high usually g at 
Bloomington that day he was seven feet and inspired at that

This speech has come down to us. through history as the 
•‘Lost Speeeho". Since there was no contemporary account of its 
there has been mneh speculation as to what Lincoln said that 
day in Bloomingtono-. Forty years after the event P Henry 
TShitney made a lengthy reconstruction of the speech» However9 
Uhitney^s effort does not correlate with a brief contemporary 
report which appeared June 59 1856 in the Alton Weekly 
C o u r i e r There is general agreement that the audience 
reacted to the speech with great enthusiasm0

Whitney recalled that the response to the speech was 
very enthusiastic<> He was leaving the hall, when Jesse K® 
Dubois 9 old line Whig and Enow othing from the "Egyptian66

6 4E©seS9 llg 559 «>
65Hernd©n and W@lk9 II, 584-5q
^Works o XIo 541 o. The editors of this collection express, the view that Whitney's reconstruction is not in 

their opinion9 “worthy of serious consideration*”’ If has 
been used in many earlier collections*



Hi t tile >9 as ■ they ■ walked 'baek to Judge Davis^ heus.e9. '' 
DmWls" statement t© Lincoln prefacing. It 

with the remarkg,: toyon knew- that my statements' ahout your : 
speeches are not go®! authority9 so I will tell you what 
DuholSp who ism01 so enthusiastic as I amp said to-me as 1 
earn© out ©f the hall<3,m Lincoln had no comment about the 
Dubois remarks, which Ihitney in retrospect looked upoE

this convention marks the begizmlng of 
Republican strength in Illinois 9 it was referred to that 
time as the anti =lebraska convention^. The name Republican 
was deliberately avoided P as it was usually prefaced by 
“Blacko.M However9 by Hovember9 the state ticket that it had 
nominated was known as Republic an 0

Leaving Bloomington9 and returning to their homes 9 
the delegates were anxious to receive an endorsement of what 
they had done0 northern Illinois in general-gave hearty■ 
support to the actions of the men at Bloomington* In Chicago 
a few days after the Bloomington gathering9 a great Kansas 
meeting was held in the Court House Square*. It had been 
announced that the purpose of the meeting was to express " 

for the free state men in Kansas and to contribute



momey t© help theso HeweveTg the meetings rather than 
adhering t© the ©rigimal purpose% heeame a Republican 
ratification meetingo. At this time in Chicago the name 
“Begjahliean" was avoided by any of the speakers and in any 
of the other proceedings 0. This affair was typical of other 
such meetings held throughout northern Illinois

Lincoln and Herndon returned to Springfield with 
great hopes undoubtedly darkened by apprehension as to .their 
home eity8's reaction to the Bloomington convent ion o. They 
found that old line Whigsp such as John To. Stuartp Lincoln” s 
first law partner^ and John Ho MafhenyP the best man at 
Lincoln” s wedding9 were very outspoken against the new 
^>rty0®9 Herndon made arrangements for a ratification meeting 
to be held June 1@0 There is some doubt as to the reaction 
of the people of Springfield to this meeting9 although it 
was probably favorable 0. Herndon stated that but three people 
attended; himself 9 Lincoln and “a courageous man named 
John Fain.o*'*® Many of the earlier biographies of Lincoln 
accepted this as traeQ However9 David Donald seriously 
questions Herndon” s story of the meetingo MTo. Donald points 
out that both the Springfield newspapers9 the Illinois State 
Journalo anti^Eebraska Whig organ9 and the Democratic Illinois 
State Registero reported a ratification rally on June lot

^®BeverldgeP II9 380«81o 
69Ibidog po 382o.
^^Heradoa and Weik9 II9 386 0.
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Ef@a the State Bg£lster9i whieh eonld. be eenated ©n t© 
belittle any endeavors of this type*, admitted that there 
was a crowd of two hundred 0 “She meeting was admittedly a 
letdown after the emotional peak at Bloomington9 but it was 
not the farce that Herndon made. of ito®^

The Bloomington Convention had brought Lincoln 
unequivocally into the Republican ranks0 The scattered 
elements of anti=-Hebraskaism had been truly "fused"« It was 
from this time that Lincoln would participate in polities as 
a. lepublieano He had left the dying Whig party0

The crystallisation of public opinion in Illinois had 
not come as rapidly as in many of the other states of the 
northwesto All early efforts toward Republicanism in Illinois 
had only been carried out by the radical abolitionists» The 
conservative Whig leadership- had not been ready to accept 
at new party 9 in 18540 The two-year period from 1854 to 
early 1856 were politically chaotic e Democrats $, in the 
senatorial election of 1855 could not bring themselves to 
vote for a ifhig9 thus Trumbull was elected*> By 1856 Lincoln 
was seemingly ready to pledge his political fortunes to the 
new partyo It was his hope that the “fusion" party would 
elect him'Ohited States Senator from Illinois in 18580 It 
seems unlikely that Line©In9 in the late spring of 18569 had 
any definite aspirations that would carry him beyond the 
senatorial office o. However P for all practical purposes 9 he

^Donald9 pp0 9Q>910



was b o w officially a Republican^
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; The Republican party8 now organized in Illinois $, 
began to look .forward to the election of 1856c A national 
ticket was. to be chosen and ax state slate of candidates had 
been made at Bloomingtoh® The Republican choice of- 
presidential nominee; was of Serious concern to Lincoln0

June 2g the Democrats met in Cincinnati 9 Qhio0 The 
outcome of this contention saw the aged James Buchanan of 
Pennsylvania presented to the United States as Democratic 
nominee for the BresIdemcyq ,, Buchanan8 S "availability'* 
allowed him to be selected over either Douglas 9 Pierce9 or 
lewis. Cass of Michigan^. He had been out of the country$> 
serving as ministef to Great Britain9 during the Kansas • 
eontroversyo and so was not immediately identified with, the 
explosive issue 0 The youthful John G». Breekenridge of 
Kentucky was selected as Buchanan8 s running aate». ; The 
Democratic platform endorsed the Kansas-lebraska Act as, the , 
only solution to the slavery question^ Popular sovereignty 
was made a test of party falth%;, x : : '///i

The naf ibnal Bepublican convent ion was to be held ■ 
June 17 g in Philadelphia os . A few days after Buchanan8 s 
nominationg Lincoln wrote to Semtor Lyman Trumbull that unless;

M



the Republieass ehoge s omeone who had appeal to the 
conservative Whigs of Illinois^ he feared many would go over 
to Buehanana. If was Lincoln0 s feeling that Supreme Gourf 
'Justice John McLean was the man who could hold these 
conservatives e Lincoln pointed Out to liumhull t '

• Uneaten ths of the Anti-Nebraska votes have come from 
old whlgs& In setting stakes 9 is it totally safe to 

■ disregard them? Gan we possibly wing if we do sot So 
far they have been disregardedI need not point out 

.; .the instances 1̂- .. .'V. " ■. :
The Republican national convention opened June 17,

1856 in i%sic , in Philadelphia o. Comparing this
convention with the Bloomington, Illinois convention, clearly» 
radicalism was much strongerElements of the Giddings and 
„ Love joy- extremists were more influential, than in Bloomington^v 
The mehfion of the names of Joshua Giddings 2 Preston King, 
and William H» Seward received tremendous ovations 0 The ■ 
atmosphere of the eonvehtion resembled that of a mass ■ 
meetings However, the eonventipn leadership has been highly 
acclaimed.A ;; V; ’i ' :; '

The sectional character of the Republican party was 
well demonstrated by the lack of southern delegates, although 
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and .Kentucky, all border states;,; : 
did send a: feww

;'■■■ ^Letter to Trumbull, June 7, 1856, Works@ IE,: 342-=-5o • .
%yers9 p.<y .65 0 He comments, “Sll historians are united 

in the opinion that the first great Republican national 
conventions, t ; ®. was composed of men who: were of singular 
patriotism, unselfish, idealism, and unusual integrity©V



Even before the eonventi©n opened there was m e h  
SBntiment for John Charles Fremont as the presidential 
nomineeo Fremonts known for his adventures in the west; was 
fondly called "The Pathfinder Q The son-in-law of venerable 
Thomas Hart Benton; Fremont was supported by the powerful 
Blair faction*• Benton and Blair had gained political 
assendency in the days of Andrew Jackson, and the faction had 
but recently com© into the Republican party© Fremont8 s 
nomination was well receivedo 1

William h* Daytong old line Whig from lew Jersey 
received the Regsbliean vice-presidential nomination© However s 
in the balloting Abraham Lincoln received III# votes* 

hincoln's friend Henry €* Whitney repeats the 
of one @f ..Lincoln(1: s life-long. friends * ■ James 
that from this time could be dated “Lincoln*® 

first real specific aspirations for the‘presidency**v It is 
probably more likelys that any elation on Lincoln°s part was - 
from the recognition he received9 which would give him

m  in his home to -enter the 1858 Illinois senatorial

31856 gave 
Independence and 

slavery in the 
admission of 

constitutions for a

. . The Hepubilcan party platform
to - the principles of the'DeelaratiW. < 
asserted the right of Congress, to p: 
territories* If, called for the 

is as as a- state 9 with her



pailread to be Milt to the P&eifie with Federal aid by the 
most central routes -advocated Congressional aid for the 
' improvement of -Rivers and Harbors; and denounced the Qs tend 
Manifesto .ê - ,

Ih® news of Fremont6 s nomination reached Mneoln at 
Wrbana9 where. he was attending Champaign .County Court©

' "i@n
Whitney showed him the newspaper announcement of Fremont1 s

' 5.; 7 ' . ■' -7 ■ - •
Lincoln had by now fully committed himself to the 

party and actively participated in the campaign 
in Illinois© She Republicans of the states especially Whigs
■ who had only come over - to the party with the greatest 
reluctance p were not at all solid in their support of .Fremont0 
Many of these men in the central and southern counties ef 
Illinois.showed their dislike of. the Republican party by 
supporting Millard Fillmore 9 the, Em©w=®©thing- presidential

■ nomineeo' They saw in him. safety and a way to escape the 7 
slavery issue© The Kmow=#ething party served as a refuge 
from the slavery issue for both Democrats and Whigs© - 
Perceiving ..the situation^ Lincoln directed his eff orts toward 
the 'gathering of Whigs into the Republican fold© For the most 
part, he campaigned in the central and southern counties, of the 
state© In these areas great numbers - of Whigs and Enow*-!©things



Held mass meetings 9 while the Demoerats gave them 
- encouragement©6 . . ■ ' - /

Mncolnrs speeches throughout the summer and fall, 
of IS56 avoided the sensationalism of the Kansas issue© As 
the campaign progressed, Kansas violence Increased© Throughout 
v.the /territory. civil. war raged 0. May 249 1856 9 John Bpomi and : 
his little band of anticslavery fanatics murdered James B©
Doyle and his two sons* This had been fomented by the desire 
for retaliation for the wrecking of the Free State capital 
at hawrenee» Federal soldiers,drove the Free State 
legislature from its meeting hall, at Topeka on July 4# ■■■• -;
Suerrilla warfare raged unchecked g eveh though federal troops 
\ were ;:ih; the state©" “Bleeding Kansas“ was the "basis of : V;,.:; '
political agitation in the presidential;campaign of 1856©
Few ’politicians avoided, the issue as Lincoln did© ’ .

1 Lincoln8 s purpose .was to gain anti-slavery men to 
Fremont© He endeavored to show them that by yoting for 
Fillmore' (as." mamy demonstrated intent lens of doing) they ■: ': >' 
were giving help to Buchanan© In/ his. arguments Lincoln 
presented two main themes: slavery must not he extended,;’ ■
and the Bepuhliean party was not sectional as was so 

\ frequently charged & f He; also ’ attempt'eK. to play d o m  threats : 
:that :the south would leave the. union: if Fremonf ’ were 'eleeted ©

: While in GhicagOg Lineoln spoke at Dearborn Park on
July./19̂ ::’',i856©.;;11. was reported ■ that he "constantly11 referred—
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. to indisputable facts in our political history^ and 
y.rew| eonelusiom from them 1m favor of supporting the 
anti =®@brssk& platform and nominees 9 that were 
unanswerable o He showed how the South does not put up her own men for the Presidency9 but holds up the prize 
that the ambition of Northern.men may make bids for ito He demonstrated in the strongest mannerg that the only 
issue now before us8 is freedom or slavery9 that the 
perpetuity of our institutions upon maintaining the 
former against the agressions of the latters and held 
up the bug bear of disunionP threatened by the slavery 
extensionists9 to the scorn and contempt it deserves0"

FillmoreP speaking in Albany9 lew York on June 369 
charged the Republicans with being a sectional party o. Two 
days after.his Chicago speech^ Lincoln spoke in the mining 
town of Galena 9 in the northwestern tipi of Illinois &. Here 
he said9 "His [Fillmore0sj charge is9 that if we elect a 
President and a Vice President both from the Free States9 it 
will dissolve the Union» This is open folly o'® Lincoln then 
pointed out that the Constitution does.require that the 
President and the Vice President must be from different 
states9 however9 it “says nothing as to the latitude and 
longitude of those States o88 He then cited the example of 
Jackson and Calhoun0 s election In 1628 P both of them from 
southern statesP which caused no erne to think @f dissolving 
the union* He further noted that when Harrisong elected in 
1640 9 died in 1841s, John- Tyler of Virginia succeeded him to 
the presidency * William R0 King of Alabama was elected 
“president pro tempore of the Senate9” next in succession to 
Tyler* Again here there was no threat to the Union* Lincoln

7Democratic Presss (Chicago)9 July 199 18569 Works0
p)o, 349«s



closed his Galena speech by exclaiming9 “All this talk about 
the dissolution of the Union is humbugsno thing but folly 0.
¥e ¥0Ha $ dissolve the Union and you SHABPIoei®

These two speeches are representative of the position 
taken by Bincoln throughout the 1856 campaigne- Lincoln saw 
his opposition to slavery extension, would be served best in 
the election of John Go Fremont, the Republican nominee0 By 
his support of Fremont, Lincoln had placed his political 
future in the hands of the Republican party& As he had been 
a Whig "regular,” he.was then a Republican "regulara" Even 
though he had favored John McLean, and undoubtedly had many 
private reservations about the flashy “Pathfinder," Lincoln®s 
full commitment to the party was reiterated when he wrote to 
Whitney:

It turned me blind when 1 first heard Swett was 
beaten fjor Republican nominee for Congress in the 
third distrieg , and Love joy nominated | but after much 
anxious reflection, I really believe it is best to let 
it stando9

Leonard Swett was a friend of Lincoln®sQ They both traveled 
the Eighth Circuit together, and although Swett was but 
twenty ■-eight years old at this time, Whitney lists him along 
with Lincoln and David Davis as a member of the "great 
triumvirate” of the Eighth C i r c u i t S w e t t  was a former

%eeklv Forth Western Gaazett©0 (Galena, IlILq), August 
8,. 1856, Ibidoo ppo 554-5^
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lihlg. and far nearer to Mncolnfs political beliefs than the 
radical Qwen Love joy Q '

Throughout September and October Lincoln sent out 
■ identical “'confidential®.; letters to many Fillmore supporters 
He pointed out to the receiver of the letter that it would 
be in Fillmore”s interest to vote for Fremont in IllinoisQ 
Fillmore had no hope of winning the state and if Fremont 
could gain Illinois5, it might mean the election could be 
thrown into the House of Representatives^ In the House9 
Fillmore might be made presidents ■ Buchanan9 if he won in 
iilihpiSg,'would surely'be president9 Lincoln explained0. 
Buchanan might win in all the southern states and he needed 
then only to .win one northern state along with his home state 
of Pennsylvania» But if Fillmore could win the states of 
Maryland and Kentuckyand Buchanan lose Illinois and Indianag 
Buchanan - could not win and perhaps Fillmore would be elected 
by the House ■ of''Representatives o. Thus ran; the .reasoning of 
Lincoln” s MconfidentialM letters 0 Unfortunately^, One John 
Kirkpatrick of Logan County published his letter« The
opposition press reprinted it extensively, in order to
■ ' 11 •' '■ . embarass Lineoln0

The distrust of Illinois Conservatives for Fremont 
merely'reflected a .situation existing throughout the nation^ 
In Boston, Rufus Choate p old “line Webster Whig denounced the 
Republican party as a sectional one, that would endanger the

Works o 11, 374*̂ 5 &



m i  on e. He called, for its defeai and dissolutions Daniel 
Webster01 s son also denonneed the Eepnblican party, but rather 
than yote for Buehanan, Fletcher Webster made himself ,,
Demo era tie candidate» Henry Clay 8is son, James, supported " 
Buchanan,• fearing a Republican vietory would destroy the, union, 
;; In miid““September, the Whigs held a convention in Baltimore ? 
Delegates came.from twenty-six states0 At this time the 
Rnow-Nothihg ticket of Fillmore and Donelson was ratified^

' ■< As Lincoln stumped Illinois in the summer and fall of 
1856, the state became a battleground of the campaign® 
Irominent national figures as Horatio Seymour and “Princeil 
3ohn VahBuren, of Hew York, Governor Henry A» Wise of 
Virginia and Lewis Gass of Hlehigah aided Douglas in the 
fight of the Illinois Democracy® 'The Republicans sent to 
Illinois the veteran abolitionist leader lohn F® Hale of 
Hew Hampshire, along with Nathaniel P0 Banks and Anson 
Burlingame Of Massadhuse11a,: Frank Blair .Jr 0., of Missouri, • 
and Governor Robinson of Kansas®. . However, Illinois 
Republican's carried the main burden® Lincoln, along with 
Bissell9 Gustave Koerner, Owen Lovejoy, John Wentworth,
Richard Yates and John M0 Palmer led the challenge against 
the 'Democrats and Buchanan®. . .

Republicanism in this campaign, as it had throughout 
the Illinois history of anti~slavery polities, found Its 
strength in northern Illinois ® ;"Egypt" with the exception of 
the counties with a large■German -population? .was a Democratic



,  . . ■ ■ 5 4sAponghoM^ Central IllllnoiS s, the f ormer- Ihig mains tay9 was
ianeertaina This area included, Lincoln6 s own Springfield 0 -!-8 

The Bepmhliean party suffered a minor rift during 
the camgaigzic.; The party gubernatorial nominee 9 Bis sell, 
wanted lineoln to take his place for governor and then Bis sell 
would run as Re pub lie an nominee against Douglas in 1858 o This 
plan was fomented by John Wentworth? who wanted to split the 
friends of Lincoln and Bis sell o Wentworth then planned to 
become Senatorial candidate himself in 18580 Howeverg Lincoln 
refused any kind of a deals . for it was M s  great ambition to 
beeome^ Hnited-States S@nat©r'from Illinois ■ ; -

, In the upshot9 James Buchanan was elected president of 
the United States in HoVember 9 1856i: In the victory he 
carried the state' of Illinois P even though Biss>eU led the 
Republican state ticket to victoryo Buchanan barely carried 
the state, and his victory was fairly geographical0 In the 
‘'Egyptian*''.counties, deep in southern Illinois, Fremont 
received few v o t e s W i n n e b a g o  County, bordering Illinois 
on the' north, • contrasted sharply with the southern counties 8

’ : ̂ Gole, p#, 147^8o .

■ ^Beveridge, II, 420o. As. the source for this situation, 
Beveridge cites a report from the Democratically orientated 
Springfield, Illinois Daily Regis ter 0 Sept & 5, 1855 o,

^Moses, II, 602o. For example, Johnson county gave 
him but two votes;; Franklin, five votes i Hamilton, nine votes r 
Hardin, four votes; Massac, five votes; Pope, eleven votes; 
Saline, four votes;; and Williamson, ten votes» It is Moses8 
claim that these votes were cast by preachers, teachers and 
, other eastern people 0
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Totingo In this county9 with Rockford dominating if9 Fremont 
received.89# of the Tote0̂ ® Strongholds of Repnhlicanlsm 
were found in the "Egyptian" counties9 which had a heavy 
German population §: Madison9 Bond and St c Glair 0

Bis sell °s success in capturing the governorship over 
Douglas® Democrat Richardson was largely attributed to his 
personal popularity in the southern part of the state'o. He 
was able to carry with him the rest of the ticket0 
Congressional representation would be evenly divided between 
Republicans and Democrats9 again along sectional lines9 with 
the Republicans successful in the four northern districts9 
while the Democrats took the resto

The popular vote in Illinois clearly showed that if 
the Republicans had been able to win Fillmore votes s Fremont 
would have carried.the s fate o Fremont received 969189 votes 
compared, to Buchanan® s 1059584 votes and Fillmore8 s 579444o^®' 
By no measure was the Buchanan victory a crashing Fremont or 
Republican defeat» Indeed9 the Republicans could have weUL 
been encouraged by the success of the state tieketo 1856 was 
the first election since party lines had been sharply drawn 
in Illinois that the Democrats had been defeated

With Buchanan®s election the country felt it was 
ro'safeM from real controversy for another four years* At the

^®Gole9 p<, 149.o 
•^Mioses 9 II9 lSQ8-90 
^PeasBg i&o, 1590
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conclusion of the strenuous campaign9' Lineoln returned to 
practicing .Mw» However9 he was kemly aware of polities, 
and ever keeping in view the upcoming 1858 senatorial contest0

March 4P 18579 James Buchanan took the oath of office 
for the president of the United States,, The oath was 
administered by the aged Chief Justice of the Supreme Court9 
Roger Bo Taneyo At the platform on inaugural day9 Buchanan 
and Taney spoke a few friendly words to each other» These 
few friendly words caused a later charge of conspiracy between 
Buchanan and Taney as the Bred Scott decision focused the 
slavery issue upon the sensitive rationc.

The ease of Scott. vs0 Sanford did not come up for 
argument in the United States Supreme 6ourt until the spring 
of 1856 & When the ease earn® to deliberation^, it appeared that 
the validity of the Missouri Compromise would enter the ease0 
At this point Associate Justice lelsoa suggested a compromise„ 
It was that the ease be argued on.the question of whether 
the jurisdiction of the lower court was subject to r@vi@w0 
The ease was then postponed and reargued in December of 318560 
The majority of the court agreed to decide the ease on its 
merits alone& Justice Helson then.was asked to write a 
majority ©pinion© However, Justice MeBean of.Qhi© and 
Justice Curtis of Massachusetts let it be known that they were 
planning to submit a dissenting ©pinion, in which the validity 
of the Missouri Compromise would be upheld © Thus, the other 
Justices were forced to give an opinion on the Missouri
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Cdmps’omlseo. Both Justice Nelson and Justice Grier were 
hesitant to do sop Buehamn then appealed to his life-long 
friend Grier^ pleading the necessity of settling the issues 
Grier came into line*

In his inaugural address Buchanan indicated a fore™ 
knowledge, of; the deeisiono The 'dominant note of Buchanan11 s 
address.was■the necessity ©f.public quiet on the problem of 
slaveryo. He figured .the court decision by announcing that 
in a few days the Supreme Gourt would, settle finally the . ' 
question of when the people of. a territory would decide 
whether they were to have slavery or note ;

Two days after ;Buchanan^s/inaugurations, Chief Justice 
faney read his deeisioho It was his contention that no legro 
could be a citizen of the United States, as citizenship came 
from the federal government . based on the constitution© . At 
the time the constitution was/ drawn up, Negroes were intended ; 
to be 'excludedo therefore Seoftp a: Negro could not sue in 
-Federal Court©.- Taney also directly answered the pleat that 
Scott was free by living at Fort Smelling, a part of the 
Louisiana Purchase© The Missouri Compromise said that Scott 
was freep but the Missouri Compromise was unconstitutional®. 
Congress.had no authority by the Constitution to pass such an 
act©.: The Constitution gave Congress the right to govern .
territory belonging to the United States©,. However, this meant 
territory owned by the United States at that time0. The United 
States could acquire new territory©.. The purpose of this new 
territory was t© be made into mmr states not to be despotically
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governed9 bnt governed by the Constitution^ The Constitution 
recognized the right of slaves as property and merely because 
a man took his property into a territory of the United States$ 
he did not lose his property0. Therefore the Missouri 
Compromise was uneonstitutionalo Taney further- contended - 
that Scott6's residence in Illinois did not make him free as 
he voluntarily returned to the state of Missouri^ and therefore 
must live under its lawso. Thus the venerable Chief Justice 
delivered his celebrated opinion which was to bring upon him 
scorn and bitterness^

lorthern newspapers immediately charged the Court 
majority with conspiracy o.. Some even demanded that government 
be taken into the hands of the people0 The Aurora Daily Beaeozio 
a prominent northern Illinois newspaper9 called for the 
formation for at “Grand lorthern league for self protection® 
letting every B@publiean State pass: statutes treating as - 
kidnapers those United States Marshals who tried to execute 
the Fugitive Slav© law9 denying appeals to Federal Courts; and 
let it back those state laws by its "whole police and military 
forces, o o » in opposition to any power a16 This might violate 
the Constitution and "clash with the United States authorities^ 
but what of thatf From the pulpitg clergymen fiercely 
attacked Taney9 the court and the decision*. For the most part 
Democratic newspapers upheld the deeision9 as did all southern

^Aurora Daily-Beacon* ■ April 189 1857$, Beveridge9 II9
489o
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news gapers .. '

Springfield,9 Illinois s listened to both Douglas and
Lincoln speak on the Bred Scott dee is ion,. In June? 1857, a
few weeks after Congress had adjourned, Douglas came to
Springfield for a few days* visit?- At this time the United
States.Court was in session and the Federal Grand Jury, in a
formal resolution, asked Douglas to speak before it on Kansas,
Utah, and the Dred Scott,decisiono Douglas accepted and the
night of Friday June 12, was decided upon0 ■ The "Little
Giant*’ was to speak in the Hall, of Representatives in the
Illinois capital eityo

®ie speech attracted such a large crowd, that the
Hall was packed* Douglas told the large audience that the
situation in Utah should not be allowed0 These people were
proving to be unnaturalized foreigners They were defying the
laws of the United;States and should be placed under military
law, which would enforce the law of the lando. By their
defiance these people were not citizens; therefore, popular
sovereignty did not apply to them»

Douglas then moved to the Dred Scott deeision0 It
was this decision which held the Missouri Compromise to be
unconstitutionalo $he slave holders0 right of property was,
■ firmly established for all time0 The decision sustained the
principle of popular sovereignty and further upheld the

^9The Mormons in Utah were a serious problem to the 
Buchanan administration. Their practice of polygamy was 
totally uneondableo. The Republicans portrayed it as another 
result of: popular sovereignty a,



. Kansas =*Sebraska Act which gnt that principle into law0 The 
right of the slaveholder had no value unless it was protected 
by positive slavery laws0 Therefore9 Douglas again reiterated 
the necessity of local friendly legislation to the mintainanee 
of slaveryo Douglas further defended his Kansas^SFebraska Act 
by pointing out that what it did was to repeal an 
uneonstitutional act of €ongfesss and replace it with a 
constitutional law©

The ’"Little GiantM then turned to a direct attack on 
the Republican denunciation of the D^ed Scott decision* Douglas 
asked if the decision should be called a denial to legroes of 
the equality guaranteed to them in the Declaration of 
Independence© He questioned whether it was for racial equality ' 
that the Revolutionary War had been fought© He pointed out 
that if this were true every slave must be immediately 
emaneigatedo The Illinois constitution must repeal its 
clauses -that were prohibitive to legro equality9 such as 
restrictive living clauses9 and denial of the right to vote; 
and the legro must be given the right to. hold office 0 If this 
was the correct interpretation of the Declaration of 
Independence then any laws making distinction as to race or 
color must be repealed© Hegroes would be free to marry white 
women on an equality, with white men©®®' -

After Douglas.had concluded his .speech,.the Democrats V  
were jubilant © '. Their newspapers widely reprinted the speech©.
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■ Qld-rHne /Whigs also found it ©leasings and the speech was 
gaelnted in many conservative news organs» However 9 the - , ; •
Republicans were angry and abusive;; the more so that they were 
worried by the favorable reception of Douglas5 speech*^*-

Orville He. Browning recorded in his diary his reaction 
to Douglas,” speech* After noting the main points# Browning 
commenting on Douglas0 idea of handling the Mormon situation9 
concluded that Douglas” remedy# “however proper# it may be# 
to be a pretty thorough demolition of the squatter sovereignty 
humbug>“̂ " ■ V:

She Republicans# however# had great hope in Lincoln!
They had faith that he could adequately answer Douglas# and /■ 
thus they requested that he soon reply to the '"little Giant»“

June 26# two weeks after Douglas” speech# Lincoln 
addressed the people of Springfield in the Hall of Representatives 
where Douglas had spoken6. The gathering was not nearly so large 
as the number that Douglas had drawn*,

Lincoln opened his speech by announcing that he 
proposed to answer Douglas” speech of two weeks earlier0, First# 
he answered the Douglas proposal as to the handling of the Utah 
situation® If if be proven# and it was probable that it: would. : 
be # ■ that the people of, Utah were in open rebellion agaihs t the ;' . 
United States# Lincoln said that he was prepared neither to

' ^Ibido o p® 507 =>80 '■
browning#' p® 289®
^Beveridge# II# 5Q9.0 . .



admit; nor deny the Douglas manner of scti'oiu84 . "Lincoln. - . 
continued by questioning Doiiglas as to the policy of the 
Democrats should the people of ITtah peacefully form at state 
constitution which allowed polygamy<> Lincoln pointed out 
there was nothing in the federal Constitution prohibiting 
polygamyo

Lincoln: then .attacked Douglas 01 defense of the Kansas- • 
Nebraska Act by calling attention t© the fact that since 
Douglas had' spoken^ an election had ’ been held in Kansas and 
the' _ ele e tiOB. was ■ a farce 9 many of the voters not voting9- or - 
not being able to voteo' ■... . ; , -

Speaking at length on the/Dred Scott decision, ■ .Lincoln 
first explained that he offered me resistance to it, and he 
had only the greatest respect for the judicial department of 
the governmento However, this decision was not unanimous, 
nor was if without partisan bias© But this very court had 
many times reversed itself© Lincoln pointed out that in 1828 
the .Supreme Court had decided a.national bank was constitutional 
but, Jackson as. President of the United States,.disregarding 
the court*s. decision, vetoed the bask bill, on the grounds it 
.was'.unconstitutional©'For-.this Douglas applauded Jackson©
Yet, Douglas thought that it was very wrong for anyone not 
to treat the Dred Seotf decision as final©

Illinois State Journal9 (Springfield, Illinois), June 
2.9, 1857, Works0 II, 599;© . The following discussion will be 
based on the text of the speech as it was printed in the 
Journalo which the Works editors use as their source0 The 
speech appears on p.p© 598-41@.o ..



Mneoln answered Douglas11 idea that If the legro was 
t© he e%ual. aeeording to the Declaration, ©f IndeBemdehce he 
mist he . treated as am equal im' all .'wajs> His position he 
atated as. fellowst. ; V ; ■ '': ;

.low I protest against that eeunterfeit logic which 
. coaelmdes. that? - because I do mot want a. black woman for 
a slave I must necessarily want her for a wife0 I need -' 
not have her for eitherI can just leave her alone 0 In 

1. some respects she certainly is not my equalg and the 
equal of all. others 0 8:5

Lincoln then denounced Tgney0s opinion that the authors
of the Declaration of Independence did not intend to include
Hegroes» fhe Republican her© pointed out that neither did-
these men declare all white people ©a am equality with one
another» ;. “1. think. the authors of that notable Instrument
intended to include All mens,' but they did not intend to declare
all. men equal in all respects 0

As Lincoln answered Douglas that June evening of 185?
in Springfield s even though he proclaimed the inhumaneness
of slaveryj, he never looked to the Hegro as a part of the
American society0 . The ideas that he had presented three
years earlier:in Peoria were still his dominant view0 Douglas
had ..expressed;the opinion, that if the Bred Scott decision were
not.left/1#,stand- the races would mix® Lincoln denied this &
He pointed out that mulattoes.were most -numerous in slave
state's and, they were not the children, of whites and free

S5Ibidoo e>0 40.5o
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blacks p but the ©ffspring of black slaves and white masters c>

A 'separation of the races is the only perfect 
preventive of amalgamation but as an immediate separation 
is impossible the next best thing is to keen them apart 
where they are not already together0, If white and black 
people never get together in Kansas 9 they will never mix 
blood in Kansas 0,

Eineoln continued expressing hope for colonization of the
legroego. He noted that political parties were taking no direct
action toward colonization9 but he had hope that even though
it would be difficulty a way would be foundG Lincoln expressed
the age old idea 0when there is a will there is a way©8' He
continued 9

and what colonisation needs is a hearty willL Will 
springs from the two elements of moral sense and self** 
interesto Let us be brought to believe it is morally 
right9 and9 at the same time9 favorable t©9 ors at 
least9 not against9 our interest9 to transfer the 
African to his native clime g and we shall find a way to 
do itP however great the task may be0 y

Thus Lincoln had answered his rival Douglas 0 However9 
in his answer he made no reference to Douglas6 theory that 
slavery could exist only with local friendly le gi slat ion 0.
But neither did he voice the dominant charge that the Dred 
Scott ease was a conspiracy and a plot to further the slavery 
interests c. At this time he avoided these points»

The year of 1857 was an off-year in polities 0. The 
Springfield speech was Lineoin®s only political speech*
Ever aware of polities9 the lawyer9 however9 turned his 
efforts toward his practice* During this year Lincoln argued 
one of the most significant' eases of his career* The case was

^Ibidq g pp)o 408-9 *



a legal battle between railroad Interests and steamboat 
interestsc* The Rock Island bridge was the first railroad 
bridge to cross the Mississippi River» A short time after 
the completion of the .bridge9 a steamboatg the Effie Afton 
crashed into one of the bridge piers g causing a span of the • 
bridge ̂ t©: be destroyed0. ' The owners of the steamboat brought - 
suit against the bridge company for damages This' suit had 
the support of almost, all steamboat interests of -the 
Mississippi River9 and also the city of St0. LouisSt*'Louis,  ̂
a center of river trafficg saw the. effect that railroad 
transportation could have upon their city, Lincoln, along 
with lormah Bo, Judd and J0seph Ehox served as legal consul 
for the bridge company D. This ease represents the era of 
replacement of water transportation by railroad transportation^ 

The year of 1857 also' saw the country shaken by a 
financial panic 0 Industries .were, shut downV farmers could not . 
sell their grains, and there was widespread unemployment among 
laborers 6.: Orville Browimg's diary entries during a few days 
in September note to. some extent the failure of financial : 
institutions ". v. '

The panic, of 1857 was a help to the advancement of the

£*8-Brownings p* 5GB0 Mondays September B8S Browning 
wrote the “Banking House of Moore g Hollowbush, and Co6 closed 
their doors today » 0 » the pecuniary distress is greater 
than I ever knew it 011 The next day, the Quincy lawyer 
commuted in his diary9 “Heavy run on Flagg and Savage 
yesterday, but they stood up to ifc. This morning a number of 
us gave a guaranty of their solvency which has a tendency to 
restore confidence, and I . think they will weather the storm©“ ,



BeitaiSllean .gartjo. They were aided toy the tariff issueo lew 
Republican leaders ftouad they could lay the cause of the panic 
on the need for a protective tariffB The tariff had been an . 
old^llne Ihlg. doc trine and when this'issue was brought forth g 
it had special.'appeal to Whigs 0 The Democrats in the manu
facturing .states of the north were also attracted to the • 
tariff issueQ The low tariff9 even though good political 
doctrineg was probably not the major cause of the panic 9 tout 
rather there were a combination of other causes0/ The chief 
cause could well have been the uncontrolled expansion ©f 
currency9 along with inflation caused toy gold from California 
minesg speculation.in landsp railways9 and other projects 
such as attempts to carry out enlarged internal improvement 
plans e '' / ' . ;

While the.financial panic.was at its height the Kansas 
issue came on the■scene, with full forcee The situation was . f 
fomented toy Buchanan®s desire to quiet Kansas» He' was,growing, ' 
impatient with the whole issuee Therefore he asked Robert 
Walker of Mississippi to accept the governorship of Kansas 0 
Buchanan pledged Walkier to act fairly and promised to give 
him full, supporto. When the new governor came to Kansas P he 
found conditions there which did not make the,territory ready 
for statehood» Free state men in Kansas led toy Jim Lane and 
M GovernorM Robins on refused to cooperate in the census taking 0 
Because of their refusal? they could not participate in the 
election of delegates to the Constitutional Convention^ As a . 
result of their boycott the pro-slavery men meeting at Lecompton



formulated a constitution allowing slavery» It was then 
decided to allow the people of Kansas to vote only for that 
clause of the Leeompton constitution which dealt with slaveryQ.'

H© one by this time ejected that Kansas would be, a. 
permanent slave - state & For.fhe most part 9 even southerners 
expected it to;be free« Howeverg when, the election was held 
on December '81s 1857 ̂ it was - boycotted by free state men'g and : 
so the Leeompten Constitution appeared,to have been accepted 
by the people of Kansas e. President Buchanan thereupon urged 
Congress.to admit Kansas t© the union as a slave state*

This course.of action Stephen Aa Douglas could not
% " - accept o He knew that the Illinois voters in 1858 would not

support him. in the senatorial, contest if Kansas came in as a
slave state* If he had any hope at all to be the I860
presidential nominee^ he must win the 1858 senatorial ■ contest
in Illinoiss The choice Douglas faced was that of political ■
suicide in Illinois g 'or-political assassdnation at the hands
of the administration* ' ,;v:  ̂1''';;

Douglas had already been -disappointed with the Buchanan 
; administration and the patronage 0 Buchanan had done nothing - 
for Douglas o The illinois senator had hoped that John A* 
MeClernardp a Shawnee town lawyer g who had been of great help 
to Douglas would receive some reward» He had served four 
terms in Congress and had been a faithful leader of the Illinois 
Democratic Party for twenty-five years» For his service 
.MeClernard received nothing from Buchanan* ¥ e A* Richardson
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of Quineyg, the 'unsuccsessfal Demo era tie gabernatorlai candidate 
in 1856g, received the empty Nebraska territory governorshl|ii9 
Combined with the gatronage slighting^ the Dred Scott' 
decision gave to Douglas good foundation for the belief that 
Buchanan0s real desire was to mcrashM the northwestern / 
Democratsg his own followers-®^ ,

In late 28579 Douglas announced that he could not .
• support the Buchanan administration on the heeompiton issue®
: From - Douglas8 point of view the partial submission of the . 
constitution was wrongg Holding to his popular sovereignty. 
theory9 the "little SlantM insisted; that popular sovereignty 
required the approval of the,whole constitution by the people® 
Here was a clear break with the administration*

President Buchanan was furious with Douglas as was 
Douglas with Buchanan» Douglas is frequently reported to 
have exclaimed in Chicago when he heard that Buchanan 
favored the Leeompton Constitutions, "By God sir9 I made Mr® 
James Buchanan5 and by Godg sir* I will, unmake hial,“ Bitter 
weeks followed as the rift became complete <> - Douglas saw 
party'ebntrdl and party patronage taken from him® Throughout 
Illinois Douglas6 men were purged®. However9 for the most 
partg the northwestern Democrats and especially Illinois 
Democrats stood behind Douglas«, It has been estimated that 

popularity had grown so greatly among Illinois

• Allan levins p The Emergence of Lineoln0 (Hew Yorks 
Charles Scribner0 s Sonss 1950)9 1380 .



Democrats that when the rift ocetarred in IS57 and 1.858 9 there 
were only a few thousand Buchanan Democrats in the state o 
For the most part these were Democrats who either favored the 
L.@eomp.ton Constitution^ or they were federal office holderso 

In the upshot the Kansas admission issue was finally 
settled by a Compromise Bill known as the English Bill9 so 
named for its originator? Representative William Ho English 
of Indianao The provisions of this bili were that the people 
should vote on the Lecompton Constitution as a whole 9 ands if 
they should ratify it s Kansas would be admitted as a stateo 
If the Leeompton Constitution was not accepted Kansas should 
remain a territory until she had a population great enough 
to entitle her to one Representative in Congress0

Many Republicans were delighted with the Democratic 
splito However9 the split took a turn which Illinois 
Republicans could not accept* Eastern Republicans began to 
hope to attract Douglas into their camp* It was reported 
back to Illinois Republican leaders that William H» Seward 
was friendly W  Douglas* reelection to the Senate, from Illinois 
in 1858» .Later a rumor was circulated that Douglas and 
Seward had made a bargain* ; Seward would make certain that 
Douglas would be reelected to the Senate in 1858 g and in 
return Seward would have Douglas? support for president in 
1860* Reports came back to Illinois that Anson Burlingame 
and Henry Wilson9 both prominent Massachusetts Republicans9

3%mith9 po 56 *



were very friendly to Douglas» Horace Greeley$ leg York 
Tribune editor9 was asking in his newspaper for Republican 
support'for Douglas 9 whom Greeley thought well deserved it®:
The lew York Tribune was widely circulated in Illinois* .

- Hovember 3@9 1.8B7« lineoln wrote'to Eyman Trumbull. ’• 
in Qhieago 9 ' asking, him to serve some legal papers 0  In 
closing the letter9 he asked Trumbull, what he thought of the 
"probable 8rumpus®” among the Democrats* Lincoln expressed 
the hope that Republicans would stay clear of the issue9 for 
both Buchanan and Douglas were wrong©®-5’

A month later Lincoln again wrote to Trumbull0 This
time he showed his concern about the attitude of the lew York. . _ • —    . . . ■
Tribune* Lincoln asked Trumbull« : : .

What does the Hew York Tribune mean.by its constant 
, eulogising9 and admiring$, and magnifying Douglasf Does • ' . , 
it 9 in this 9 speak the sentiments of the Republicans at 
Washington# 'Have they concluded that the Republican 
cause, generally, can be best promoted by sacraficing us here in Illinois'? If so we would like to know' it 
'sodas; it will save us a great deal of labor to surrender 
at once*

As yet I have heard of no Republican, here going over 
to Douglas; but if, the Tribune continues to din his 
praises into the ears of its five or ten thousand 
Republican readers In Illinois, it- is more than can be - 
hoped that all will stand firm* , __

I am. not complaining* 1 only wish a. fair under standing o ;
- Illinois Republicans had. worked; long and hard to build ' / : 

ai- party* They had opposed Douglas with force and vigor* It

^Letter to Trumbull, Hovember SO', 1857, Works0 II,427 *
32: : '....-Letter to Trumbull, December 28, 1857, Ibid.*^ II,45@o
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was not possible for them to accept him suddenly as their 
leaders, after the years, of" opposition^ They thought it was 
fine if Douglas and Buchanan split» However $, they intended . 
t© gain the benefits of the split9 and most certainly they did 
.not want Douglas - at the. head ©f their party o, llncoln and his 
supporters were especially angered 0, In 1854 Eincoln had - 
stepped aside to allow former Democrat Lyman Trumbull to 
become United States Senator from Illinois© He had done this 
for the sake of party unityg and Lincoln was most certainly ? 
not now inclined to step aside for Douglas 0

In February3 1858§ Lincoln took a hurried trip to 
Chicago to talk with Herman pe Judd9 state central committee 
chairman3 who had just returned from Washington3 Do, C0,
When Lincoln returned from Chicago g his law partner9 Herndon3 
went easts

Herndon8® mission was t© gain in the east support for 
Lincoln's opposition to Douglas: in the Senate race® • He went 
to see the eastern' Bepublieams with whom he had been in 
correspondences, men like Greeleys Senator S>@wards Senator 
Sumner9 and Wendell. Phillips <> Of these he had only met 
Greeley0 Herndon reported- that s■

iLside from my mission,: the trip: was a great success© 
The magnificent buildings3 the display of wealth in the 
large cities and prosperous manufacturing town3 broadened 
the views of one whose vision had" never extended beyond 
the limits of the Illinois prairies o- In Washington I 
saw and dined, with Trumbullg _ who - went over the situation 
wi th me a- Trumbull had written to Lincoln shortly before 
that he thought it “useless to speculate upon the further 
course of Douglas or the effect it is to have in.Illinois 
or other states o. He himself does not know where, he is
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going; @p where he will, eoae mat*®: At my Interview with 
.frmabnlls, h©wever> he ■ direeted me to asstare Hr 0..Hiaeoln that Douglas did not mean to join the Republican party', ■ 
however great the breach between himself and. the 

: administration might be
While'he was in Washington^ Herndon talked with ,Seward 

and Henry Wilson along with other prominent Republicans» 
Herndon also visited Douglas who was confined to his house by 
illnesso During this conversation Herndon assured Douglas 
that Lincoln'was not in "anybody * s way9 ® and Douglas gave 
assurance to Herndon that he was not in the way of Lincoln 
or anyone else .

From Washington Herndon traveled to Hew York where he 
met with Greeley and the famed divine Henry Ward BeecherQ 
.Herndon found Greeley not at -all hostile to Line©In9 but the 
Illinoisiam felt he left Greeley unconvinced* Beecher9 :
through Herndon.p -sent-: to Mneoln.words of encouragement and i 
p r a i s e .

The Democratic rift demonstrated its - completeness when 
on April 21$, 1858 the Illinois Democratic State Convention was 
held in Springfield*. The Douglas men at this convention . 
greatly outnumbered the Buchanan Democrats» A pro-Douglas 
platform was' adopted* Although the platform was worded so 
that it did not directly attack the president$, the bitterness 
between the factions was s® great- that the Buchanan men bolted

35 ' - - ■■■ - , . .Herndon and Weik? IIg 391-5 0
M lbid09 3 9 3 ^ V
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til© conventiqaj and ealled a eonventien 'bt the "Sational,.
Demo era ey" to be held June ®». This convention was held dm 
the designated date in Springfield 0, At the “National 
Demo.eraey” ConYenti.on Bomglas was denounced and his defeat - 
was demanded# - .

Jmne 169 1858 the Illinois Bepubliean,State Contention 
was to be held in Springfieldo*. It was at this contention that 
■Mneoln0 s name would be officially endorsed as'. the Illinois 
senatorial candidate© Qa -June 5P the McLean County Republican 
. contention met in Bloomington 6. At this gathering a resolmtion ; 
was gassed proposing Lincoln as Bepublican senatorial candidate 
in 1858 q36 ■: ■ ';r ■ '

lihen the State contention opened in. Springfield there 
was a large number in attendance». Nearly every county was 
represented©3^ • More than a thousand delegates had come to 
the capital, city for the eonventiono ©ustave K©erriers former 
Democrat and a German from St© Clair County3 was president 
of the convention© Orville H© Browning served as platform 
Ghairman© He drafted the platform which was adopted without 
a dissenting vote 0, Throughout the convention harmony and 
enthusiasm prevailed©3® There were but two state elective 
offices to be filled in 1858© Mewfon Bateman was selected on

. . 3®Sherman D 0. Wakefields, How Lincoln Became President 
(Hew York % Wilson Erickson, Inc©, 1936), p© 80©
T 3%oses, II, ;6i®©;:: v ■ y ■ -
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the third ballot as nominee for superintendent of public 
instraetiono.. Batemang an old friend of M,ncolng s 9 was a 
school teacher and in 1875 was to become president for Khoac 
College in Salesburg9'■ serving in that capacity for eighteen 
years m, James Miller was renominated as candidate'for state 
treasurer 6.

The convention then passed a resolution endorsing 
Lincoln as "the first and only choice of the Republicans of 
Illinois for the United States Senatec." This had never been 
done in any state convention beforeo. Many Lincoln historians 
■ demonstrate that this unpreeendented action was caused by a 
desire to thwart a plan by John Wentworth$, whereby he would 
oppose Douglas in 1858 0 Wentworth planned to control the 
Illinois General Assembly if the Republicans won in 1858&
He thought he could do this by packing Republican Legislative 
conventions in the northern part of the state0 Then he would 
be named. Senator in 1858 rather than ;Lineoln0 ^he leadership 
to defeat Wentworth" s. plan came 'from Norman Pc.' Judd.p.. chairman 
of the Republican State Committees a factional rival of
Wentworth's in ChicagoQ Actually Wentworths by the defeat

■ ' ' . of his plan gave -Lincoln decisive aid^ - ,
That evening$, s/c the close of the Convention Lincoln 

delivered his acceptance speeche .It proved to be one,of the 
most famous speeches of bis life— the “House-Divided Speech*" 
Before Lincoln delivered it2 he consulted several, of his
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friends in the.■•library of the State Houseo lot one of them9
with the exception of Herndon$, approved' of it* Howeverg ,

■ is Mneoln had-"planned^ the speech was givent:'
. @A home divided against itself cannot stands0

I believe this government, can not ezidureg permanently 
half slave and half free*. .

I do not expieet the Union to be . dis solved =~=-I do not ' 
expect the house to fali«~but I do expect it will cease • 
to be divided© ' : . ,

It will become all, one thing0 or all the - other
Thus were uttered the words of the "house-divided"

. doctrineo, Mneoln then continued his speech with a charge of
a conspiracy to nationalize slavery0 In this charge he Implied
that Douglas $, Pierceg Taney? and Buchanan by their, actions
regarding the Kansas .Bill* the Bred (Scott decisions, and the
Lecompton Constitution were in fact carrying out, the
mtionalization of slavery® ̂ |iincoln then turned his attack
directly upon Douglas 0 He pointed out that to Douglas the
slavery question was "a mere right of property0 For this
reason Douglas was wrongp and therefore he was not one of
them— he was not a Hepubliean©

Mneoln insisted he would deliver the speech as written®̂ ®1

In spite of ,the misgivings of Lincoln's friendss the 
speech was well received0 It gave an issue to the Illinois 
HepublieanSo For the most part the speech was an effort to

-Herndon' and ¥eik$, 119 5:97» . -
^Illinois State Journalo (Springfield^. Illinois)
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justify the Illinois Republican Party* s placing a candidate 
in opposition to Douglas0, . In this speech was found a reason ; 
to continue the partyo.

Howevers just'as Lincoln8s friends criticized the
speech$, fearing that it would put a radical stamp; on the
essentially conservative Lincoln? so have contemporary
historians criticized itD. Benjamin Po Thomas commented in
his biography of Lincoln that although this speech was one of
Lincoln0 s most his tor 16$, "it was not altogether wise or juste."
In Thomas8 view9 "it marked him as a radical in certain

43quarters when in fact he was a conservativeow
The late eminent Lincoln authority^ Jo CL RandalL 

critically commented9
Lincoln had done the thing which fans a leader6s 

fame without clarifying his position— that is, he 
had coined a quotable but debatable phrase 0. From now 
on9 people might know next to nothing in true substance 
about Lincoln, yet know that he used the words "houses 
divided" and “half slave, half free»111 The difficulty 
with this was that Lincoln was in reality a conservative 
when considered in contrast to those who were urging 
“radical" changes as to slavery; yet his slogan-like 
phrase was one of the kind that an abolitionist and a 
radical one at that, might have usedo From 1858 
Lincoln was in the position of Seward who was also a 
non-radical but whose phrases “higher law" and 
“irrepressible .conflictM«=wer@ so indissoubly 
associated with his name that he could be superficially 
misrepresented as a radical

Allan levins, one of the leading present day historians, 
refers to the conspiracy charge in a critical tone q

^Thomas, p0. 1880 
44Sandall, I, 107^8o



: This partisan eoncMsimp; in the eyes @£ poster yj 9
ifas pitched @a a disappeintingiy low • plane» To be sure 
it had some merit as an exhortation to Northerners to 
maintain a. sleepless >igilahce lest worse than the 
lehraska Act. and Dred Seett deeision should "befall 'themP 
and as an appeal to Republicans to stand firm0 But 
Its' theory © f a  eonspiracy among Douglas$ Buchanan9 Pierce 
andllaney ,was: mfounded o & @ . a. Ee ^imeol^ would have 
dome .well to eonfin® himself to the simple facts that 
1Douglasls Nebraska Aeff Taney8 s Bred Scott deeisionp and 
Buehanan8 s - ehampionship: ©f Be chap ton all. outraged the 
coavietions-' ©f men who opposed the ez tens ion of slavery ̂ 
and that sneh ©ntrages . would eontime males®, the voters 
steod f i m  hehind the Eepmhlican

•eirer o/ the

view

•idedw Speech has been defended, 
Den B 0 Fehrenbacker is. esp

I The conspiracy clmrge may have been absurd 9 but the 
real problem is to explain why Binc©ln9 certainly a 
reasonable : mam,' insisted that it'was trmea, ■ .v

In the setting of 1868 the-eharge carried conviction, 
-It is: not surprising that even reasonable men.should 
■ have .seen ,an ©aimoms pattern■' in the sequence of events
which had begun four years earlier with the Earns as ~ .
lehraska hct-o. % © i A trend toward the nationalization . 
of-slavery had become , manifest | it was, more than mere 

, accidentand the advocates of papular sovereignty^ . 
Whether ■intentionally ©r aotV:: were e© nt pi but lug to it

'Fehrenbaeker does ..net /believe that this speech plaeec
on radical ground0 He expresses the ©pinion - that -

: Bine ©In-8 s ®e, ©, i ©hjeet 9 it- .appears 9:: was not to lead a ,
Republican advance to higher g more radical ground hut .
rather to- ' cheek am .ill-considered' retreat to the lower, ground
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■'HarKy■ ¥<,. Jaffa.®s recent study of Lincoln and Douglas 

also criticizes what might be termed the Randall“Nevins view, 
of the “House^Bivided4’ speech0 Jaffh comments g '

If these learned gentlemen jlandall and Jlevir^ are 
corrects if Lincoln® a prediction of the real danger of 
the spread of slavery was simply nonsense 9; then Lincoln 

. waSg■as we have said; either knave' or fool? fool for 
not seeing what is. so obvious t© the professors; or a 
monster of wickedness for deliberately risking the 
peace of the nation®. ;M© defense of Lincoln'is possible 
that agrees with this j u d g e m e n t -

The.speechg whatever its merits s placed Lincoln ■ 
squarely in opposition to Douglas @ The issues of that 
opposition had been stated® Douglas was placed on the 
defensive®. Throughout the summer and fall of 1858P Lincoln 
would follow the "Little Giant;** challenging Douglas to debate 
the issues® The “House“Divided** . speech was a step, in the :
campaign to become Hnited States Senator from. Illinois o 
More than two years before it Lincoln had pledged his ' 
fortunes with the-Republican partys, It was his hope that 
this party would carry him to the United States 8@nat®%

' ̂ ®Harry ¥0. Jaffh; Crisis of the House • Divided (lew 
York?; Doubleday and GoQ $ InCo 5 1959); p0. 277« -Qhapters XI 
and XII demonstrate the legal and political tendency toward 
slavery expansion® • ThusP they present Lincoln8 s ease; a 
validation of many of his subsequent charges®



LIN COM AND DOU GLAS DEB ATE

Lineolin0 s “Hotase-Divided" Speech proved to be more 
than an aeeeptanee speeeh for his nomination for United States 
senator by the Illinois Republican conventions It might be 
called the beginning of the great debates of the 1858 
senatorial contestQ Lincoln had aroused the “Little Giant/1 
and Douglas was not a. man to take the attack passively^ A 
good politician and a fighter, Douglas fought backs He knew: 
Lincoln, and he knew it would be a battle, which he must win, 
if in 186% he was to be the Democratic presidential nominee q 
When Douglas in Washington heard of Lincoln's nomination, he 
is reputed to have saids "I shall have my hands fullc, He 
is the strong man of his: party—=full of wit, facts, dates»•=- 
and the best stump speaker, with his droll ways and dry 
jokes, in the Wes to."1 . '

Douglas remained in the east several weeks after 
Congress had adjourned» July 9, he returned to Chicago to 
an enthusiastic hero's welcome0, That evening, he delivered 
from the balcony of the Tremont House the opening speech of 
his campaign^.

^-William lo Baringer, Lincoln's Rise to Power (Bostong 
Little, Brown and Coa, 1937), 11»
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Before he be gas $, he learned that Lincoln was in the 

audience3 and offered his opponent a chair on the balcony»
After an expression of gratitude for the "magnifieent welcomes,® 
Douglas turned to the popular sovereignty issue and the Kansas 
Leeompfon eonstitution0 He again defended the Kansas-Nebraska 
Aeto However, Douglas continued,

When I found an effort being made during the recent 
session of Congress to force a constitution upon the 

■ people of Kansas against their will) and to force that 
' . -, state into' the Union. with a, constitution which her . ' people had rejected by more than 10), @©0 1 felt bound as 

a, man of honor and 'a representative of Illinois, bound 
by every consideration of duty, of fidelity, and of 
patriotism, to resist to the utmost of my power the 
consummation of that fraudp With others I did resist 
if, and resisted it successfully until the attempt was 
abandoned

After further discussion of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, 
Douglas proposed to answer Lincoln® s .speech of June 160 The 
“Little Giant" acknowledged the action of the Illinois 
lephblican party0s nomination of Lincoln as candidate for the 
United States Senate®, Before assailing the “House“Divided'11 
speech, Douglas spoke the following words as Lincoln listened, 
seated on the same platform from which Douglas was speaking» 
The "Little Giant" said of his opponents

I take great pleasure in saying that I have known, 
personally and intimately, for about a quarter of a 
century, the worthy gentleman who has been nominated 
for my place, and I will say that I regard him as a kind,

^Chicago Timeso (Chicago, 111®), July 11, 1858, Haul 
Angle (edo-). Created Equalf The Comnlete Lincoln Douglas Debates of 1858 CChicago s; The University of Chicago Press, 
1958), pp® 1S«250 Quotations and paraphrases in the 
discussion of the following speech are taken from this source0
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amiable j and intelligent gentleman,, a good citizen and an honorable opponenti and whatever issue I may have with 
him will be of principleand not involving personalities®.

Douglas continued by explaining that Lincoln's 
"hoase«divlded" doctrine asserted that there must be uniformity 
of local laws and institutions in all the states®, Douglas 
challenged this view® It was his contention that "uniformity 
in local and domestic affairs would be destructive of states 
rights9 of state sovereigntys of.personal liberty and freedom® 
Uniformity is the parent of despotism ® ® 0M If this were 
accomplished9 the states would have all the same laws, all. 
would be slave or free9/ all would be subject only to Congresse. 
There would be no state legislaturesG

Douglas then condemned Lincoln's refusal to accept 
the Dped Scott decision® As a lawyer he felt that while a. 
decision was pendings it was right to challenge it in the 
Court9 M:0 ,9 o, but when the decision is madep my private 
opinion9 your opinions all other opinions must yield to the 
majesty of that authoritative adjudication®M Otherwise there. 
was no security in the law®.

Clearly9 Douglas and Lincoln were opponents ® Lincoln 
had stated the issue between them in his "House-Divided"
Speech® Douglas again made it clear in his own definition 
of Lincoln's position*

Thus9 you seep my fellow citizens9 that the issues 
between Mr® Lincoln and myself? as respective candidates 
for the U® S® Senates as made up9 are direetp unequivocal9 
and irreconcilable* He goes for uniformity of our 
domestic institutionsp for a war of the sections, until 
one or the other shall be subdued ® I go for the great
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principle of the- Kansas^lebraska Bill9 the right of the 
people to decide for themselves*

When Douglas had finished speaking, loud calls went 
up)for Lincoln to reply0 However, Lincoln responded that he 
would not speak that night, hut he would reply on the next 
evening o Thus, the dehate was on* From now on Lincoln and 
Douglas would lauiieh charge and countercharge At first they 
would do so informally, hut as the campaign gained momentum, 
the formal dehates would he arranged o

The next evening, as he had promised, Lincoln spoke 
from the Tremont House0 Douglas was not present0 In his 
speech Lincoln again denied the validity of popular 
sovereignty because under Douglas® doctrine if one man brings 
a slave into the territory, no matter how many in the 
territory be opposed to slavery, it cannot be prohibited by 
the Constitution*

Her haps the crucial part of Lincoln® s speech that 
night in Chicago was his defense of the "house-divided" 
doctrine 0 this time Lincoln explained what he had meant 
when he spoke the memorable words in Springfield, a few weeks 
earliero

Referring to Douglas® discussion of his speech, 
Lincoln asserted:

o. * * but I do not believe the language I employed bears

3Chicago Dally Democrat, (Chicago« 111*), July 13, 
1858, Ibidoo. ppj0 26-41* Quotations and paraphrases in the 
discussion of the following speech are taken from this 
,source» , ■ -
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any sueh eons traction as- Judge Douglas gut upon lt«
But 1 don" t care about at quibble in regard to words c 
I knew what I meants and 1 will not leave this crowd 

' .in doubtg if 1 can explain it to themwhat 1 really 
meant in the use of that paragraph# -

1 . am not $, in. the first' place ̂ 'umaware that this 
^yernment-.has':.enduredtei-(ghty^tw6:year-Sp' half, slave 

. ' and half free0 1 know that0 i am tolerably well 
, acquainted with the history of the country5 and I 

know that it has endured eighty-tw© years ? half slave 
and - half free =, 1 believe --and that is what 1 meant ,
to allude to there— I believe it has endured because, 
during all that time, until the introduction of the 
Hebraska Bill, the public mind did rest, all the time 
in the belief that slavery was in the course of ultimate 
extinction^

Mncoln then asserted that the ultimate extinction of. 
slavery was the belief.of our forefathers, the framers of the 
Constitution0. He viewed their acts as ' "a clear indication 
that; the - framers' of'the }Gomst!tution intend'ed and expected ' 
the ultimate extinction81. of slaveryQ This idea Lincoln had . 
advanced in his Peoria Speech,' four years earlier.Thus, 
by opposing slavery, the institution will only be placed where 
the founders of our government originally placed if0

Lincoln then denied Douglas8 inference that he, 
Lincoln, called for uniformity of local laws <, The inference 
Lincoln said, was wrong* He had..always believed in the right 
of local ■ self-government* The only •possible way Douglas could 
draw .such' a possible ' inf erenee' was; ,because of his' view of 
slavery,/that.it was such a little thing, on a plane, perhaps 
“equal to the question of the cranberry laws of Indianac" 
However, Lincoln along*with Ma vast portion of the American

'%ee above p^ S3 P



people 6. o, » look upon it as a moral e¥ilQ“9 Here
Lineolii ascended or. perhaps .descended to the moral element 
of the slavery question? a clear challenge to the purely 
legal aspects assumed toy the doctrine of popular sovereignty«, 

Lincoln then turned to the point of the Dred Scott 
decision? referring in somewhat amused fashion to the 
‘"saeredness that Judge Douglas throws around this decision?
» o, e a degree of saeredness that has never been thrown 
around .any other decision**- Here again? as he had done in 
June of 1857? when, he had first answered Bouglas* defense of 
the Bred 8cott decision? Lincoln cited-President JacksonBs 
defiance of the Supreme Court in the national bank is sue 
It was during this speeuh that Lincoln.' branded on Douglas 
the charge that the 18Little Giant®'Mdidnfft care if slavery 
were voted ug:> or'down*51" Lincoln closed his speech? “I 
■ leave you? hoping that the lamp of liberty will burn in your 
bosoms until there shall, no longer be a doubt that all men 
are created free and equal*-88 ■

The debate was materializing* The press gave full, 
coverage to both Lincoln and Douglas as they moved throughout 
the state® ; However? the Illinois, press of 1858 is a most 
unreliable source as to the effect that either speaker made 
on the audience * The newspapers definitely showed . their 
partisanship)* This held true throughout the entire campaign® 
Already at the time of its report on these Douglas ̂ Lincoln

% e e  above pv. 6£ a



charged that the Douglas press completely misrepresented the 
size of the crowd attending Douglasr speech« The Republican 
organ admitted that the ■ crowd attending Lincolnspeech was 
but three=fourths.as large as the number which, attended the 
Douglas.speeehp but asserted that the enthusiasm was about 
four times greater» "The essential difference in the two 
demonstrations was simply that the Lincoln audience was 
enthusiastically for Lineolns and the Douglas audience was 
but qualifiedly in fa¥or of anyoneomS

, 'The. .Illinpin political situation did not reflect 
party unity a Both parties in •Illinois; were divided as the 
senatorial contest opened <> Actuallyp the cause for disunity 
lay outside of Illinoise Eastern Republicans9 as has been 
discussed9 were.hoping that Douglas would be unopposed0 
Howevers after Linedlnls nomination most of the Eastern 
members of the party fell into line 0 Yet9 it was difficult 
to assess the damage to Republican unity in Illinois 0 The 
party was youngg and it was feared some of the strength of 
1856g especially among antiNebraska Democrats $ may have 
been losto- Greeleycs Tribune had about 5g 00:0 readers in 
Illinois p and without a doubtp he had made an i»pressione

However9 as Republican party fences mended9 the 
.Democratic sehism: grew worseo The Buchanan forces sent into

^Chicago Press and Tribune  ̂ (Chicago<, Illo) July 11L9 
1858s, Angle (edo"5)9 p0 S5e„
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Illinois organizers of opposition to Douglas» lew ;pro- 
Bnehanan Administration newspapers were established in the
■ statev ‘.The presidential patronage was powerfully used against: 
'Douglas6' frienBSe- . Even outside W e  state Douglas”■ friends ■
lost Weir' offieeS> Ihe 'ensuing 'bittern.ess caused the entire

■ nation to view with interest the momentous senatorial oampaign 
that was. taking place in the "Prairie S.tate>w-

A- week after his triumphful return to Chicago 9 
Douglas started out for downstate Illinois« July 16 he was 
scheduled to speak in Bloomington| the following day in 
Springfieldo As Douglas traveled southward to Bloomington^ 
his railroad car stopped at Jolieto. While he shook hands 
a flatear' was attached to his train0 A small cannon which 

i was called “Popular Sovereignty" had been mounted upon the .1 
flateaPc.. As the trip 'continued? the gun. boomed the-arrival 

' . nf Douglas at each towno :: v -
. The "tittle Giant9" arriving at Bloomington? received 

a boisterous and enthusiastic welcome That evening he 
- spoke in the square of the McEean County Court. House0 In 
this twoWour speech Douglass disregarding Einepl'n6s 

y rebuttala presented the same arguments that he had made in 
'Chicago, only this time more forcefully e The next morning 

’ the "Eittle Giant65 left for Springfieldg arriving there on 
.■ his special train about' three * in the : af ternoono- The train
■ stopped at.a grove near the- edge ©f town where a special . 

had been erected and from. it. Douglas spoke * He- .
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made essentially the same speech he had made the night - before 
at Bloomington? although in Springfield it appeared to be mere 
pslishedc7 ; ■ - .
, Douglas had made his speech on the afternoon of July
3L79: in Springfield» That evening Lincoln spoke in the House 
of Representatives - of the Illinois State House e In this ■■ 
speech Sineoln advanced no new arguments©® However9 in the . 
opening minutes of his speech, he pointed out the disadvantages 
that the Republican party would have in carrying the state 
legislature9, Of course, it would be necessary to have a. 
Republican legislature to elect the Republican senatorial 
candidateo. The legislature was elected upon an apportionment 
of representation which had been made at a time when the 
southern part of the state had the greater population©
(Southern Illinois, as has been demonstrated above, was 
overwhelmingly Democratic o:.) : Mneoln contended that with a 1 
fair apportionment, the Republican party could gain from six 
to ten more members in the legislature© Another Republican 
disadvantage was that in two districts there would be 
Democratic holdovers © If there were an opportunity for 
elections in these districts it was very probable the 
Republicans could carry them©. However, Lincoln conceded that

i ed ©, p© 4^©
^Illinois State Journal© (Springfield, 111©), July SO,.

SI, 1858, Angle (edp^y pp» 66®8S0 Quotations and paraphrases
in the discussion of the following speech are taken from this
: source o..



this was.not the fault of the o^penents s while Republicans 
did have jmstlfication to: complain about the unfair 
apportionment^ . y :' ; ; : . . -

The third disadvantage Lincoln, pointed out was his 
position of insignificanees, compared to Douglas8: fame and 
' influence o Using his quality ofhum,or9 Lincoln explained $ 
much to the amusement of his audienee9 that the politicians 
of the Democratic party looked to Douglas as one day becoming 
President of the Uhited States 0. "They have seen in his
round ,jolly $, fruitful faeepost off lees 8 landofflces^ v , .

marshalshipss and cabinet appointments9 chargeships and 
foreign missionsp bursting and sprouting out in wonderful 
exhuberariee■ ready.to be laid hold of by their greedy hahdSp” 
Then turning his wit upon M s  own pros pee ts9 he joked g “On 
the contrary nobody has ever expected, me to be President©,
In my poor9 lean2 lankg faee> nobody has ever seen that any 
e.abbages .were sprouting out©." - ; .

Douglas planned his campaign so as to speak 
throughout the entire state ©. This called for a rigorous 
schedule © When Douglas' published his itinerary $, the Lincoln 
eoEmltWe planned'theirs for. hinc.oln. to follow Douglas 
throughout the state 0 This angered the Douglas forces and 
they charged that in no other way could Lincoln gather 
audienceso9 Actually^' it was not a good position for .Lincoln 
to be in© He appeared to be on the defensive« :

9Baringer 9 p©: 17©



Im the latter mart of July■Lineoln went to
to visit with Homan B 0 Jndd g Republican State Central
Committee c3aairman0 It is generally believed the result of
this conference was Lincoln^s challenge of Douglas to the
debates @ The following letter was sent to Douglas while
'Lincoln was yet in Qiieagbi ■ -'-1' : . '

HQSo, S. A a DODGLilS CHICAGO 5 ILLS.
;■ MI DEAR s i b ; ’ , ; • ; July 249 1858

Mill it be agreeable to you to make an arrangement 
fpr you and myself to divide fime9 and address the same 
audiences during the present canvasst Mre Juddj, who 
will hand you thisV is- authorized to receive your answerz 

. and, if agreeable to you, to enter into the terms of 
such arrangement^.: .

. Your Obfo Servt^ A*, LINCOLl^
Douglasi reply came the same day, but before Lincoln

was able to receive the letter, he- had returned to Springfield«
Douglas accepted the challenge<•,. The "Little Giant" in his
letter to Lincoln .expressed surprise that Lincoln had not
made the invitation :earlier? since he$, Douglas a had already
made his campaign appointments 0. Douglas suggested that they
;speak in the seven congressional districts s in which they had
not previously spokeno These were': Freeport, Ottawa,.
Galesburg, Quincy9 Alton., Jonesboro and Charlestons1^

. By the end of July the two'opponents had made the ■
final debate arrangements <, Douglas would have the opening and

to Douglas, July 24, 1858, Angle (ed»), pe 85, 
to Lincoln, July 24, 1858, Ibido, pp e 85-840



elosing speeches at four of the debates and Lincoln the same 
privilege at three of them* Baeh would alternates, The first 
debate was to be, held August 81 „ at Ottawa in La Salle County» ' 

Lincoln" s campaign in Illinois had not gone well*
He had made little headwayg even though the Buchanan 
administration was making an all out effort to defeat Douglas* 
Illinois Democrats were flucking to Douglas*, did line Whigs 
of central and southern Illinois 9 who had not followed 
Lincoln in 1856 were showing little disposition to do so now*
A few; of them had come into the Republican camp? one of them 
Joseph Gillespie* However9 when Lincoln returned to 
Springfield on July 249 he found waiting for him.a "doleful 
letter" from Gillespiewho was running for the legislature 
as a Lincoln supporter from the Madisonj, Bonds, and 
Montgomery districto. In his "doleful letter" Gillespie 
expressed- fears that the Douglas candidate for the legislature 
would receive at least half of the American (formerly known 
as Hhowrlothing) votes e. This was not because - they favored 
Douglas9 but because they felt Gillespie had been in the 
State' Senate long enough* Lincoln replied to Gillespie 
that he hoped “you are worse seared than hurt * * * We must 
not lose that district* We must make a job of it9 and save 
it*, o- o. e Don" t fail to cheek the stampede at onceV'l^ Lincoln 
was a good politicians, ever cognizant of his situationo

. ■ ^Beveridges II9 626a ,
^Letter to Gillespies July 259 18589 Works0 Il9 525®
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■■■After the debate arrangements had been mader, Douglas 

continued his speaking tour» Lincoln for the first two weeks 
remained in Springfield planning his campaign speeches s and 
writing letters to leading men in the state as he kept a 
watchful eye on every district» -

August IS5, Lincoln again took the stumps speaking at 
Beardstown on the Illinois Biverv The previous day Douglas 
had spoken there ? Each candidate had "been given enthusiastic ■ 
. welcomes o. The two contestants then moved up the Illinois 
River to Havana 9 Douglas speaking on August 13 and Lincoln 
the following dayp, Lincoln then proceeded to Bath where he 
spoke on the 16 th p, The next day he went to Lewis town where 
he received a “magnificent and imposing" welcome<A^ Lincoln 
delivered to the people of.Lewistown an inspirational speech9 
m, eulogy of the Declaration of Independence0, It stands as 
one of the highpoints of the eampaign0 In his closing words 
Lincoln said n "I charge you to drop every paltry and 
insignificant thought for any man” s success» It is nothingi 
I am nothings Judge Douglas is nothingo But do not destroy 
that Immortal emblem of humanity-^tfae Declaration of American

this speech was outstanding also 
for its change of paceo Up: to this point the two opponents 
had beeug for the most partreiterating the basic positions

 so Press and Tribune, (Chicago,/111*%.. Augc819 '1858$, Angle C©de) s p0 99=
.■.̂ IbiaLo 'Po ■■lOL*. :



that they had taken in Chicago speeches of early Jtilyv..
.Both MzieoM and;-DemglaS; reached Qttasra about noon 

Saturday9 August 810 This was to be the first of the seven 
joint“’debates & The town of Ottawa is situated about eighty^ 
five miles southwest of Chicagog at the junction of the 
Illinois and Fox Rivers» The Chicago Press and Tribune 
reported the dust and commotion caused by the throngs of 
people that entered the towne ,

..■.Ottawa was deluged in dust * => o At eight o"clock the 
streets and avenues leading from the country were so 
enveloped with dust that the town resembled a vast smoke 
house» Teams9 trains 9 and processions poured in from 
every direction like an army with banners0 National . flags s, mottoes and diviees fluttered and stared from 
every street eornoro Military companies and bands of 
music monopolized the thoroughfares around the court '■ house and the public sguareQ. Two brass twelve pounders;- 
banged away in the centre of the city and drowned the 
hubbub of the multitude with their own higher capacities 
for hubbub0 .lTanity Fair never boiled with madder 
enthusiasm&16 : . ..

About two<»thirty in the afternoon Douglas opened the 
debateo. The spectators, estimated to be about twelve 
thousand, stood waiting in the scorching sun6 Douglas noted 
in.Ms opening remarks that prior to 1854 there were two 
great national political parties0 But in 1854 Lincoln and 
Trumbull joined forces to dissolve the Whig party and the old 
Democratic partyo. Out of this came an Abolitionist party, the 
s©~ealTed Bepubliean party® Douglas then referred to the 
“Black RepublieanM platform of 1854 and challenged Lincoln0s

16 ' '- ■ •Ibidoo Augo 8.6 o 1858, p0- 1QS»; . Quotations and. para
phrases of the Ottawa debate are taken from this.source, 
po 1C&2WL&7» .



ia<5©ns is fancy im- regard ' Ha;'aeensed Eincelri ©f toeing
an atoolitionistp for the to'house^divided“ doctrine was clear 
..atoolifionist doctrine» Again̂ , as befores Douglas attacked 
Lincoln on the,doctrine of equality of whites and blacks» 
Lincoln was wrong0 This was. an issue to be decided toy the 
individual states» through action based upon the popular 
. sovereignty is sue» ' ' . ■ : ,

Lincoln then took the stand? and forcefully denied 
Douglas l accusations <»/ : Essentially Lincoln used the same 
defense that he had many times before offered against Douglas” 
similar accusations * He denied the Republican party was an ,- 
Abolitionist Party 0 181 will say here 2 while upon this subject 
that X have no purpose directly.or indirectly to interfere 
with the institution of slavery in the states where it existso" 
This was a reiteration of a principle to which Lincoln had 
many times given utterance =>. Lincoln^ again9 as he had done 
many times before $ denied he had any designs to.give social 
and political equality to the races® "There is a physical 
difference between the two 9 which in my judgement will 
probably forever forbid their living together upon the footing 
of perfect equality0", Lincoln then qualified his position of. 
the 'Negro’s rights<, with his often repeated view, "But in the 
right to eat the bread9 without leave of anybody else? which 
his own hand earnss he is my equal and the equal of Judge 
Douglas, and the equal of every living man®" After clarifying 
this posltion9 Lincoln turned to Douglas” attack upon the
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ImgOHeation that the Mhouse“dividede’ doctrine implied the 
end of local institutions and laws» It did noto Slavery was 
not an institution on the same plane with other Ideal laws<>

The second dehate in the series was scheduled only 
a few days laters August.2?9 to be held in Freeport0 ■ This 
debate is without a doubt g  Ms topically 9 the mos t important 
of the seven0. It was in this northern Illinois town that 
Mneoln put forth to Douglas four questions 0 The second 
question proved deadly for Douglas0 The Freeport debate drew, 
some fifteen thousand people* Each candidate received an 
. enthusiastic and resounding w e l c o m e - -

During the days between the.debate in' Stt&wa and 
the one in Freeports Mneoln prepared his answers to questions' 
asked by Douglas at Q-ftawao, These" merely clarified his 
position^ He...also prepared the four questions which he would 
ask Douglas d- The second quest long “Can the people of a United 
..States Territory9: in. any lawful, way.9 against the wish of any 
citizen of the United States9 exclude, slavery from its limits 
prior to the formation of a state eonstitutionf® Llneolnts 
advisors ob jected to -this questionJ-bseph Medill9 Press; and :: 
Tribune editor 9 who was traveling with Mneoln recording the 
debates, objected to the quest!ons when Mneoln consulted with 
him about it 0, Medill feared that it would let Douglas out of 
his tight position on slavery» -There is a story that when

- ^^IMdog Augo. 30)g 18589 p* 139* Quotations and para? 
phrases of the Freeport debate are taken from this, source0 
pp)e; 138^176 o . ; - ;
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Republican advisors expressed concern over the results the
question would have j, Lincoln is reputed to have remarked s "I
am after bigger - game* The battle of 186© is worth a hundred'
of this e" It is very doubtful though j that .Lincoln made this
statoment at thie timee The probable reason for: the "Freeport
Question" democratic, party split«, Douglas had to
battle against any onlargemeht of the.schism? while on the
other hand it was'- Mncoln” s major hope for victory0 Efforts :
were being made to heal the wound? and the Republicans were
making every effort to keep it open; and if possible to enlarge
;it> Lincoln, did not ask the question so that Douglas would be

: hurt in the south in 186©0 Rather; the purpose of the question
y; was - toVputf Douglas'';:intq: a : position in. which he would appear
■''fo-' be', antagonistic:: to;.the' growing southern tendency within,

the Democratic party which Buchanan favored0 . It was a . '
practical question for the 1858 campaign*-8 In asking this .
question,• Lincoln also hit hard at Dougins, for he forced the
"Little Giant" to appear morally ihdifferent to slavery<, In
retrosp.ecf; Douglas was mortally weakened in 1860* ■ .

x  ̂ Vflien Lincoln closed his opening speech at Freeport, . x
Douglas took the platform and. answered Lincoln^ s questions
His reply..to the second question, has become known
his torically as. the "Freeport Doctrine0" Thus, came the x
answer to the questiou "Dan the people of a United States
Territory,xlm any lawful way, against the wish of any citizen

.^Beveridge, II, 655-58q
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ef the United States exclude slavery from its limits prior to;•
the formation iof a > state eonstitu.tiontl,i: Douglas .said5,
; 1 1 answer emphatically $ as Mrc. Lincoln' has heard me ': ' ■

answer :a::'hundred times from every, stump in Illinois g . ..
that in my opinion the ■ people of a territory ean? hy 
lawful meansg exciude slavery from their limits prior to 
the formation ©f a state ■constitution 0 » o. It matters : 
not what way the Supreme Court may hereafter decide as 
to the abstract question nhether slavery may or may not 
go into a territory under the Constitutiong the people have the lawful means to introduce it or exclude it as . 
they please g fOr the reason that slavery cannot exist
a day or an hour anywhereP unless it is supported by
local police regulations

Lincoln had succeeded in his purpose 0 Douglas had
to give this answer9 so that he might be acceptable to the
predominent anti-slavery sentiment of Illinoiso Despite the
Dred Scott; decision^ the. final decision on slavery rested with
the people o Slavery must be supported in the meanwhile by

: local. friendly. legislation^ : . ■
'The next debate was'not scheduled for more than two

weeks after the. Preeport Debate o. 'It would, be held on
September -15 9;. in; lonesbord^ doiEi in 01lgypt»M This gave both -
candidates time to, campaign in central Illinois 1 These
counties were especially important since- they were the old
Whig strongholdss and it was among this group; that the
crucial ballots would be. castQ

Lincoln traveled thfoughout central Illinois0
: August 314 he spoke - to an audience of about one thousand In
Carlinville» A few days later he spoke a little further
north at Clint©n^ September -4§ Lincoln came to Bloomington0
In the McLean county seat 9 Lincoln was a popular figure 8. and



it:#as also the home town of many close fr±endse Bloomington 
gave a big demonstration in bqhor of the Republican senatorial 
nomineeA After his well-received Bloomington speech^ Lincoln 
traveled farther.south in Illinois to Montieello where he 
was greeted by an enthusiastic Republican rally,. After '
- appearing at Montieello on September 6g Lincoln went.southeast 
to the town of Paris0 Here he shared the speaker0s rostrum 
with Owen lovejoyg who along with James Miller, State :
Treasurers had arrived unexpeetedly in town the same day as 

: Mhobin^■; V: . ' .1:;  ̂ : \
During this time Douglas had kept up a Speaking pace 

equal to that of Lincoln” s6, ' Without a doubt, it was 
exhausting for both of the menc Speaking constantly, traveling 
each day, and losing sleep showed its straine. It is noted . 
Dbugla s suffe red more than, Lincoln even though he frequently 
traveled by private railroad car0 Mueh of the time he was 
aeeompanied by his charming and beautiful wife0 She watched ' 
after his health, but the straining tour, showed its effect ,

. upon h i m ^  -■■■ : v;: 1 :;
. . Meanwhile, Lincoln usually traveled in the crowded 

■ coaches® ' His friend Whitney reports that George B 0 McClellan,
later the general in the Civil War.,' was at that time vice- : v;
president of the. Illinois Central Railroad0 McClellan took . 
special care of Douglas, furnishing him with a directors8 ear 
and the platform Car for his cannon® Lincoln received no

; Kevins, I, 585. . : '::V; . /;  ̂v : t
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/;.eom#tesies other than his attorney6s pass» Even though 
JIB the ̂ division superintehderit ver̂ - welly, when he •
attempted to secure a little favor for Lincoln he was,
"hot very graciously repulsed &

The third' debate was held on the mid-September day in 
sleepy Jonesboro». Lincoln had arrived the evening of the 
fourteentha J Douglas came on the train up from Cairo the next 
-dayo The debate was held in the fair grounds and attraeted 
a comparatively small audience, estimated at not more than 
fifteen M  The'farm land surrounding Jonesboro was
: poorb The- farmers came into town in decrepit wagons drawn 
by oxenb ; Eelther Douglas nor Lincoln aroused much enthusiasm0 
Eor the most part the gathering was made up of Democratss but 
theyJW^ Democrats o' ’ -j/.t ■ - J ■ j . ./■’■ ■ ■' ' J’

.ASJhad been arranged in the plan for the Debates2 
Douglas J made the opening speech 0. For the mos t part it was a ■ 
repeat performance of earlier efforts to make Lincoln appear 
to be tied in with the abolitionists» On the other hand 
Lincoln reiterated his eonspiracy charge« He did attempt to 
refute Douglas0 "Freeport,Doctrinee" He contended that it is 
historically false that slavery cannot‘enter a new.country 
unless it is protected by friendly legislation^ Douglas' 
view was not eonsisteht with the Dr-ed Scott decision^ Scott

.“ Vlhltney,. 465.
"' • ' ^Chicago Press and Tribune9 (Chlca#; Ill'll,'.'Sept®’ .lf?y 
1858 s, AngIe_TedTJ? Po 19Q0 Quotations and paraphrases of the 
Jonesboro debate are taken from this source 0 pp e 189-2310



had claimed his freedom on the basis of his living in a free 
territory* fet9 the court ruled this did not make him freeg 
even though the Negro lived in a territory free of slavery 
by positive legislation© At this point Lincoln asked a new 
question ©f Douglas: since the Constitution of the United
States recognises'the right of property in slavess what if 
slave holders asked for Congressional legislation to protect 
their property in the territories W Mould Douglas vote for . 
such legislation? In his answer Douglas hedged: MI answer
him that it is a fundamental article of the Democratic creed 
that there should be non-interference and non-intervention 
by Congress with slavery in the States or Territories 0 Sl 

The next debate was held a few days later at 
Charlestons, on Saturdays, September 180 In the intervening 
days between the Jonesboro and Charleston debates Lincoln ' 
appeared in Benton and Centralia® Coming up: from “Egypt"-; on . 
the Illinois Central Railways, both candidates spent the night 
before the debate at Mat to on* The next morning both Lincoln 
and Douglas were heralded into the eastern Illinois city of 
Charlestons The debate attracted even a greater crowd than 
the Freeport gatherings, with carloads' coming over from 
Indiana©^ .. Douglas, and Lincoln were making a name© The: day 
' truly presented a pageanto - ; • - . : . '

However s, the speeches did not equal the glorious

^ % M d  * <, Sept 0. 213 1858 9 p0 253* Quotations and para- 
. phrases: ..of the Charleston debate are taken from this source»



reception given, the candidates G. For the most part, the same 
■ issmes were rehashedo Both Douglas and Mneoln made familar 
accusations and counter=accusations o Even some new ones - were 
invented0, Lincoln accused Buchanan^ Taney?'and Douglas of 
wishing to spread slavery over the whole Unions while Douglas 
countered that Lincoln and Illinois Republican senator 
Trumbull were attempting to make over free-soii Whigs and 
Democrats into abolitionists 0.
1 , Galesburg was the next town for which the debates 
were scheduled0 Wearly three weeks would, intervene before 
the debate would be held o The speech-making tour continued»
: Lincoln followed Douglas throughout eastern Illinois $, both 
speaking at Sullivan9: Danville 9 and Urbana<, Lincoln then 
went west, as Douglas moved northo

The Sullivan speech is interesting because of an 
incident which occurred that brought Douglas8 temper into the 
foregrounds Douglas claimed he had since July of 1858 had a 
speaking appointment in Sullivan^ Lincoln had followed 
Douglas to the town and had sent a note to Douglas saying that 
he would speak at three, o'clock, rather than his original 
announcement of two o'clock, as he understood Douglas would 
speak at one o'cloeko However, while Douglas was speaking a • 
crowd of Lincoln supporters went by noisily apparently a 
formal escort for.Llneolnt This angered Douglasimmediately 
the issue was fought, out in the press«, The ' Press: and Tribune 
defended Eineolnv Douglas was originally scheduled to'speak .
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-ten a0clock, bat changed M s  hoar- to o&@ clock when he 

heard that Lincoln would speak at two o$ clocko He hoped that 
he could draw .away from Lincoln® s crowd» The “Little Giant11 . 
was angry when a part of his crowd began to leave to join the 
band starting for.the grove where Lincoln was to speakc2®
- October 79. 1858 was.a cold fall, day in Galesburgc- The

north^eentral Illinois town was the home of Knox College e :
The town was at this time but twenty years old ? and already 
had h population of 5s000o- - Galesburg had the pieturesque 
lew England looko^ The stand had been erected on the east. 
side of Knox College "Old Main;" however, the shrill., winds 
hit upon the crowd® Despite the weather the debaters drew a. 
gathering greater than - any other before 0.

Historians generally agree that this debate was the 
most eloquent of the seven0 The territory was overwhelmingly 
Republicano It was at Galesburg that Lincoln charged Douglas 
was forming a sectional p a r t y T h i s  charge was in' reality 
a counter ̂charge to the Douglas charge that the Republican 
party was sectionalo. Lincoln in Galesburg hit hard at Douglase 
moral indifference to slavery0 The branding phrase Lincoln 
again uttered9 Douglas6 declaration that he “didn® t care 
whether slavery is voted up or down»1,1. :

“ g5Xbld®. o Gctober 1. 1858» p0 S8GN81.a : \ :
^levinsg 1, 386-7^' ; - y - .:'
-1' kngle ; CedoJ g Quotations and paraphrases of the - 

Galesburg debate are taken from this 'source,, ppQ 285=3210.
The editor cites no original source from which the debates 
have been reprinted ® .1 . • , : '
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, In the days intervening between the debates^ both ' 

candidates spoke in western Illinois 3. .S-ix days later the 
two men met at Quincye. The town of Quincyp' situated on a 
high bluff overlooking the Mississippi River3 is just up 
river from Hannibal9 the city we know today as famous for 
Hark Twain̂ : - / ' . ■ ' . ;.; _ -

Both candidates were well-»rec.eivedc» Quincy was; the 
home town of Orville Ho. Browning/ long time lawyer friend of 
Mneolhi'Se. While waiting for the debate9 Lincoln stayed in 
the gracious Browning home0 Carl Sehurzp a young German t
immigrants who. had recently settled in tfisconsiiip has left 
a fine account of Lincoln at the time of the debates o Schurz 
reports that Lincoln0 s friends got him into a carriage? even - 
though he said he would prefer to Mfoot it to Browning6 s <>
. This was Shuras first meeting with Lincoln0 The
young German has left a vivid description of the lanky Lincoln© 
Schurz admitted that he 19was somewhat startled by his 
^ineoln^sj appearance 9 ” but Mncoln® s Qff=hand cordiality 
made an impression on Schurz as the two were first introduced 

. October 13 proved to be a fine dayo Both candidates 
appeared before a good-sized audiencep although not as large 
as some of the previous debates0 The audience was 
bolstered by a bbat^load of passengers from Keokuk9 Iowa.

h  ^®SchurZp P'o. 90© ' - ; ■ ■. '
. ^ Ibid©© m
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and another from Hanoibals) Mis sour As the candidates
took the speakers stands Schurz was strongly impressed by 
the striking eontpast of the physical appearance of Lincoln 
and Douglaso - " ■ , ■

lo more striking contrast could have been imagined 
than that between those two men as they appeared upon the platformo By the side of Lincoln’s talhg lank and 
ungainly form Douglas stood almost like a dwarf9 very 
short of stature a but square ̂-shouldered and br oa dehes ted § 
a massive head upon a strong neck9 the very embodiement 

...of forces combativenessj and staying power
■ $he Quincy debate brought forth no. new ideas© The

area was formerly Ihig territory9 and both men were appealing
to this elemente .Throughout the campaign Douglas had charged
Lincoln with being am abolitionist and,inconsistent in his
views- on racial ©qualify» In Quincy Lincoln defended himself
. against these views* -He reiterated his position on the .
question of slavery9. -as he personally saw the issue9 and as
the Republican party saw the issue*

. . We have in this nation this element .of domestic .
, slavery o. It is a matter of absolute certainty that it ■ 

is a - disturbing element<> * Q G The Republican party think 
it wong»=>we think it is a moral*'' a social and a political 
wrong s. : Me think it is a wrong not confining itself merely 

.to the per sons or the states :Where it- exists 9 but that 
it is a iirrong In its;.tendency9 to say the leastc, that 

■ .extends itself to the ezistenee of the whole nationo . 
Because, we think It-wrong* we propose a course of policy 

- that shall deal, with if as a wrorigo Me deal with it 
as with any other wrong* in so far as we can prevent 
its growing any.larger* and so deal with it that in the 
ran of time there may be some promise to end it* e. 0 o

^Chicago Press and. Tribune« XChicago * 111*.) * Oct®
IS* 18589 Angle TedT) s p* 5-2.30 Quotations and paraphrases, of 
the Quincy debate are: taken from this source* ip0. 3.32-=58Q.e

2SSehura* t50.
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I suppose that in reference both to its actual existence 
in the nation9 and to our constitutional obligations9 
we have no right at all to disturb if in the states 
where it exists P and we profess that we have no more 
inclination to disturb it than we have the right to do 

, , it® , ... : .' - . ■ " ■
Douglas in his reply made no comment upon the stand

made by Mncoln0 He again made the accusation that Eincoln
did not say the same things in regard to slavery and its
abolition in northern Illinois as he said in southern Illinois s
or for that matter here in Adams countyc, fQuincy is situated
in Adams countyo)

'• In his re joinder s Eincoln affirmed that Douglas8
"system .'of policy in' regard to the institution of slavery
contemplates that It shall last forever a111- . Eincoln said this:
was the difference between them» He : |M.neo3^ looked , to the
ultimate extinction of slavery as our forefathers had 0 The
only reason they allowed the nation to endure "half slave.
and half free” was that they knew not how to get rid of
slaveryo Eincoln again reiterated he had no quarrel with the
slave states about the institution of slavery<,

Two days later the debaters met at Altons both
traveling down the Mississippi River by: steamer from Quincy 0
Alton was : the. city wheie . twenty“‘one : years ■ before. Elijah ,
Eovejoy had become known as a martyr by his death in the .cause
of anticslaveryo. Other than perhaps a few Germans from the
surrounding lands the small audience was for the most part
made up of Buchanan Democrats <*

Douglas made the opening speech to the audience ofs



at the most9 five thousando-®® He presented no new Ideas«
Again the "Little GlantM accused Mneoln of being an 
abolitionistc What other Interpretation could the "half- 

:;slaveg half-free" doetrine havef What would have been the ; 
result if Llnceln''s "house divided against itself” doctrine 
had prevailed at the time the Constitution had been drawn 
upt1 Then to an audience in territory claimed by the Buchanan 
Democratsy Douglas defended his opposition to the Lecompton 
constitutions explaining he fought it, "not because of the 
/slavery clause in it p but because it was not the act and deed 
of the pepple of Kansas' He next defended ' his disapproval' , 
of the English Billo;; ' . Douglas" closed with a denial that the 
■signers of the declaration of independence were in any way 
thinking of Hegro equality@ .

■ V When. Lincoln took the stand/ he forcefully stated his
views on Hegro equality and the non-expansion of slaverys
but asserted he favored leaving it where it already was»
Referring to his beliefs and the Republiean Party beliefs
' on -slavery 9 Lincoln said P .. . ■

they look upon it as being a moral, social, and political 
wrong; and while they,contemplate if as such, they 
nevertheless have due regard for its actual existence 
among us, and the difficulties of getting rid of it in 
any satisfactory way and to all the constitutional 
obligations, thrown about it o. • :

Douglas presented his rejoinder and the debates ended*

^Chicago Press and TribuneQ (Chicagoi llle)^ Oct.*.. 1 
' .15, 1858,' Angle fedc) p. ..Quotations and paraphrases of the 
Alton debate are taken from this source 0, pp> 362-404G



However9 the two candidates went on their segarate "wa$$s-s . 
making speeches almost every day until election day November 
8 c,. Mneoln spoke, at various points throughout western Illinois s 
Hmshvllles, Atlanta^ Carthages Dallas City? Macomb; then he 
moved to central Illinoisg and finally closed his series of 
campaign, speeches on October 30, at Springfields where he had 
opened it in .June a - Douglas closed lovember 19 in Chicago Q. '
Both of them used the issues that the debates had made, prominent 

. Douglas had been successful in his battle against the 
Buchanan Democratso November g9 his old followers:rallied ■
around himg and sent a Democratic majority to the Illinois v. .
State legislature & Actuallyg llncoln received a greater 
.popular vote than Douglas Thus ? his prediction in Springs ■ 
field in July proved corrects The existing legislative .
apportionment was disadvantageous to the Bepmblican party in 
Illinoiso The. Twenty-first General.Assembly convened .
January 18593 and three days later by a strict party voteg; 
Stephen A 0 Douglas was returned to the United States Senate0

Lincoln had f ailedg and he was extremely disappointed & 
In retrospect it can be seen that the senatorial contest
of 1858 was a most important step in Lincoln's careere He
became nationally known as a challenger to Senator Douglas <> 
Lincoln°s' fames' by his, participation in the debates 9 spread ; 
beyond the borders, of Illinois 0 As he recalled’a few years 
laters, “the. path had been worn pig-backed and was slippery 0



My foot slipped from under meP knocking the other out of the
way; but I recovered and said to myself9 'It's a slip; and .
not a. falla:»tt3a

The importance of the debates cannot be doubted* .
Mncoln's biographer summarizes their results:

Historically the great debates had two important 
resultse Firsts, publicizing Douglas' position at 
Freeport in answer to Lincoln's question^ they made 
it easier for Southern extremists to bring about a 
fateful schism in the Democratic Party in 1860,, and this 
in turn would defeat Douglas for the Presidencya The 
result was not due to any adroitness: on Lincoln's part9 . ; ■ however9 but rather to Douglas6 forthrighteons in :
expounding an interpretation of popular sovereignty 
favorable to. free^sdil interests in the territories, but.: : 
distasteful, to proslavery radicals» Secondly9 the debates 

. made Mncoin a national figure and put the Presidency 
■'Within his. reacho Any man who could hold his own. with \ 
Douglas had proved his quallfications for high office* :

: v Moreover^: Lincoln handled himself so skillfully that - 
y . while taking a moderate position he had not antagonized '; ■ 

■ the abolition element in his party0 And his languageV 
purged of the fluoridity: that had .occasionally, marred . 
his.pre«Hebraska speeches9 had taken simple eloquence
.Some historians haveg howeverp seriously questioned 

the merits of the debates*. Their thinking may be termed 
'’revisionist*8 as opposed to the admirers of Lincoln* who 
■early reported on the debates* Beveridge wrote in his 
scholarly work on Lincoln* "Solely on their merits* the debates 
themselves deserve little notice* For the most part* each 
speaker merely repeated what he had said before * Few and 
unimportant were the points made to which we have not already

^Thomas 9 p* 193 a 
55Ibid*-* ' 192-3*.
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listened more than; once

levins ¥iews the .debates as haying shown "little
logical progressione. Had the speakers left slavery and
devoted some attention to other topics in the Republican
p:latfora~^free lands $, opposition to monopolies 9 internal

■ improvements=-”they' might; have achieved, more freshness.:® m35
; HahdallL is most critical in his comments on the.

intrinsic worth of the debates0 "One. may distingnish between
' a discussion that strives always for .a solution of governmental
problems and a 0 canvass-0 in which the participants, engage in
sparring for popular effect and party advantage6 In the main
the joint debates between Lincoln and Douglas belong to the
latter category0M Professor Randall then lists numerous
topics that the candidates' may have discussed? similar to

' . levins.8 suggestions .
. ' ■ . As he did with the "House-Divided'' speech s Harry ¥0
Jaffa., challenges : these views 0 . Jaffa presents a ease that .
Lincoln and Douglas were correct in their views of 18586
Essentially his entire book is a validation of their 1858
speeches 6 In his opening chapter which he entitles "18581
The Crisis in Historical Judgmentsn Jaffa is especially
critical of the "revisionist" view? ; •

. : The impression is9 I thinks inescapable that the

veridges Il? 635»
SSievinS s I," 59lo "f ; ;; " ' ;:

, ' '%andalls Ig 121# : . .: . ’
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sewere judgement upon the merits of these debates9 
eoming after generations had looked upon them as .an .
intellectual and moral contest of the highest order 
of. which democratic polities admitsf is a consequence u = 
of the rise and application of scientific historical iaethodo fhis 'impression is greatly strengthened when 
it is, discowerM that revisionism differs from both 

, . the popular and scholarly tradition concerning the .
debates 5, not merely in the judgement of quality to which 
we have advertedbut on a substantive question of the 
first magnitude o. For the depreciation of the debates is accompanied by^-indeedr, it may be the consequence 
of--a debunking of the belief which is at the root of 
their fame z the belief that Lincoln had opposed Douglas 

.•on a great issue for the sake of a great cause
' Without a doubt this is a severe .indletmemt of a view 

held by eminent historians0 The purpose of this paper is not 
to present a h Is to r i o graphic al study of Lineolno However the 
author believes these - important points of opposing views ' 
should be notedo % •

Looking at the debates from Lincoln8s perspective of 
1858s one must consider they were politically shrewd« Slavery 
was an important issue» Illinois- had been stirred by the 
questions and it was important for the people of the state 
to know the view their United States Senator would take 
toward the issue.. Essentially^ Lincoln had held his 
conservative .ground; he made it clear that he did not intend 
to touch slavery where it already. existed. On the other hands, 
he had made Douglas appear morally indifferent to slavery6 
The reception of these views by the voters of Illinois 
demonstrated the sectional feeling of the state«. Southern : ' 
and central western Illinois was carried by Douglas« northern

^Jaffa j, p» . 22 6



XIllinois and ̂ central eastern Illinois voted Republican0 
Mneolri lost his home county of Sangamon,, The greater 
meaning of the debates could not be seen until 1860®



CHAPTER IV

HieQIZ IS IOMINATED V

■ Even though the Republicans of Illinois had failed . . 
to elect a legislature that:would send their candidate to the 
United States Senate in '1659 s the Democratic Buchanan 
administration suffered a crushing defeat nationally in the 
1858 fall electionso The Uetoher elections saw Re$ubliean 
strength come into its own in traditionally Democratic 
Indianac The !,:Ho@sier State"-elected a Repmblican Legislature 
and sent seven Republicans to the United States House of 
Representatives along with two Buchanan Democrats and two 
Douglas meho Pennsylvania9 the home state of President 
Buchanan9 and a traditionally Democratic stronghold9 gave 
little support to the Presidentc Only two of its twenty- 
five Representatives' were Leeompton men» The. Republicans 
of Ohio elected all but four of the twenty-two Representatives: 
and of the four Democrats p three favored Douglas 0 Maine and 
Vermont gave the Republicans sweeping, victories «> In Minnesota 
the Republicans won majorities in the legislature® This 
Republican legislature, would elect a. United States senator ®
' . The Dctober elections merely served as a preview'of 

what would happen in Novemberg when the rest of Hew England 
sent to the House of Representatives solid Republican blocks«
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Three leip3.toli.cans and. two anti—Leeom^ton Democrats were sent . ■ 
by lew Jersey to fill, her five Congressional seats* In 
Illinois s of course;, Douglas was elected 9 providing the 
Administration with a decisive defeat0 lew York elected a 
Republican governor*

However, Abraham Lincoln in Springfield, Illinois was 
utterly dejected toy his defeat* His hope for the senatorship 
looked further away than, ever &. Lincoln, however, still would . 
remain a. loyal Republican* In mid-lovemtoer, he wrote to 
Judd,

* * * Doubtless you have suspected for some time that 
I entertain a personal wish for a term in the U» S,,
'Senate^ and had the suspicion taken the shape of a direct 
charge, I think I could have not truthfully denied it*
But let the past be as nothing*.

For the future my view is the fight must go on* The 
returns here are not yet completed * * » We have some 
hundred and twenty thousand clear Republican votes*. .

■ , That pile is worth keeping together* It will elect a state
trustee two-years hence# 1 ,

■ : . .In ’that day. I shall-fight in the ranks,' but I shall, be : 
in ho ones way - for any of the places * I am especially 
for Trumbull" s reeieetion®1 ■

Lincoln then urged Judd to work for a new apportionment 
bill or Trumbull, would be beaten in two years*

The next day Lincoln again was writing to Judd* He 
had just received a letter from the State Central Committee 

. chairman - asking if he could contribute toward the Republican : 
Gommittee debt* Lincoln answered the appeal, "’I have been on: 
expenses so long without earning any thing that I am 
absolutely without money now for even household purposes*

^Letter to Judd, Hov* 15, 1858, Works * III, 316-337*
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Stillp if yon can put in two hundred and fifty dollars for 
me towards discharging the debt of the Committees, I will 
allow it when you and I settle the private matter, between us 
He closed his letter with a consolation to the disappointed 
Judd p. "Yon are feeling badly 0 11 And this too, shall mass away & 
■lever f e a r ' ■ , v :

Despite the spirit demonstrated in these letters$ 
Whitney reports that on the day of Douglas6 election to the 
Senate by the legislatureP Lincoln was a "gloomy9 dejected 
and dispirited"■ man& "X never saw any man so radically and . 
thoroughly depressed,, so completely steeped in the bitter 
wafers of hopeless- dispaiPe”3! . , ’ ■

Mncolnes friends ' were cognizant of the favorable .
impression he had made upon the country in his battle against 
Douglas o. Xhe evening of the day after Lincoln5 s defeat in 
the legislatures, a small group of his intimate friends met 
in Springfieldj to discuss the future of the Republican party» 
Many Republican leaders $, men like John J0 Crittendon and 
Horace Greeley thought perhaps the Republicans should support 
Douglas for President in I8600 Douglas would be a candidate 
• in opposition to the Administration Democratic party» If 
this happened9 it would mean the end of the Republican party
as sueho Whitney recollects that those present were, - Lincoln, : •;
Dubois ? John M $. Palmer 8 Joseph Gillespie $, Jackson .Grimshaw and

%etter to Judd9 16, 1858, Ibid,, p* 3370
®Whitney , p0: 27 , ' ■



himselfThe gaftlelpants In the meeting agreed that they 
were;all in .fayor of maintaining the Republiean party& : Jesse 
K0. Dnhois sgoke in this veins, as did the others but closed 
his speech with the sentiment that Lincoln^ s name should be 
placed upon the national ticket# either as president or 
-yiee'»presidenf e.*. • This was the .first concrete action toward - 
advancing Lincoln1 s name to the high office 6

Abraham Lincoln turned back to his law practice 0 It 
had long been neglected# and as. was suggested in his letter 
to.Judd# Lincoln was in need of-money0 The campaign had '•
been costly in both time and money» However, Lincoln did 
not completely put politics out of his mind@ At the end of 
January Lincoln wrote to Lyman Trumbull congratulating him 
upon a recent speech the Illinois Semtor had made -in answer ■ 
to Senator Alfred Iverson of. Georgia# who threatened secession 
and charged Republicans of being a disunion party pledged to 
abolish slavery* Lincoln requested Trumbtill to write to him 
■ his Impressions of Douglas'movements(Very' soon after, his 
victory in Illinois# Douglas made a speaking tour of the 
south in order to clarify his views stemming from the debates®} 
.Expressing optimism for 1860# 'Lincoln asserted that he 
thought they would be, better organised then#, than ever before o.

^Ibido * Po, 88=»84o Herndon and Veik#. III.# 458-5 o 
However# Herndon# on the basis of a letter received from Jackson 
Grimshaw# April 88# 1866# places the date of this meeting as 
being early in I860* Herndon also suggests there were a. few .... 
more, presentg IShltney ■challenges ’ithls.#■ as 'he published after 
Herndon and ¥eik0 '
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He closed M s  letter with a sentiment of hopelessness on the 
reapfiortloment of the Illinois legislature Q, fflWe shall get \ 
ho just apportionment9 ® and the best we can dof (if we cam 
even do that) is to prevent one being made 9 worse than the

; • Throughout the late winter and early spring of 1859 
Mmeoln attended the courts* But his letter writing continued« 
He wrote to Sark ¥0 Delahayg former Illinoisian9 now editor 
of a Free '6tate newspaper in ■ Kansas g that he would be glad to', 
meet a Republican mass convention in. Delahay8 s city (Leaven^ 
worth 9 Kansas) a, The best time would be in the latter part 
of May or the latter part of June®^ A few days later 9 he . 
wrote t o 2rmnbull9 assuring the senator he had no intention 
of challenging him in 1860» Trumbull had written Lincoln in 
regard to an article in the Chicago Journal, the supposed 
work of John Wentworthp The purpose of the article was to  ̂
stir up) trouble between the ex~Whigs and the ex-Democrats 
within the Republican party o Lincoln also assured Trumbull, 
he had no doubt as to the party loyalty of former Democrats @

®January- 87 9 1859 $ the Democrats introduced a new 
senatorial and representative bill, by which they would retain 
their ascendency in the legislatureG In the upshot the 
Republicans were successful in defeating the bills It was 
passed on February 15s The governor returned to the lower 
house on February 27 c To insure that it would not p a s t h e  , 
Republicans remained away from the sessions, so that a quorum 
would not be present, thus the bill could not be passed over 
the governorfls vetoo ■ ■ '; -

©  '.Letter to Trumbull, Jan« 89, 1859, Works, III, 351® 
Letter to ■ Delahay9 FebG 1, 1859, Ibid e. 9 pL 355 0
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Mlor do I think there is much danger of the old democratic 

: and-whig elements of-our party breaking; into opposing factions 
They certainly shall, not if I can prevent it *

. In February9 Mneoln took up; a new venture 0 He
decided to try his skill, at leetniingo . This was a time in 
United States history when attending leetnres delivered by 
eminent speakers was pspnlar American entertainments UncoIn 
had given his first lecture on "Discoveries and InventionsM 
April 69 185©j,' before the Young Men11 s Association of 
Bloomingtong Illinois» learly a year laterg February 11s 1859 
with the lecture completely rewritten, he delivered it before 
the Phi Alpha Society of Illinois College at Jacksonvillee 
A few days later, he repeated it in Decatur, and on February 
81, he delivered it in Sp-ringfield before the Springfield 
Library Associatloh at Concert Hallo/ .

While Lincoln had been attending court, writing his 
lecture, and carrying on an^active'correspondence., small 
town Illinois newspaper editors had been writing editorials, 
looking for Lincoln®s name to be placed in nomination in 
I860, as either president or vice-presidents. Already as 
early as Hovember 4, 1858, an editorial appeared in the Lacon 
Illinois GazetteQ calling for Lincoln®s nomination as

^Letter to Trumbull, Febo 3, 1859, Ibidem 355^560
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Befnbliean candidate for president inl860e® & little more 
than a week la ter 9 the following item appeared in the Illinois 
State Journal colnmn entitled 111 City. Items and Other Matters s “v 
“LINCOLN FOJR PRESIDENT^The Sandusky (Ohio) Begister 
amounees the nomination of Hon0̂ Abraham Lincoln for the next 
.president$ toy am-enthusiastic meeting at Mansfield in that 
state e,®-6-® ■

Two days, later the Quincy Daily Herald •printed, an
item clipped from the Daily Message of Peoria,

Defeat works wonders with some men0 It has made a 
hero of Abraham Lincoln» : Two or three Republican journals 
in different; sections of the .tJnion are beginning to talk . 
of him.for Vice President? with Seward for Presidents 
and a Republican meeting just held in "Mansfield* Ohi% 
raises him a notch higher9 by announcing.him as candidate 
for President®. We hare no sort of- objection to this sort 
of a programme e ». 0

In December of 1858s while Lincoln was in Bloomington^ 
he had a long eonversation with Jesse W Q. Fells one of 
Blooming ton8 s leading citizens ®. Lincoln had known Fell 
since the 1830s when both had served in the state legislature 
at Vandalia as WhigsQ It was Fell® s law practice that David 
Davis had taken over when he first came to Bloomington0 Fell

^Illinois Gazettew CLaeon® I11Q10 Io¥0. 4P 1858 s, 
Baringerj, 52-31, This editorial, was written by Jeriah 
Bonhams, editor of the obscure newspaper 0. Howevers Baringer 
notes that the authenticity of this' editorial.is not absolutely 
eertalBg as the original has been lost® It is his belief that 
the editorial stands up to the tests of historical evidencee

IQ-Illi.nols State Journal (Si»ringfieId<,' 111®.)! Bov®. 13 g  

1858 ̂ Ibid Co po. 58<, .
^Daily Herald. (Quincy, Illa|g Nov® 15, 1858, Ibid®, 

p o .  5 9 / 6  . - . - ' ; ■ ;  . ■ - -
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was a successful, business man, and the founder of the 
Bloomington Paatagranh (a paper which has appeared continuously 
since theny and is today considered one of Illinois leading 
'downstate newspapers > 0; He had been active in the organization 
of the Republican party9 and was /a friend and admirer.of 
Mmeoln*s<>:I ; '- V - ' • ;

The two men talked in the law office of Kersey Fell s 
brother t© Jesse* In this conversation Fell reported to 
Lincoln that he had been traveling throughout the eastern 
United States and Hew England <, Everywhere he heard people 
talking about Lincoln^ and he was asked, “Who is this man 
Lincolns, of your statep now canvassing In opposition to 
Senator Douglasf®': Fell pointed out that Lincoln was gaining , 
a national .' reputation as . a result of the debates with: ; Douglas ©! 
The speeches w@ne. being .published extensively in the east*
Fell expressed the. belief that if Lincoln® s views on slavery 
could be brought before the people! he would make a successful 
candidate for the Presidencyo-

Lincoln replied that there were many others in the 
Republican party who were much better known than he, and 
whose names had. longer been associated with the principles 
of the Republican- party« Anyway9 did not these men by their 
hard work deserve the rewardf ,

Fell agreed with Lincoln, but he pointed out that men 
such as William H0 Seward and Senator Salmon p0 Chase had 
said many radical things about slavery* The Republican party 
would be fighting on the same issue in 1860 as it had in 1856©



They must get new •votes and. these must he found among 
conservatives o. Seward and Chase hy their radical statements 
could never attract them* Fell continueds "What the 
■Republican gthrty wantss to Insure success in 1860, is a man 
of popular origin^ of acknowledged ability§ committed against 
slavery aggres s ions 51 who has no record to def end and no . 
radicalism, of an offensive character e 0. ** Lincoln fitted 
this description* Pell then asked Lincoln for a short 
biography* He had lined up; a friend in his native Pennsylvania 
who would bring it out and put Lincoln before the people* 
Lincoln agreed with Fell8’s reasoning; but responded that he 
would have no 'chance o ̂  ;

While the -presidential talk continued Lincoln 
practiced law*. Without a doubt the discussion of his name 
for the Presidential nomination must have pleased him, not 
that he expected to become president; but rather because it 
gave him a stronger political position; which might some day 
yet carry him to the United States senate*. ; ; .

By May of 1859 Lincoln had become so busy that he 
wrote to Delahay. he would be unable to attend the Republican 
convention in Kansas» He also gave some advice in regard to 
the convention platform^, and pointed out to Delahay the 
necessity of not .surrendering the Republican cause

• Lincoln was making careful statements in regard to

'^Wakefield; pp.a 94-80
1SLetter to Delahays May 14, 1859, Works, .III, 378-90
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Repibllean doctrine» When he received a note from Dr? Theodore 
Canisiusp a German newspaper editor, asking his opinion in 
regard to the Massaehusetts law, a law which required of 
foreigners two years residence after "naturalization before 
they could vote, lineoln answered,'' • ■' . '' , . V : ;

■ Massachusetts is a sovereign and independent state; 
and it is ho privilege. of .mine' to scold her for what 
she does®. Still0 if from what she has done <, an inference • 
is sought to be drawn as to what I would do, I may, 
without impropriety, speak- out®. X say then, that,, as X 
understandthe B&ssabtiusetts provision, X am against its 
adoption in Xlliinois, or in any other place, where X . 
have a right to oppose it® » -e Q

Canisius also asked Mneoln if he was for or against 
fusion of the Republicans with other opposition elements in 
the 1860 electiono. Lincoln replied that he was, if it were 
on Republican terms, and no other

This letter was given wide publicity in the Illinois 
StaatsWhme 1 aer  ̂.Canisius0 newspapero and the Illinois State-.:-. 
Journal0 It was then widely copied in other papers®,
:■; . Shortly after Canisius published Lincoln's letter to 
him on the subject of the Massachnsetts law and Republican 
party fusion, Mneoln secretly be came the owner of the 
Illinois. Sfaats_-»-Anaeigern̂  ;.-:He knew the value of the press . 
and its power o. The shrewd, politician saw the need for drawing 
in and holding the •foreign vote-, and especially the German vote

^letter to Canisius, lay. 17, 1859, Ibid0 Q po. 380e
^%illiam E» BartonQ The Life of Abraham Lincoln 

(Indianapolis, Indianat. The Bobbs Merrill. Go®,, 1925), I, 416^ 
23.* This fact was first discovered by Barton, and it was-first 
published by. him® The following is taken from this source®



to the ■Hepnbliean Party c The Germans were a large bloe 
of voters^ which had originally been DemoerafSe As:the Ehow« 
lothings became a. pawer in politics, these voters were 
offended» The Germans of Illinois and Iowa were ©specially 
loud in their protests against the Massachusetts law, a law 
which had supposedly been supported by lepublicanso However, 
for the most part in the east the foreign born were Democrats, 
while in the west they were mainly a well-educated group with 
Republican leanings^ Lincoln wrote his letter to Ganisius 
for this reason» Other Illinois Republicans, such as Elihu;
Bo Washburne, Lyman Trumbull, and Norman B 0. Judd wrote open
letters to leading Germans, similar to the one written by> . ■ ■ ■ ' ,  ■ ■ ■ ■
Lincoln^ ' : - ' - ' / .

"When Lincoln found that Ganisius was in financial 
trouble, he decided to purchase the Staats^Anzeigers The 
only other German newspaper in the state, although Republican, ■ 
the .Chicago Staats Zeltung had given no 'support to the 
presentation of Lincoln^ s name for president^ It was 
unequivocally for Seward 0. Sometime near the end of May a' 
contract was' drawn up between Lincoln and Ganisius, whereby 
Lincoln would own the type and other equipment s Ganisius ;
might use this free of charge to publish a German language 
newspaper, which was to give strong support to the Republican 
partyo. If the newspaper failed to do this, Lincoln could take 
possession of all the materials0 Lincoln owned the Staats^ 
Anzeiger until December 6, i860 when, he turned it back to
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CanisiuSo.

Lincoln also that snmmer wrote letters in an effort 
to gain subscribers among the Germans for the Illinois Staats~ 
inzelger^ 6 ;

■.Even though Mneoln was busy with his law practice^ 
he keg* u# an active gslitieal correspondence 0,. He wrote to . 
■Salmon Fo- Chase in regard t© the ■'Qhio. State Republican 
Convention0s plank demanding the repeal of the Fugitive Slave 
. Lawo It was damaging in Illinois <, Lincoln said and it was 
his belief that if such a plank were introduced into a 
national Republican convention it would cause an explosion®^ 

July 65, 1859 9 Lincoln wrote to Schulyer Colfax9 United 
States Representative from Indiana9 about his concern over 
divisions that might arise in the Republican partyi He 
feared that the local platformss popular in their localities9 
could cause an explosion in a National convention® M ®. ® ®
in every locality we should look beyond.our noses; and at
least say nothing.on points where it is probable we shall; .
disagree®'*18 ' f r : t t': , " . '

In August Lincoln-spoke at Council Bluffs 9 Iowa9 
where he had gone to examine some land owned by Homan B®
Judd® Several months before Judd had deeded the land to

-^Letter to Frederick G® ¥ 0, Koehnle9 July 11$ 1859P 
Works o Ills 591 e ■

^Letter to Chases, June 9S 18599 Ibid0,<, p® 3840
^Letter to Colfax9 July 6$, 1859, Ibid0.q pp.. 390-1®



Lincoln as security for a |3'3 QOQ, debt» Mhen Lincoln arrived 
in the city ®f Gpuneill,Bluff's9 he. was imvited to, speak and .. 
aceegted the invitation*

, But when Lincoln returned to Sgpingfield, he turned 
down invitations to speak in Minnesota and would not give a ; '
definite answer to an Invitation to speak at the-Wisconsin 
Agricultural Fair o. He declined? because he had to attend the. 
fall court sessione^ In Septemberg he declined an invitation ' 
to speak in Keokuk9 Iowas writing % "It is bad to be.poor*
I shall go to the wall for bread and meatg if I neglect my.. V
business this year as well as lasto” He explained, that he 
was thinking of going to Ohio only because Douglas was going 
there.SO . ' • ' 1 '

v-:In^ mid ■September, Lincoln traveled to. Qhle* ; He was 
to speak in Columbus on September 16 8 and the next day in 
Cincinnati* Lincoln had been busy throughout the late 
summer preparing his speeches» Shortly before Lincoln went 
to Ohio, Douglas had been there, and, in effect,- he was again 
refuting and answering'Douglas* Douglas6 .name gave Lincolnis 
speeches importance% .

In Columbus, Lincoln-opened' his speech, stating his 
well-known position on legro equality0̂ - He did this, he said,

^Letter to D* J*. Powers, Aug* 18, 1859 and letter to
Daniel Rohrer, Aug.* 19, 1859, Ibidag 597  ̂ . .

^-Letter to Hawkins Taylor, Sept a 6, 1859, Ibid
p o ,  5 9 : 9 ^ 4 G B o  ■ ' , '  ' ' ' = = ~

^Illinois State Journal (Springfield, 111%)', Sept &
AM, 1859, Ibido.o 400«>485o Quotations and paraphrases in
the discussion of the .following speech are taken from this source



to clear a mlsregresentatiom in the- Ohio Statesman. ,̂ whicfr
had commented that in his debates the previous year with , 
Sena'tor'-'Douglas, Lincoln had attempted to defend Hegro suffragee-' 
In his refutation, Mneoln quoted at length from his speech 
made at Ottawae.. It was there he said, "I have no purpose to ■: 
introduce political and social equality between the white and 
black racesgJ" After Mneoln had made this position clear, he . 
proceeded to attack Douglas, tracing the history of the 
Democratic, party as regards slavery since 1854Q. It was the 
Kansas“lebraska Act and the Dred Scott- decision that gave 
reason for the existence- of the Republican party =

hooking at these things, the Republican party, as I 
understand its principles and policy, believe that there '

■ is great danger of.the institution of slavery being spread out and extended, until it is ultimately made 
unlawful; in all the States of this Unionj so believing, 
to prevent that incidental. and ultimate consummation, 
is the original and "chief purpose", of the Republican- 
organisation;: for it is certainly true that if the naticmal House shall fall into the hands of the Republicans, 
they will have to attend to all other-matters of national 
housekeeping, as well as--this o. The chief and real 
purpose of the. Republican party is eminently conservative# 
It proposes nothing save .and except- be restore this 
'government to its original tone in regard to this element 
of slavery, and there to maintain - it, looking for no 
further change, in reference to it, than that which the 
original framers of the government themselves expected 
and looked forward to0

This was a. significant, assertion for Lincoln to make 
at this time, when, the Republican party was facing a national, 
election#- If the party would be victorious in I860, it must 
play down the charges that radicalism and the slavery issue 
were its only reasons for existenceo: In order to attract the 
needed conservatives-, the party must assume a broader base0.



' Lincoln was speaking with this consideration in mind® -
•' -.Shortly before Lincoln came to Ohio 9 there appeared 

in Harper0 s Magazine CBept«aber> '18591$, an article by Douglas 
explaining and elaborating his basic positionso This article 
Lincoln used as a basis of his attackG Douglas $, Lincoln said 
“has a good deal of trouble with his popular sovereigntye.
His explanations explanatory. of explanations explained are 
interminableo." The Harper” s Magazine article was the “most 
lengthy" and “ the most maturely considered «.*•' In the article 
Douglas had defended popular sovereignty on. the basis of 
historical precedent® In his speech Lincoln literally tore 
down Douglas» historical justification of popular sovereignty®

, In the course of the speech^ Lincoln hit especially
. hard at the “Freeport Doctrine0 s“ ineonsistency with the 
V fired Scott decision,, and made both the doctrine and Douglas 
.. look ridiculous o,

■ The Dred Scott decision expressly gives every citizen ;
of:the United States a right to carry his slaves into 
the United States® Territories® And now there was some 
inconsistency in saying that the decision was right$, and 
saying t0%  that the.people of the Territory could 
lawfully drive out slavery again® When all. the trashy 
the words $, the collateral matter was cleared away from 
its all the chaff: was fanned out of it, it was a bare 

; ; absurdity — no less than a thing may be lawfully driven
away from where it has a lawful right to be® Clear it
of all the verbiage, and that is the naked truth of his 
proposition— that a thing may be lawfully driven from 
the" place where it had a lawful right to stay®.

This speech was important to Lincoln® ' In it he
showed a depth of political perception®. He put the Republican 
party in clear opposition to Douglas s Surelyg words such as 
Lincoln had spoken would make Douglas in any way unacceptable
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to the Hepublieans 0 This was a devout wish of the Republicans 
Of the northwestp and especially those of Illinois» Easterners 
still had hope of someway bringing Douglas into the Republican 
party o.. Mncoln was trying to shatter any such idea 0

The next day;, Mneoln took the train to Cincinnati e.
In the afternoon he had to change :trains at Dayton,. The stop 
over gave him an opportunity to speak in this Ohio town. His 
Dayton speech very much parallelled the one he made in ColumbusQ 
The Dayton Journal reportedŝ

Mr,. Lincoln directed the greater part of his speech 
to demonstrate the falsity of the assumption contained 
in the question in Senator Douglas” Magazine essay, by 
which he seeks to make the framers of this government 
consider slavery a desirable feature in the material 
out of which the Union was formed e » e
. Lincoln concluded with an addition to the Columbus 

speech®. The Journal reported 2 1 ' .  ■ '
Mr®, Lincoln closed With an .eloquent defense of the 

rights of free labor* The free white man had a right to claim that the new territories .into which they and 
their children might go to seek a livelihood should be 
preserved free and clear of the incumbrance of slavery, 
and that no laboring white man should be placed in & 
position where, by the introduction of slavery into the 
territories, he would be compelled to toil by the side 
of a slaveo

At Hamilton, south of Dayton, the train stopped and 
Lincoln spoke, briefly, 4 crowd had̂  assembled in the railroad, 
station, hoping to-see the challenger'of Douglasie.

The train then moved down to Cincinnati * The city was 
situated on the Ohio River, across from Kentucky® As a great

f ̂ Journal. (Dayton, Ohio), Sept® 19, 1859, Ibid®, ppe
436-57®



river fsortj it was probably at that time the leading city of . 
the westc M n c o M 8s arrival was cheered by a large crowd as 
he proceeded through the streets t© the Burnet Houseg

Ihat evening MneoIn gave essentially the same speech
. p'x 1 -he had made the previous day in Columbus # Taking advantage 

of. the geo graphical situation 9 Lincoln addressed the Kentuckians 
who might be in the audience 0 In so doing9 he was actually 
appealing to Democrats who opposed slavery by placing Douglas; 
in the position of being the south0 s best hope as a 
presidential 'candidate o . u .

■ I say9 then9 in the first place 9 to the Kentuckians $,
• that I am what they eall9 as I understand it?- a ‘"Black 
Republican,,."" I think Slavery is wrong? morally 9 and 

. p;biitiballyQ I desire that it. should be no further 
spread in the United States? and 1 should not object if 
it should gradually terminate in the whole Union» While 

. I say this for myself? I say to you? Kentuckiansg that 
X understand you differ radically with me upon this 
propositions that y m  believe Slavery is a good-thing;; 
that Slavery is rights that it ought to be extended and 
perpetuated in this Unione, Mow? there being this broad 
difference between us? I do not pretend in addressing 
myself to you? Kentuckians? to attempt proselyting you; that would be avvain efforts I do not enter upon it,
I only propose to try to show you that you ought to 

• nominate for the next Presidency? at Charleston? my 
distinguished friend Judge Douglas &

Lincoln then elaborated the theme that Douglas was;
the south6''s 'best hope for the perpetuatirm and extension of
slavery9 since Douglas could draw northern support? necessary

^Illinois State Journal CSpringfield9 111-®)> Onto -7? 
1859« Ibido. a vmo 458-182c. Quotations. and paraphrases in-the 
discussion of the following speech are faken from this source6 
The editors of this nolleetion of Works comment that Lincoln 
prepared this speech for publication in the Journal® The 
Journal closely follows the Gazette except for extensive' 
.revisions? presumably made by Lineolne
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to the continuance of the southern; cause o'

These speeches known historically as the -“Ohio 
Speeches $, w" were widely reprinted and quoted» They were 
important to the rise of both Abraham Mncoln and, the 
Republican party% Lincoln had shown shrewd political thinking 
and great power of logicQ He was making a name for himself 
as a promoter of the Republican cause*

On the return trip:- to Illinois g, Lincoln stopped off 
at Indianapolis where he used the Ohio arguments with force 
and vigor* Again'he made a favorable impression among 
Republicans in Indiana*

The end Of September 1859 found Lincoln in Milwaukee^ 
Wisconsin^ speaking at the State Agricultural Fair» ^ He '
told the liseonsin audience that he thought Agricultural 
Fairs.were becoming a useful institution of the United States 0 
He discussed the progress of the American farm* Lincoln then 
took up. a political, aspect» He outlined to the Wisconsin 
farmers the difference in labor theories* The first was the 
Mmd-sillss theoryg advocated by slaveholders; that is that . 
hired laborers are the mudsills of society9 while the ideal 
labor system requires capital to own labor* The opposite theory 
was that the free hired laborer is not fixed to his status* - .. 
Indeedg Lincoln contended9 l,gMany independent men. In the 
assembleyg doubtless a few years ago were hired laborers*"

^Sentinel (Milwaukee,, Wis*)s Oct. 1859$, Ibid** $$lv 
,A71«482* .Quotations and paraphrases in; the discussion of the 
following speech are taken from this source9



Lincoln closed his remarks on this snbjeet by saying9
1 have so far stated the opposite theories of ""Mud- 

Sill" and "Free Labor11 without declaring any preference % 
of my .own between them®/ On an ©ecasion like this I .

"/'\ ought not to declare any® I suppose9 howeverp I shall- 
• not be mistakenp in assuming as a facts that the people 

of Visconsin prefer free laborp with its natural 
eompaniong education

it can hardly be.supposed that Lincoln would have gone 
to the trouble of preparing this addresss had he not hoped it 
would lead to an opportunity to make some political speeches 
in an area where he was not well known* He whs successful9 
for that evening he was asked to speak at the Hewhalk House 
in/%1^ he received an invitation to speak the
next day in’ Beloitp ¥is eonsin? where, he used ' the Ohio 
■ arguments s and was asked if he would speak in Janesville 
that eveningo. He traveled a few miles north by carriage and 
gave in Janesville essentially the same speech he had given 
in Beloit that afternoono, On his return to Springfield s 
Lincoln stopped off in Chicago for a few days to discuss the 
political situation#

Shortly after his return from Wisconsin to Springfield$, 
Lincoln went up to Clinton in DeWitt county for the fall term 
of courte. Perhaps by this time some were seeing in:Lincoln: 
the potentiality of party leadership,# A Pennsylvania brother 
of a Springfield friend inquired as to Lincoln8s views on 
the tariff®. From Clinton^ Lincoln ahswered$, "I was an old 
Henry Clay tariff Whig® In old times I made more speeches
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on that subject than any other„ 1 have not since changed my 
views

Wiile Lincoln was in Clinton the news came of the 
October 1859 elections * As it had been the previous yearg 
the Buchanan Administration was repudiatedc. The Republicans 
made sweeping victories in Qhio? Iowa$ and Minnesota0 
Pennsylvania9 Buchananfs home state, turned against him* A 
■Coalition, predominantly Republicans, but including Know- 
1©things and anti-Lecompton Democrats won in Pittsburgh, 
Philadelphia, and other cities, and took over the .legislature 
The Democratic candidate for'governor was defeated in Hew 
Jersey»

The next evening after the citizens of Clinton heard 
the glorious news of Republican victory, they organized a 
Republican celebration^ Leonard Swetf and ai Lo Weldon,' 
along with Lincoln made speeches that were enthusiastically
received

Lincoln returned home to Springfield a few days later 
on Saturday, October 15«, - That evening a parade was held in 
the city to celebrate the Republican victories* The parade 
marched to the Lincoln home, and Lincoln was escorted to the

' ■'■■.■ ggssbate house, where he spoke to the citizens of Springfield <=.

; ̂ Letter to Dro. 'Edward Wallace, O.et0- 11, 1859, Works@ XlL̂ : 486^87p.. . : • • t '• ' ■
^ Weekly Central Transcrint (Clintono 111Q.>9 Oct, SO, 

1859 s Ibid e,, pp£a 487-88, .
: ^Illinois State Journal (SpringfieldIHU)., Oct*15, 1859, Ibideo BPo- 489^5SOo,
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The next several weeks we^e husy ones, for Lincoln*

He was concerned with' his law practice and yet kept busy
with his 'correspondence o. A week after his return to Springfieldf
Lincoln traveled over to Champaign county for the:Urbana court, 
session'While he was fhere9 the,, sensational, news reached the., ::; 
press of the fanatic of Kansas fame 9 John.Bro>m9 and his ; 
seizure of the federal arsenal at Harperis Ferryg Virginia^ 
which Brown planned to use as the first step; in a large scale 
plan to foment a:, slave insurrectiono This action by Brown
again brought the slavery question and all the emotions that
it aroused directly into the foreground* As time went on/ 
the John Brown raid became one of the most sensational events o 
and brought charges: and counter "Charges between the sections».
' During the fall months of 18599 Lincoln6 s name
continued to be bandied about for the presidency and the 
vice"presideney? especially in the Illinois newspaperse A: 
Lancaster^ Pennsylvania newspaper called for a Cameron and 
Lincoln tickets On.this suggestion the Chicago Press and 
Tribune commented9

e,- * We think these President-makers have 
coimaenced altogether- too early* * e » But if the persons 
who have commenced the agitation^ insist upon having a 
tickht eonsisting: of Cameron: and Lincoln9 we fancy the . .

. Hepmblicans' of the: Horthwest ■ Will Ihsist upon turning i , . ■ 
it end for end9, so that it may read LINCOLN FOR PRESIDENT : ' 
- and Cameron' for Vice President* We think they will • ■
prefer to put the strongest man at the too of the ticketg 
instead of the bottomo We are as fully warrented in 
demanding the nomination of Mr0: Lincoln for the Presidency as the Lancaster people are in calling for the
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- name of Mr0 Cameron0. <> » •

To these newspaper comments ? Lincoln gave no hint of 
his feelings o- Mhen William E» Frazer of Cooks town ? 
Pennsylvania wrote to Lincoln asking his feeling on a 
GamerOn-Lineoln ticket? Frazer received a subtle answer?

It is certainly important to secure Pennsylvania for 
the Republicans9 in. the next Presidential contest; and 
not unimportant toj also secure Illinoiso As to the 
ticket you namej I. shall be heartily for- it9 after it 
shall have been fairly nominated by a Republican national : conventionand 1 cannot be committed to it before & :
For my single self> I have enlisted for the permanent 

'success of the Republican,cause; and for this object9 I . 
shall labor faithfully in the ranks9 unless, .as I think 
not probable9 the judgement of the party shall assign me 
a different position^. If the Republicans of the great 
State of Pennsylvania, shall present Mr0 Cameron as . 
their candidate for the "Presidency,- such an indorsement 
of his fitness for the place could scarcely be deemed 
insufficient0 Still, as I would not like the public 
to know, so I would not like myself to know I had 
entered a combination with any man, to the prejudice 
of all others whose friends respectively may consider 
them pr efe rable a 50

Early in December, Lincoln traveled to Kansas where 
he made a series of speeches and visited with his old friend 
Mark BelahayV On his return, the law practice kept, him busy, 
and there were too many Important letters to be written0 
Almost immediately he wrote to Herman B» Judd e : John 
Wentworth was still stirring up trouble, by charging a 
conspiracy between Judd and Trumbull to hurt Lincoln6s 
■gblitical opportunities e Wentworth hoped to gain enough

^Ghieago Press and Tribune (Chicago0 Illo), HoVo 19 
1859, Baringer, pjp0 119-120«

^Letter to Frazer, Hov» 21, 1859, Works, III, 491 e
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strengtii to 2©rlaap)S take Judd0 s place« Judd had written to 
Lincoln complaining that Lincoln had not publicly denied 
Wentworth0s charge® Lincoln answered that it had been difficult 
since, there was no specific charge he could deny& He added 
that he placed no truth in the charge that Judd and Trumbull. 
were intriguing against him, for he and Trumbull were not 
even rivals» "You know I am pledged to not enter a struggle 
with him for the.seat in the Senate now occupied by him; and 
yet I would rather have a full term in the Senate than in the 
Presidency®**^1

This remark leads one to speculate on how seriously 
Lincoln considered the presidential talk to be about him®
It cannot be supposed that he really thought in the closing 
month of the year 1859 that he would be chosen over all the 
other potential cahdiddteS® Of course, all of the talk 
strengthened his politieal position in Illinois» He might 
still be able to'secure .Douglas6 seat in the United States 
senate o. A year earlier when Fell and Lincoln talked of the 
presidency. Fell had requested an autobiographical sketch 
from Lincoln,, This Lincoln sent to Fell in December of 1859® 

■Undoubtedly there was some organization behind the 
persistency of the appearance of Lincoln8 s name in connection 
with high office® Definite organization has been suggested® 
Tracy E» Strevey, in writing about the work of Joseph Medill 
and the Chicago Tribune in Lincoln's nomination, says that all

^Letter to Judd, Dec® 9, 1859, Ibid®0 p0 505®



through the year of 1859 there were men at works who were 
planning and laying a foundation for a party organization 
which would carry Eineoln? s name to the convention„ In the : 
spring of 1859 s, there was plamred in the offices of the 
Chicago Press and Tribune a definite scheme of "boom for .
Lincolno The boom was to start in the downstate press and 
move north until it would reach Chicago % . Lincoln was to he 
kept in the background as long as possible, while on the 
national scene Seward, Edward Bates, Simon Cameron, and Chase 
would fight it onto Lincoln would come forward, undamaged9 
and at the proper time as a compromise candidate» Med ill, 
following the plan, went to Washington, C0 as a 
correspondent in mid-December of 18596 The real purpose of 
his trip; was to sound out eastern opinion and promote Linooln'ls 
nomination 6 February 16, 1860:, the Tribune finally earn© out ■ 
for Lincoln for President, and the boom was on% Medill was 
told by Seward he had. expected his support and the; support ■ 
of Medill to Lincoln he considered, a "personal insultc,.1*®®

. Lincoln s candidacy' for the .Republican nomination was . ; 
given:decisive impetus when the Republican Rational Gommittee, 
meeting in lew York, in December of 18599 selected Chicago 
as the meeting place: of. their national convention, as a result 
of the sucees@ful pleading of Borman B0. Judd* Actually

%raey E 0. Strevey, “Joseph Medill and the Chicago i: 
Tribune in the Bomination and Election of . Lincoln, a: Papers : ■
in Illinois History (1958Jo, pp>o 45=49« ... Much of this article 
is''based-on Medill®'s accounts 0, • ■ . - . : :
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; Chicago-was considered a neutral city5, "because no one outside 
of Illinois considered iineoln seriously as a nominee* Chicago 
won by a majority vote of one over S^o Louis in the committee 
vote counto. By selecting Chicago, the Republican party also 
gave, recognition to the northwest 9 the section where the 
Republican party was born and the bulwark of Republican
strength* 1 . ' . - / . -

Lincoln was not very' prominent among the presidential 
■contenders as 'the year. I86Q1 openede. Without a doubt the , ;;
-strongest aaorig the candidates was Senator William Ii0 Seward ; ;
of lew Yorko. A. former Whiga ‘Seward had the support of the : 
powerful Weed machine in lew York* Considered to be radical 
in some circles, by his utterances such as his “Higher Law”: ' -
speechp Seward, by 18609 had taken definite steps to placate 
the conservatives & This much angered the ultra-radical 
slavery element» Seward was popular among the foreign bom, 
especially the Germans in the west for his stand . against the 
Know-Nothings*

Another leading contender was Salmon P® Chase of Ohio0 
He had long been in the free-soil eamp> In 1841, he left the 
Whig party to join James G, Birney"s Liberty Party6 Chase 
was elected to the United States Senate from Ohio in 1848 as 
a member of the Free Soil party0 Then in 1851, he joined 
the regular Democrats, but by 1853, he was attempting to 
organize the “Free Soil Democrats"1 of Ohio® This was an x :
effort to unite disheartened Whigs and Democrats on the . ,
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prohibition issuô . By 18549 this. group became an anti- 
:Nebraska eoalitionV and in 1855 elected Chase as governor of 
Ohio* He was successful in his bid for reelection in 1857® 
Throughout 1859 and 18609 Chase attempted to line up .
convention delegatesP but with little success« He found scant 
support in the east®. In an effort to gain Pennsylvania 
delegatesp he was unsuccessful because of his free trade 
tendencies^ Wisconsin favored Seward and Illinois support 
went to favorite son Lincolno Shortly before the convention^ 
there appeared in Ohio an anti =>Chase movement 9 in the form of 
promoting the candidacy of Ben Wade and another movement for 
Justice John McLean0 , \

Edward Bates of Missouri was frequently considered as 
the choice for the Kepublican presidential nominee* Bates 
was an old-line Whig, and/a strong conservative? who wished 
above all to preserve the Union and, stop all the talk of 
sectionalism0. In 1854 he endorsed the Ehow-Hothing party as 
the most national and least sectionals Bates endorsed Millard 
Fillmore in 18569 as there was no Whig national party by this : 
time a His candidacy for the nomination in 186S •was supported 
by the Blair factlons now prominent in Missouri politics c  ̂
They hoped to draw together;: all the former Democrats ? including 
Germans s, ; old-line Whigs and other conservatives 0 In so doing 9 
they would play down the slavery issue in preference to 'the 
issues of 'corruption^ extravagence 9 and internal improvements 0 
However9 the Germans would not accept Bates because of his 
Know-HO thing connections®. Bates had the support of Horace ;;
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Greeley j whe was anti “Seward 0 Though a long time" anti-slavery 
agitatorj Greeley had become fearful of disunion# The Bates. 
movement met with some suee.ess in Illinois among those who : 
did not take Lincoln® s candidacy seriously# Indiana also gave 
strong support to Batesc, .

’ From Pennsylvania$, Boss Simon Cameron had hog.es -that; i : 
he might be selected by Republicans in 1860 as their . . .
presidential nominee^, Cameron was a former Democrat who left 
the party in 1854 and after two years of indecision came into./ -
the Bepublican fold in 18566 In April of 18599 he promised . : 
Seward that he would support him on the second ball.0to. However? 
Cameron campaigned in his own interest# As has been seen 
attempts were made to interest Illinois Bepubli cans in 
Cameronrs behalfg by proolaimihg Pennsylvania®s interest in 
Lincoln for second position0 In the upshot? Cameron did not ; 
have the full support of his own Pennsylvania delegation at 
Chicagoo- .■ . .:

There were other men being named as Republican 
"hopefuls g" but less prominentlyo Governor lathaniel P e Banks 
of Massachusettsj a former Democrat9 had hope#. In 1856g he. 
had been elected Speaker of the House of Representativesi by 
a combination of anti-Nebraska Democrats and Republicans == 
the first Republican Speaker in the House 0 Maintaining a 
middle of the road course/ he was elected governor in 1857 by 
his appeal to anti-slavery elements and the "nativistSo"
Banks remained honeommital on the two year residence for 
.foreigners law passed in Massaehusettsy so as not to alienate . .
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the Germans of the northwest a. ' ■

Ohio9 in addition to Chaseg presented two others who 
had some small hope for the Republican n o m i n a t i o n Q M  Justice 
John McLean had been a perennial candidate, since the 18508 se 
He had been seriously considered in 18569 and even thongh 
passed over then9 he hoped that he might rally conservative 
strength in 1860o Ben Wade came from the strong anti-slavery . 
Western Reserve of Qhio0 He won over many who despaired of 
Chase9 and his candidacy served as a great irritation to Chase 0 

William L0. Dayton of lew Jersey was brought out by 
certain politicians in that state as a stop-Seward candidate <=>
The predominant political feeling in lew Jersey was conservative 
and strong pro-southern attitudes prevailed in many parts of 
the state®,

Cassius Mo Clay9 anti-slavery Whig from Kentucky 
campaigned in his own behalf® He was a firm believer in the 
anti-slavery cause and he felt slavery was the ruination of 
the economy of the southo In 1856s, he joined the Republican 
party and worked among the non-slave holders of Kentucky e 
Clay made a speaking tour of lew England in 1860 and was ; 
appealing even to more radical elements #

Governor Alexander Ramsey9 of Minnesota hoped to ' 
control his own state delegation which was a Seward stronghold« 
Ramsey seemed to feel that his election to the Minnesota 
governorship, in 1859 gave him an opportunity for the presidency G 
However9 lie found he could not break the hold of Seward on the
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Minnesota delegation^

' Maine put forth a tentative presidential boom for her 
Republican United States Senator^ William Pitt -Fessenderu 
However? Fessenden showed little interest realizing that the 
state controlled too few convention and electoral votes and 
it was too far north to put up a candidate6

■ Early in ISSOg the; newspapers continued to carry ; 
pro=>Lineoln editorials 0. leaders of the Illinois Republican 
party were beginning seriously to consider lincoln"s name being 
placed in nomination,. Howeverv there were important Republicans 
in Illinois who did not take Rineoln*s candidacy seriously» 
Governor Bis sell wrote to Salmon P 0 Chase 9 early in February 
that he thought many in Illinois would like to see him 
(Bisselll nominated* The public support would have been 
greater if Lincoln8 s name had not come up? but Bis sell thought 
few took this seriously e3® Orville Browning hoped Illinois 
would support Bates <> He recorded in his diary that on 
February Q9 he talked to Lincoln about the Chicago convention 
nominee* Lincoln thought that Browning “might be right in 
supporting Bates as the strongest and best man we can rune »■
In the conclusion of the day8 s entry? Browning noted that 
Bates is “stronger in this State than any other man who has 
be@i named

The next day Lincoln wrote to ludd 9

■ ' ^Baringer9 p>0 M5» - ' ■
^^rowningj p* 39-5* /
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■ I am not in a position where it would hurt some for 

me to not get nominated on the national ticket; but 1 
am where it would hurt for me not to get the Illinois 
delegateset 0 » Your diseomfitted assailants are most 
hitter against mej and they will., for revenge upon me9 
lay to the Bates egg in the Souths, and to the Seward egg 

■ in the lorthp and go far towards squeezing me out in the 
middle with no thing 0 Can you not help me a little in 
this matter9 in your end of the vineyardf®®

February 23s, Mneoln left Springfield for Mew York 
Cityo- In October of 1859 9 Lincoln had been invited to lecture 
at Rev0. Henry Ward Beecher f s Plymouth Qaureh in Brooklyn® 
Mncoln was very pleased p and asked if it might be a political 
speech* He then set about developing a speech in which he 
would incorporate many of the ideas of his 1858 and 1859 
speeches s which would serve as the clincher to his arguments 
with Douglas that the Republican party was not radical or 
revolutionary0. Rather9 the party was merely seeking to place 
slavery where the founding fathers expected it would be*
Again Lincoln would demonstrate the attitude of the founding 
fathers toward slavery 0. So that he might have a historically 
accurate speech* Mncoln spent many hours in the State Library 
consulting Elliot0 s Debates on the Federal Constitution along 
with the Annals of Congress 0 the Congressional Globe and old 
newspapers * -

Lincoln arrived in lew York on Saturday r February 85* 
Shortly after reaching the city he found he was to speak in 
lew York8 s Cooper Institute rather than Beecher8 s church* ■ The 
Young Men8 s Central Republican Union of Mew York had taken over

^Letter to Judd, Feb* 9> 1860, Works, III, 517*



sponsorship of his speech© They had been sponsoring a series 
of political lectures for the enlightenment of the citizens©
In reality the group had been organized by Republican 
politicians to thmrt : Sewapdo The day of his arrivals 'Lincoln;, 

i was entertained all." day at: the As tor House as a vis i ting ' ; V'i/;

That evening' Lincoln was escorted to the. speaker ' s '
platform by the distinguished Hew York lawyer9 David Dudley .
Field3 along with the great.writer and editor9 William Culleh
Bryant © Somewhat embaras sed of his rumpled clo things Lincoln .
stepped forward to speak®

' Within a few minutes after Lincoln began to utter the
' well known points of view.s his audience was totally captivated
In this Cooper Union speech;, Lincoln made, clear as he had
befores that he was not advocating emancipation of those who
were already slaves ? but that slavery must not be extended<,
He closed, his speech by admonishing Republicans not to abuse.
.the : south® :. ■ ' -I rr.; /:.• . "

Holding as they dos that Slavery is morally right 
and socially elevating^ they cannot cease to demand a 
full nation recognition of it as a legal right9 and a' 
social blessimgp •lor can we justifiably withhold this P on any ground 
save our conviction that, slavery is wrong © 0 = Their 
thinking it rights and our thinking it wrong,•it is the 
precise fact upon which depends the whole controversy0 © 

Wrong as we. think slavery is j, we can yet afford to 
let it alone where It is $, because that much is due to 
the necessity arising from Its actual presence in the 

. nation; but can we9 while our votes will prevent it9 
allow it to spread into the.lational Territories9 and
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,; t© GTePi^fuS/Iiere in,these Fzee iSitatesf®6 :

Mneoln received a; tremendous ovation from the audience» 
The lew York papers showered him with praise c He had without 
.a- doubt .made \a: great impression^

The next day Eincolh left for lew England 0 One of 
his reasons for coming east was to visit with his son, Robert, 
who was studying at Phillips Exeter Academy in lew Hampshire 
in preparation for entering Harvard the next year 0 % e n  it 
was discovered Eineoln was going to Hew Hampshire, he received 
many invitations to speak throughout lew England* As he made 
his way by railroadP the tour became a personal triumph9 and 
he was greated with demonstrations, which were for the most 
part spontaneous« On this tour Lincoln had an opportunity 
to make himself better known in the easts. He Spoke at 
Providence, Rhode Island 0 In Hew■Hampshire, he spoke at 
Manchester, Goneord, Dovers and Exeter*. Lincoln then went 
to■ Connecticut.where he. spoke at Hartford9 Hew Haven, Meriden, 
and Bridgeport* All these speeches were variantes of his 
Cooper Institute speech»

‘ i Lincoln' got back to ..Springfield from his triumphful 
eastern tour on March 140 For several days he was busy with 
his correspondencee Herndon says that Lincoln on his return 
told him "that fpr once in his life he was greatly abashed at 
his personal appearance0"• Lincoln imagined that "before he

^%orks Ills 522-550.0 .This source takes its copy v., 
from a pamphlet’ issued by the Young Men1 s' Republican Union*.
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■foeeaise 9warmed ng,'6- the audience noted the contract ^ic%| • ■ -
between his Western clothes and the neat—fitting suits of 
Mre Bryant and others who sat on the platform"37

When Lincoln returned from the eastP he also found9 
he was becoming more prominent, as a candidate for the presidential 
nominations April 2? a McLean County Republican meeting was 
held in the Court House in Bloomington & This convention ,
appointed twelve delegates to the Republican State Convention 
to be held in Decatur on May 9«. At this meeting Lincoln's 
candidacy for the Hepublican presidential nomination was 
endorsed*^® April 28 9 the Republicans of Sanagamon County met, 
and endorsed a, resoiufioh. similar to the' Mehean County 
resolution*®® ,

", May 99 the Republican State Convention gathered at, : -"Ai 
Decaturo Every county was represented with the exception of 
Pulaski o This county was in the s ©uthern=most tier of Illinois 
counties* At this convention^ a state ticket was selected*
The leading contenders for the governorship were Merman B*
Judd,.Leonard Swettj and Richard Yates, who was nominated on 

■ the fourth balloto;
V ' T h i s  convention however/ is notable for "the action " •

it took in solidifying Illinois behind Lincoln* The strategy

®^Herndon and Weik, XII? 455-* ■
.. : ■ ̂Wakefield's,: .p)o; 107^8*:. V/V;: ,, '■  ̂ f A :

' *'./ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ■ Jesse Wo W@ikg The Real LincolnA Portrait (Boston 
and lew Yorks- Houghton Mifflin Co*, 1922)9 p. 261*



was welli gilamedi.: Mneolin earn© in late and received an
overwhelming reeeption0 He was then invited to sit on the
Siatforme, A short time later Riehard Ogle shy 9 a strong
Lincoln man9 rose and announced that an old Macon County
Democrat had a contribution to make to the conventiono The.
delegates voiced their acceptance <, Into the hall came Lincoln*'s
old cousin, John Hanks 0. He and a friend marehed proudly down
the aisle with a banner, suspended between two fence postsa
The banner proclaimed!.* . /

Abraham Lincoln The Rail Candidate for President in I860 Two Rails from a Lot of 3,000, Made in 1830 by 
Thomas Hanks and Abe Lincoln Mhose Father was the ■ First Pioneer of Macon County»,

It was in this manner. that Lincoln received the
appellation of the "Rail Sputter^ candidate*

The next day with all the convention business taken ,
care of, .lohn Ee. Palmer, a former Democrat, offered the
following resolution! "That Abraham. Lincoln is the choice of
the Republican party of Illinois for the Presidency, and the
delegates from this state are instructed to use all honorable
means to secure his nomination by the Chicago Convention, and
to vote, as a unit for himo:^® ' •

*, ' The - resolution was unanimously adopted & Lincoln was
now assured that Reward- 'support in- northern Illinois had been.
stopped, as had the strong Bates sentiment in the southern
counties o.:. He was assured of the Important twenty-two votes

' of. Illinois^" : r.-" .' '

^Thomas, p© S07©
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$he Hepmbliean lational GonTention would opea May 

;16,' in Chicago amid great enthusiasm and a homogeneous feelinga 
It was' In marked contrast to the Democratic convention which 
had met in Oaarlestott9 South Carolina., April 18“21 d. In this 
city the Democratic party split wide open*• Southerners led 
"by the "Fire^eator" William h^ Yaney of Alabama 9 walked oute.
The south refhsed to accept Douglas as their nominee„ Yancy 
said that the south demanded her rights under the constitution 
in the coming campaign 6 After the southern delegates left> 
the northern Wing of the party went to Baltimore where they 
nominated Douglas g along with H® 7®, Johnson, a Georgia 
moderate* Meanwhile the southern Wing went to Richmond where 
young vice^president John C» Breekenridge of Kentucky warn 
nominated with Joseph lane of Oregon as his running matel

, The convention that nominated Ahraham Lincoln met in 
Chicago, May 16“18, I860, in a "building constructed especially .' 
for the purpose of the convention, known as the Wigwam, a 
frame structure designed to hold ten thousand people * Even 
so it was to® small* From the east came thousands.when eastern 
railroads granted special rates to those attending the 
convention| the western railroads followed their example» At 
this time Chicago was a city of 110,000, and even though it 
had forty-two hotels, this was not enough and many private 
homes accommodated the.visitorse •

The convention itself was a disordered assembley Q.
The floor proceedings were difficult to control* Spectators
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and guests'mingled with the delegates* In actuality the 
harmony of the convention was based on, common hostility toward 
the Democrats, for in Chicago many diverse elements came 
together Former Democrats worked with former Whigs 0 There 
was the strong German element represented by such men as 
Gustave Koerner and Carl Sehurze. Radical abolitionists were 
there as testified by the presence of Josh Giddings of Ohio©
The Blairs supporting Edward Bate# represented the conservative^ 
union-loving e l e m e n t \  ; ,

The states coming to the .convention did not represent 
homogeneity®. Southern Pennsylvania? Ohios Illinois s and 
Indiana had radically different feelings on the slavery 
question than did the northern portions of these states0 
lew Jersey was known for its southern sympathies6

The platform committee saw that elements other than 
anti-slavery had to be placated in Chicago 0. Pennsylvania was V 
interested in a tariffs while the party also had to recognize 
free trade sentiment among former Democrats * The northwest 
demanded homestead legislation® Homestead legislation was 
the special cry also of the German elementc. The Germans 
were suspicious of the Know-Nothing element in the partye. 
Therefore the platform contained the so-called "Dutch Planks@" 
River and harbor improvements were another northwestern demand, 
along with a railroad to the Pacific^ As one author has 
expressed it, "the platform was indeed a rare piece of mosaic, 
designed to appeal to numerous groups c Republicanism became 
a; latitudinarian creed broad enough to suit anyone but a.
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southern slaveholder = '  ' 

Significantlys after the platform was adopteds the 
convention adjourned until the next day o. This was' a move 
gushed through by Lincoln men9 for it is generally agreeds 
had the balloting started^ Seward might have easily heen 
nominatedo The Lincoln men needed time to work*

How lineoIn”s nomination came about on the"third ballot 
can be told in the story of the astute political work of his 
managers in Chicago $, men who were determined that their 
candidate should wina Lincoln8 s speeches and travels had 
helped to make.him a national figure^ but it was not these 
events that gave him. the needed number of delegates in Chicago9 
■ As Edward Judd, son of Horman B 0 Juddi9 with a smile told an 
interviewer many years later 9 "We all agree now that the 
nomination of Mr0 Lincoln was a divinely ordained event, that 
the hand of God was in it; but let me tell you, my friend, in 
confidence, that there was some mighty good politics in it,

Lincoln headquarters _ were: set up) a week before the 
Convention opened in the Tremont House * . Here Lincoln0s long 
time friend, Judge David Davis, dominated the scene, working 
tirelessly to achieve the .goal-o The strategy of the Lincoln 
men resolved around gaining doubtful states e. First they would

' ^Beinhard Luthin, The First Republican Campaign 
C Cambridge, Mass» i Harvard University Fress, 1944), 153*-

^%ufus Eockwell Wilson, Intimate Memories of Lincoln 
(Elmira, Hew York?• The Primavera Press Inc0, 1945), p0 30



convince the delegation Seward could not wine He could not 
carry certain states, especially Indiana, Pennsylvania, Hew 
Jersey or Illinois because of his radical stigmae They then 
concentrated on a stop^Bates policy0, The first state approached 
was Indiana, about equally divided between Bates and Melean0 
She came over first, when convinced that the state would not 
go Republican if Seward were nominated*. This' gave Lincoln '' 
twenty-six votes in addition to the Illinois votesc It was 
Orville Browning, even though he favored Bates, who gave the - 
clinching speech to the Indiana delegation on Lincoln* s 'behalf »*  ̂

Pennsylvania wanted Cameron, even though he did not 
have complete control of the state delegatidn0 However, with 
the promise of a cabinet post for Cameron, Pennsylvania came 
over0 Lincoln, at, home in Springfield, was later dismayed 
at these deals and bargains his managers had made at the 
conventiono However$, he made good the promises and this 
partly'accounts.for later"cabinet diffioulties »

Horace.: Greeley, at;the, coh^ , as a delegate from
©regon, was running the .Bates machine». This was in opposition: , 
to Seward, about whom Greeley had bitter feelings because of 
difficulties in Hew Tdrko However, Bates because of his 
earlier Khow^Hothing connections was unacceptable to the 
German element0 For the most part, other than the Illinois 
Germans, they favored Seward» Lincolnls managers were hoping 
to get the vote of many of the Bates strongholds on the second
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ballot, which would give the appearance of an increasee 
Vermont, Delaware, and lew Hampshire agreed to come over to.
■ Lincoln'on the second ballote . ■ ■.

The nominations were made on Friday, May 18;s Seward6 s 
name was placed in nomination first0 Leonard Swett describes 
the' scene after Seward^s nomination^ . '

It was greeted .with a deafening shout, which, I 
confess appalled us a little« Afterward, Bates, McLean, 
Cameron and Chase with moderate applause# Then came 
Lincoln, and our people;'tested their lungs 0 Ife beat 
them a little#. They manifested this by seconding the 
nomination of Seward, which gave them another chance 

' -it was an improvement oyer the first, and placed us in 
the backgroundo Caleb B 0. Smith of Indiana, then seconded 
the nomination of. Lincoln, and the West came to, the 

'' rescue.® !o mortal eye before saw such a scene ® The idea 
of our Hoosiers and Suckers being outscreamed would have 
been as bad to them as the loss of their man# Five 
thousand people at once leaped to their seats, women not 
wanting in the number, and the wild yell made soft 

, , -whisper breathing of all that had proceeded® lo language 
can. describe it#.,̂ ' :

.. v.ltoen the first ballot was concluded, Seward had
173#- votes, Lincoln 108, Cameron .50, Bates 48, Chase 49, and
some were scatteringo. By the time the second ballot had been
tabulated, it was clearly Seward -or Lincoln«. Seward received
li84& and Lincoln 1810 Swett said the increase after the first
ballot was a little more than they had calculated045 Lincoln
was nominated on the next ballot*. At the end of the rolU
ball, Seward dropped to 181 and,Lincoln rose to SSli* Chase • .
received 24& and Cameron 8, while Bates received only 28 votes,

Tfakefie Id, pi#. 114 # 
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all- from Missouri 6. Then the vote changes began» Lincoln 
received 3540. This gave him the nomination# which was then 
made unanimous» Abraham Lincoln of Springfield# Illinois was 
the Republican party8s nominee in the fateful 1860 election^ 

The efforts and strategy of Judge David Davis $
Orville Browning# Bichard Oglesby# Leonard Swett9 Jesse K© 
Dubois# Jesse Fell# arid Norman B 0 Judd had brought Lincoln 
suenesse. He would now enter a greater contest with Stephen 
• A.e, Douglaso As Lincoln said many years later reminiscent of 
the 1858 campaign# 81 It was a slip# not a fall®11 In Chicago# 
this utterance was truly proven correct®.



CHAPTER; T

coiciiFsmi

, The nomination of Atiraham Lincoln in Chicago'in 18.60 
is a subject of interest^, blmeolm in 1856 at the. time he 
joined the.Republican party was not a nationally prominent 
political figure^ Yet four years later he became the 
Republican presidential nominee® Lincoln8' s selection is 
important for the Republican opportunity for victory was 
greatly enhanced by the split of .the: Democracy*

It cannot be doubted that Lincoln8 s selection was. 
made because he was "available9" whereas his two leading 
opponents in the convention,, Seward and Bates had offended 
to© many* Seward was thought of as a radical by his "higher 
law" and "'Irrepressible conflict11 utterancess Actually 
these misrepresented 'the true Seward9 who was conservative 
by nature and temperament» Bates was too conservative e He 
had also aroused the suspicion of the Germans of the northwest 
by his earlier Knpw^Iothing connections c. Lincoln# on the 
other handj had almost no radical stigma^ nor did he have 
bitter political enemies as did Seward®. .Horace Greeley8 s 
opposition to Seward$, was important to Seward8 s not receiving 
the nomination®

As can be seen by Lincoln8s speeches, he was not a 
radical on the slavery issue0 He did not wish to abolish 
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slavery by the use of a "higher law" than the United States 
Constitution0. Many times he explained his opposition to 
slavery was based upon his constitutional interpretation^ that 
it was possible to stop* the spread of slaveryc This was as 
far as he would go» He felt slavery carried with it an 
intrinsic wrong and wished to see it spread no f u r t h e r A l l  
of this he stated as early as 1854 in his "Peoria Speech*"5 
On the subject of slavery and slavery extensions, Lincoln did 
not deviate? throughout the entire period presently being 
viewed* He held substantially to this view? until well into 
the Civil War; then he only.changed it because of great pressure 
and entirely different circumstanceso.

The "house-divided" doctrine has been termed radical? 
abolitionist? and even pointing to war* Whether Lincoln 
should have made these remarks at that time is. still an open/ 
historical question? as has been noted in this paperc However? 
if we accept Lincoln* s ■ explanation?. this was not .abolitionist 
doctrine or a threat of destruction to slaverye It was merely 
a belief? a prophecy of something that would eventually happen* 
Douglas refused-this explanation * However? it'was? without 
a doubt? a politically wise statement? for it clearly gave 
issue to the party that Lincoln hoped would send him to the 
United States Senate * :

Lincoln was ambitious®' However?, he had not really 
■attained any.outstanding political fame* Oertainly? his. 
greatest aehieveiient had been his work-in law*. With little 
education? he successfully competed at.the bar with educated ■
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men % who had had opportunities for formal learning* Eincoln 
wanted a political career e He wanted to be senator from 
Illinoiso It can hardly be imagined thaty as some of his 
friends suggested^ Lincoln had much hope of becoming president? 
at least not before late 18590 Probably even then it was 
more of a hope? an outside chance? than any realistic 
expectation^. He did not enter the debates with Douglas in 
order to achieve the 1860 nomination? or even to become elected 
then® He debated:with Douglas' to gain the heeded votes for 
victory in 1858a The succeeding speeches in Ohio? Cooper 
Institute? and lew England were not made, because Lincoln , , 
would gain delegates8 votes in the 186(2 Republican convention^
He went to Ohio, to help the Republican cause there? and to aequaih 
people better with the Republican challenger of Douglas® Illinois 
could not overlook Lineoln^s newly found importance®.

Lincoln8® . four . years in the Republican party were years -. 
in which the name of Abraham Lincoln began to take on a 
national significance0; It was a period of learning for 
Lineolno "He made his political moves, within the complicated 
scene of Illinois polities» The - state represented diverse 
feelings on the slavery issue and Lincoln worked among, these* . 
These four'years;might be ; viewed as.a building process ? in :' • 
which Lincoln worked to be in a position to be nominated® But. ' . 
the goal Was not the presidency® The talk that arose in 1859 
/and 1860 would be useful in some.day becoming senator from 
Illinois® . V' / ,

The actual work for the nomination was done in. Chicago?



by astute politicians o These men saw an opportunity for 
Elneoln and they worked hard to press every advantagec.
Elneoln" s political future as far as the Chicago convention 
was eoncerned was put into the hands of Judge David Davfs and 
:his grdup)' of workerso. With no .anti-Lincoln force to combat 
in the conventions, they worked steadily toward their goale. 
Lincolns, by an astute convention move in the Illinois ■
Republican Convention had the Illinois delegation solidly 
supporting hlmo. With this force $, the work began and continued , 
until success on the third'ballot o Thus g was achieved Lincoln is 
nominationa . .
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